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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In a February 27, 1980, memorandum to the Regional Director of the Upper
Colorado Region, Water and Power Resources Service, now Bureau of Reclamation
(Reclamation),-the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) requested
consultation on projects under construction and on the continued operation of
all existing Reclamation projects in the Upper Colorado River Basin.
Reclamation agreed with the Service's request and by memorandum dated
March 27, 1980, formalized the initiation of.consultation on Flaming Gorge
Dam. On August 9, 1991, the Western Area Power Administration (Western Power)
became a party to this consultation, with Reclamation remaining the lead
agency.

Coincident with issuance of the Biological Opinion for the Strawberry Aqueduct
and Collection System (Strawberry System) dated February 27, 1980
(subsequently amended on August 31, 1990), Section 7 consultation began on the
continued operation of Flaming Gorge Dam. The Strawberry System biological
opinion determined that depletions in the amount of 108,000 acre-feet from the
Duchesne and Green Rivers would be "likely to jeopardize the continued
existence of the Colorado squawfish and humpback chub." The 1978 amendments
to the Endangered Species Act (Act) allowed for development of a reasonable
and prudent alternative if a jeopardy opinion was issued. The reasonable and
prudent alternative for the Strawberry System was that Flaming Gorge Dam and
reservoir would compensate for those depletions and would be ooerated for the
benefit of endangered fish.

Jeopardy opinions also were issued for the Upalco, Jensen, and Uinta projects
of the Central Utah Project during the late 1970's and early 1980's. The
reasonable and prudent alternative for each of these jeopardy opinions was
reoperation of Flaming Gorge Dam to provide flows required for endangered
fish. In addition, the Service stated that it would further evaluate and
recommend flows needed by the endangered fish in a biological opinion for the
continued operation of Flaming Gorge Dam. Biological opinions issued for the
Narrows Project (March 25, 1992) and the Price-San Rafael Salinity Control
Project (February 4, 1992) also are linked to this opinion. As stated in the
Narrows Project Opinion "Acceptance and implementation of the reasonable and
prudent alternative in that [Flaming Gorge] biological opinion will constitute
progress under the Recovery Program to offset the impacts of the Narrows
Project . • .. In the event that the reasonable and prudent alternative in
the Flaming Gorge final draft biological opinion is not accepted or
implemented by the time construction ... of the Narrows Project begins,
additional meaSUres may be required to offset the effects of this depletion."
Similar language is contained in the Price-San Rafael Salinity Control Project
biological opinion. '.

After completion of the Strawberry System opinion, the Service and Reclamation
determi ned that insuffic1 ent data existed on flow requirements of endangered
Colorado River fish and that a biological opinion on the continued operation
of Flaming Gorge Dam should not be issued until further studies were
conducted. From 1980-1991 there was a series of agreements between the
Service and Reclamation delaying the issuance of a biological opinion until
studies were completed and enough scientific data collected to recommend
specHi c flows. Flows withi n the operat iona1 cri teri a for Fl aming Gorge Dam,
without special considerations for the Colorado River fish, were evaluated
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from 1979-1984. This was followed by an interim flow agreement which
constrained summer flows to benefit the fish; these constrained flows were
studied from 1985-1991.

This biological opinion is being issued by the Service consistent with the
provisions of the Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered Fish Species
in the Upper Colorado River Basin (Recovery Program) (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1987). The Recovery Program was formally endorsed by the Secretary of
the Interior (on behalf of the Service and Reclamation); the Governors of
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming; and the Administrator of Western Power in January
1988. The purpose of the Recovery Program is to recover the endangered fish
while allowing water development to proceed in the Upper Colorado River Basin
consistent with the Act. The Recovery Program contains five principal
elements or strategies for recovering the endangered fish in the Upper Basin:
habitat management (provision of instreamflow); habitat development and
maintenance; stocking of native fish; nonnatives fish and sport fishing; and
research, monitoring, and data management. Refining the operation of Flaming
Gorge Dam is identified as one of the principal habitat management strategies
for recovering the endangered fish in the Green River. The following excerpts
from the Recovery Program are pertinent to the Section 7 consultation on
Flaming Gorge:

"The water resource development projects constructed in the Upper
Basin by' Reclamation may have significantly and adversely affected
the river system's rare fish species. In addition to the
mechanism described in the preceding sections, there are ways to
support essential habitat areas through the refined operation of
these reservoirs to reduce or eliminate those adverse impacts and
contribute to recovery in a manner consistent with all applicable
laws." (page 4-8)

"Reclamation and the Service will make every effort to complete
Section 7 consultation on the operation of Flaming Gorge Dam during
1989. The parties will develop a release schedule that treats
conservation of the endangered fish species as a firm constraint on
release patterns from Flaming Gorge. Upon completion of consultation,
Reclamation will adopt alternatives or recommendations jointly developed
with the Service." (page 4-10).

Accordingly, refining the operation of Flaming Gorge to benefit the endangered
fish and completion of the biological opinion has been given a high priority
under the Recovery Program. Since 1985, Reclamation has operated flaming
Gorge to provide flows in the Green River that enhance survival and growth of
young Colorado squawfish. In addition, numerous studies were funded through
the Recovery Program to better understand the effects of Flaming Gorge Dam on
the endangered fish and their habitat. These studies provided information
that was critical in the formulation of this biological opinion.

In accordance with Section 7 of the Act (16 U.S.C. 1536) and its regulations
(50 CFR 402 et seq.), we transmit the Service's biological opinion for the
continued operation of Flaming Gorge Dam on federally listed endangered
species.
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The bald eagle (Ha1iaeetus 1eucocepha1us), peregrine falcon (~
peregrinys), and Ute 1adies'-tresses orchid (Spiranthes di1uvia1is) also are
addressed in this biological opinion.

BIOLOGICAL OPINION

Based upon the best scientific and commercial information currently available,
it is the Service's biological opinion that the continued operation of Flaming
Gorge Dam, as described below, is likely to jeopardize the continued existence
of the endangered Colorado squawfish (ptychocheilus lucius), humpback chub
(Gila fYRhi), bonytail chub (~ elegans), and razorback sucker (Xyrauchen
texanys) by appreciably reducing the likelihood of both the survival and
recovery of these species in the wild by further reducing their numbers,
reproduction, or distribution. .

Elements of a reasonable and prudent alternative, that in the opinion of the
Service, will avoid the likelihood of jeopardy to the endangered Colorado
River fish are based, in part, on the reoperation of Flaming Gorge Dam and
include:

1. Refinement of the operation of Flaming Gorge Dam so that flow and
temperature regimes of the Green River will more closely resemble
historic conditions.

2. Conduct a 5-year research program including implementation of
winter and spring research flows beginning in 1992 to allow for
potential refinement of flows for these seasons. This research
program will be based on the Five-Year Flaming Gorge Flow
Recommendations Investigations which are being conducted by the
Recovery Program (Appendix B). The program provides for annual
meetings to refine seasonal flows based on research findings and
water year forecast. Except for specific research flows during
the 5-year research program, year-round flows in the Green River
will resemble a natural hydrograph described under element 1 of
the reasonable and prudent alternative.

3. Determination of the feasibility and effects of releasing .warmer
water during the late spring/summer period and investigation of the
feasibility of retrofitting river bypass tubes to include power
generation thereby facilitating higher spring releases.

4. Legal protection of Green River flows from Flaming Gorge Dam to Lake
Powell.

5. Initiation of discussions with the Service after the conclusion of
the 5-year research program to examine further refinement of flows
for the endangered Colorado River fish.

The Service believes implementation of the reasonable and prudent alternative
will preclude jeopardy to the endangered fish from the continued operation of
Flaming Gorge Dam. Furthermore, it is the Service's biological opinion that
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the current and proposed operation of Flaming Gorge Dam is not likely to
affect the continued existence of the bald eagle, peregrine falcon, or Ute
ladies'-tresses orchid.

DESCRIPTION OF FLAMING GORGE OPERATION

BACKGROUND

Flaming Gorge Dam, located on the Green River in northeastern Utah, lies
approximately 410 river miles upstream from the confluence of the Colorado and
Green Rivers. The reservoir extends north into Wyoming with its upper
terminus near the town of Green River, Wyoming. At capacity, the reservoir
has 42,000 surface acres, is 91 miles long, and has a live storage capacity of
3.75 million acre-feet. Flaming Gorge Dam was authorized by the Colorado
River Storage Project Act of 1956, 43 U.S.C. 620. The operation of the
Colorado River Basin projects, which includes Flaming Gorge, was further
described in the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 1968, 43 U.S.C 1502,
which states:

"This program is declared to be for the purpose, among others, of
regulating the flow of the Colorado River; controlling floods;
improving navigation; providing for the storage and delivery of the
waters of the Colorado River for reclamation of lands, including
supplemental water supplies, and for municipal, industrial, and
other beneficial purposes; improving water quality; providing for
basic public outdoor recreation facilities; improving conditions for
fish and wildlife, and the generation and sale of electrical power
as an incident of the foregoing purposes."

Construction of the dam and powerplant began in 1956 and was completed in
1964. Filling of the reservoir began in November 1962 and continued through
1966. Full operation of the facility began in 1967. Reservoir releases
through the powerplant range from 800 to 4,700 cubic feet per second (cfs).
Maximum powerplant releases are constrained by generator output and reservoir
elevation; while minimum releases are constrained by an agreement with the
Utah Division of ,Wildlife Resources which provides for a minimum flow of
800 cfs to maintain the tailwater trout fishery. Additionally, the dam has
the capacity to release up to 4,000 cfs through two river outlets- (jet tubes)
and an additional 28,800 cfs through the spillway.

OPERATION

Existing and proposed future operational criteria for Flaming Gorge Dam and
reservoir provide for a full reservoir while maximizing power revenue and
avoiding the use of the jet tUbes and/or spillway. Depending on snowpack and
monthly forecasting, an appropriate winter drawdown to avoid spills results in
minimum reservoir storage of approximately 800,000 acre-feet at 6,020 feet in
elevation which usually occurs in March. Attempts are made to refill the
reservoir during spring runoff, and maximum levels usually occur in July.
Releases during the remainder of the year are patterned to meet energy
demands. Peak electrical power demand occurs during summer (July through
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September) and winter (December through February). During these periods water
releases from Flaming Gorge Dam fluctuate within the operational constraints
of the powerplant (800-4,700 cfs). Flaming Gorge Reservoir results in an
estimated annual depletion of 78,300 acre-feet due to evaporation.

The mean annual flow of the Green River, near Jensen, Utah, is almost the same
now as prior to the construction of Flaming Gorge Dam, but the flows and
temperatures are significantly changed from historic patterns. In general,
spring peak flows are much lower, while late summer and winter flows are
higher, than historic averages. Minor peaks in discharge occur in summer and
winter corresponding to peak power demands, while base flows are generally
elevated during the remainder of the year to accommodate winter reservoir
drawdown and minimum flow agreements.

Flaming Gorge operations are within the general framework of the above
criteria, but vary year to year based on hydrologic conditions. Historical
and post-Flaming Gorge flows differ significantly (Figure 1). Historically,
flows in the river increased with the onset of snowmelt in March, peaked in
June, and remained high through July. The mean annual spring peak for the
historic period, measured at Greendale, was about 7,800 cfs. Following spring
runoff, flows declined to less than 1,000 cfs for the remainder of the year.
Variations of this pattern occurred during wet and dry historic periods.

Reservoir filling occurred from 1963-1966 with the first full year of
operation beginning in 1967. In 1979, Reclamation began releasing water
through the multilevel outlet structure which provided warmer water for fish.
Operations changed in 1985, when the Service and Reclamation signed an
"agreement" for protection of critical endangered fish nursery habitats
downstream of Jensen, Utah, and for other special releases associated with
study objectives contained in the interagency agreement (6-AA-40-04070).

BASIS FOR OPINION

The endangered Colorado squawfish, humpback chub, bonytail chub, and razorback
sucker inhabit the Green River. Occupied habitat currently extends from the
confluence with the Colorado River at river mile zero (0) upstream to near the
Willow Creek confluence (Swallow Canyon) at river mile 383.5.. The main stem
Green River and its tributary, the Yampa, contain the largest populations of
Colorado squawfish and razorback sucker known to exist in natural riverine
habitats. HUMpback chub have a limited, discontinuous distribution in canyon
bound habitats and persist in small numbers in Desolation and Whirlpool
Canyons. The bonytail chub is extremely rare throughout the Upper Colorado
River Basin.
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Figure 2, taken from Tyus and Karp (July 1991), shows the conceptual
relationships between a natural hydrograph and the timing of life history
requirements for the Colorado squawfish, humpback chub, and razorback sucker.
It is this natural hydrograph with a large spring peak; a gradual descending
limb into early summer; and low, stable flows through the summer, fall, and
winter that the Service believes creates the best habitat conditions for rare
and endangered fish in the Green River Basin. This flow pattern maintains
long-term stability and geomorphology of the channel, prepares spawning areas,
and forms nursery habitats.

DEVELOPMENT AND EXTENT OF PERTINENT SCIENTIFIC DATA BASE

The Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-205) charged all Federal Agencies to consider the
needs of speci.es listed as threatened and endangered. The Act also mandated
all Federal Agencies to consult with the Service to ensure that their actions
were not likely to jeopardize listed species. Early consultations revealed
the need for scientific information on the endangered species. In 1979, the
collection of life history data to expand the scant data base that existed for
the rare and endangered fish of the Upper Colorado River Basin began with
formation of the Colorado River Fisheries Project. In 1982 Reclamation and
the Service continued studies on endangered fish under the Colorado River
Fishery Monitoring Program. These studies were to examine the effects of
flows from Flaming Gorge Dam primarily on Colorado squawfish. In 1985 the
Service and Reclamation agreed to an interagency Flaming Gorge Studies program
that began in 1986 and ended in 1990. That program evaluated habitat
requirements and streamflow needs of the rare fish and provided flow
recommendations in a final report dated July 1991 (Tyus and Karp 1991).

Just prior to implementing the Recovery Program in 1988, a multi agency Flaming
Gorge Section 7 Consultation Team was formed to evaluate biological
information and ongoing studies prior to issuance of the biological opinion.
The final products formulated under the direction of this team were the
consolidated hydrology and biology reports. The Final Consolidated Hydrology
Report (Smith and Green 1991) provided hydrologic information on the past and
current operation of Flaming Gorge Dam and discussed models which could be
used to predict changes in sediment transport, temperature, and channel
morphology resulting from recommended operational changes included in this
opinion. The final consolidated biological report titled Habitat Use and
Streamflow Heeds of Rare and Endangered Fishes in the Green Riyer, Utah (Tyus
and Karp 1991) ~rged the results of numerous studies done by a variety of
government and private researchers. Together, these consolidated reports form
the basis for the Service's recommended refinement of the existin~operation

of Flaming Gorge Da. to improve downstream conditions for rare and endangered
fish in the Green River.
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GREEN AND YAMPA RIVER COMPLEX

The Service considers the Yampa and Green Rivers as a system that is essential
to the survival and recovery of the endangered fish, primarily because of
their biologic and hydrologic interrelationships. The Green River above its
confluence with the Yampa River has been altered (hydrograph, temperature,
sediment transport, fish habitat, and stream species composition) by
construction and operation of Flaming Gorge Dam. Yampa River flows, however,
remain predominately unregulated and follow a more natural hydrograph.

Relative to the Green River, the Yampa River has higher spring and summer
water temperatures, and its input of sediment promotes the creation and
maintenance of backwater nursery habitats for Colorado squawfish in the Green
River. Operation of Flaming Gorge Dam has altered the magnitude, duration,
and timing of the spring peak and has increased base flows in the Green River.
This had negative impacts on the nursery habitat for Colorado squawfish and
razorback sucker.

Sediment and stream channel morphology in the Green River are maintained
somewhat by spring runoff from the Yampa River (Tyus and Karp 1989). Sediment
import into the Green River from the Yampa River contributes to the system's
present sediment quasi-equilibrium (Lyons 1989). This sediment is important
in creating backwaters and other important habitats for endangered fish.

The Green and Yampa Rivers also are interrelated biologically. Colorado
squawfish migrate from the Green River to spawn in the Yampa River; the larvae
are then transported back to Green River nursery habitats. Movement of adult
endangered fish, between the Green and Yampa Rivers, was well documented by
Tyus (1990), Tyus and Haines (1991), and others.

ENDANGERED FISH

The importance of the Green River to rare and endangered fish was established
by the Recovery Program and recognized by many biologists as noted in the
recovery plans for each of the species. The Green River and its tributaries
were listed as the highest priority for recovery of Colorado squawfish in the
Colorado River Basin in the recently revised Colorado Squawfish Recovery Plan
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1991). The Green River in Desolation and Gray
Canyons and in Dinosaur National Monument (Dinosaur) is considered extremely
important in the recovery of humpback chub in the Humpback Chub Recovery Plan
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1990a). The Bonytail Chub Recovery Plan
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1990b) indicates that one of the last known
riverine concentrations of bonytail chub was in 'the Green River within
Dinosaur. In addition, the Green River supports the largest known population
of razorback sucker in their natural riverine habitat (Lanigan and Tyus 1989).
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The Recovery Program placed a high priority on habitat management in the Green
and Yampa Rivers through protection of instream flows. Because of the
importance of providing legal protection for instream flows, the Service
considers, within the Section 7 process, the legal protection of flows
essential to offsetting project impacts.

The consolidated biology report (Tyus and Karp 1991) summarizes the
distribution, abundance, and habitat use for the endangered fish. Much of the
species biological information discussed below was extracted from that report.

COLORADO SQUAWFISH

General Status

Historically, Colorado squawfish occurred in mainstream habitats of the
Colorado River system. The species was found in the Colorado River from the
Utah-Arizona border to the Sea of Cortez in Mexico, and the Salt and Gila
Rivers of the lower Colorado River Basin. However, all lower basin
populations are considered extirpated (Minckley 1973). In the Upper Colorado
River Basin, Colorado squawfish occurred in the Colorado, Green, Yampa, White,
Dolores, Gunnison, San Juan, Uncompahgre, and Animas Rivers and in many
smaller tributaries. Although still occurring in much of its former upper
basin range, most areas contain only remnants of their former number and few
reproducing populations exist.

All life history phases of the Colorado squawfish are considered in this
biological opinion and include migration, spawning, and larval recruitment to
the adult life stage. These phases are closely related with specific flow
events and habitat requirements. The recovery goals for Colorado squawfish
established through the Recovery Program are to "maintain and protect self
sustaining populations and natural habitat."

Adults

Adult Colorado squawfish are widely distributed in the Yampa and Green Rivers,
and the fish is considered more abundant in the Green River than any other
location (Holden and Stalnaker 1975: Tyus et al. 1982a and 19B2b: Behnke and
Benson 1983: Tyus, in press). In the mainstream Green River, adults are most
prevalent in upper (i.e., near Ouray, Utah) and lower (i.e., near Labyrinth
Canyon) sections (Tyus et al. 1987).

During the winter months, adult Colorado squawfish occupy a variety of low
velocity habitats inclUding slow runs, slackwaters, eddies, and backwaters
(ephemeral along-shore embayments) (Valdez and Masslich 1989; Wick and Hawkins
1989). Colorado squawfish select certain river reaches in the Green and upper
Yampa Rivers and generally remain active in these areas all winter (Valdez and
Masslich 1989; Wick and Hawkins 1989). The fish presumably use ice as cover
and some local movements are probably made to avoid floating ice jams (Valdez
and Masslich 1989).
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Flow fluctuations in the winter may affect fish use of preferred winter
habitats. Movement patterns of radio-tagged fish suggested that such
fluctuations r~sult in greater movement of Colorado squawfish than in more
stable conditions (Valdez and Masslich 1989: Wick and Hawkins 1989). Valdez
and Masslich (1989) believed that a rapid change in river stage altered
locations of squawfish preferred microhabitats resulting in greater fish
movement. Increased movement was hypothesized as resulting in increased
energy expenditure and decreased body condition. Decreases in body condition
during winter may affect ova development, number, and size.

In spring and early summer, adult Colorado squawfish are most often located in
seasonally inundated shoreline habitats, including backwaters or bottomlands
(Tyus 1990). Radio-tracking data indicated use of shoreline backwater habitat
in the 1981 low-flow year and use of flooded bottomlands during the 1983 high
flow year (Tyus and Karp 1989). During the 2 high-flow years, 1983 and 1984,
adult Colorado squawfish also used flooded shorelines (Tyus et al. 1987).
From late April to May in 1985 and 1987, at flows of 8,000-10,000 cfs, they
used the inundated portions of Old Charley Wash. Wick et al. (1983) noted
that in 1982 (an average-flow year) that adult Colorado squawfish used
backwater and eddy habitats as runoff flows increased from early may through
mid-June. .1n May, backwater habitat use occurred in backed-up tributary
mouths and diked-off side channels. Adult squawfish moved to main channel
habitats as the river level dropped.

Adult Colorado squawfish occupy a variety of habitats in mid-to-late summer
but are most common in eddies, pools, runs, and shoreline backwaters over sand
and silt substrates (Tyus et a1. 1984 and 1987). Visual observations of fish
in shallow water suggests that adults use sheltered microhabitats behind
boulders, flooded vegetation, or other cover. During the summer, radio-tagged
fish were most often located in deeper shoreline habitats where movements
suggested heavy use of the eddy-run interface (Tyus et a1. 1987).

Capture of introduced northern pike, £i2K lucius, and channel catfish,
Icta1urus punctatus, in habitats shared by adult Colorado squawfish (Wick
et a1. 1985; Tyus and Beard 1990) suggests a potential for competition and/or
predation during times of resource 1imitation. Although Pimentel et a1.
(1985) found that Colorado squawfish did not prefer channel catfish as prey,
observations of. channel catfish lodged in throats of adult Colorado squawfish
(McAda 1983; Pimentel et a1. 1985; Wick et a1. 1985) indicate that these
introduced fish are eaten by Colorado squawfish, and some may cause mortality.
However, little is known concerning conditions that either favor or impede
nonnative fish. MeAda and Kaeding (1989) found that during years 8f low
annual runoff, numbers of nonnative fish increased; yet in years of moderately
high runoff, their relative abundance decreased. Predacious fish of concern
include channel catfish, northern pike, and walleye, Stizostedion vitreum.
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Migration

The initiation of spawning migration is an important component of the
reproductive cycle of the Colorado squawfish. Based on radio-tracking data
(Wick et al. 1983; Tyus and McAda 1984; Tyus 1990), fish in the Green and
Yampa Rivers initiated spawning migrations around the summer solstice; Green
River fish initiated migrations about June 21 (range: May 23-July 22) and
Yampa River fish migrated about June 15 (range: May 26-July 13). These
movements included downstream migrations in the Yampa and White Rivers and
upstream and downstream migrations in the Green River (Tyus et al. 1987;
Tyus 1990).

Flows and water temperatur.es were highly variable during Colorado squawfish
spawning migrations, and migrations were initiated earlier in low-water years
(e.g., 1981) and later in higher water years (e.g., 1983). The earlier the
spring peak flow occurred, the longer the interval before migration began
(Tyus 1990). Initiation of spring migration occurred about 28 days after peak
flow in the Yampa and Green Rivers (Tyus and Karp 1989). Migration was
associated with water temperatures of at least 9 ·C (average 14 ·C).

Homing behavior in Colorado squawfish is suggested by long-distance movement
patterns and repeated recaptures of the same fish on spawning grounds in '
subsequent years (Wick et al. 1983; Tyus 1985 and 1990). Fish use of more
than one spawning area was not detected (Tyus 1990), supporting the idea of
spawning fidelity in Colorado squawfish. Colorado squawfish spawning areas
thus should be protected as unique habitats that are essential to the
conservation of the species.

The migrations and homing behavior of Colorado squawfish mandates protection
of known migration routes. Migrations of Colorado squawfish are vulnerable to
stream blockage (Tyus 1984) as evidenced by the recent loss of 50 miles of
occupied habitat in the White River due to blockage (Martinez 1986) at Kenny
Reservoir. Lack of access to spawning grounds was implicated in the decline
of Colorado squawfish (Joseph et al. 1977; Tyus 1984).

Spawning

Males generally mature at age 5 or 6 and females at age 6 or 7 (Hamman 1981b;
Vanicek and Kramer 1969; Seethaler 1979). Most mature fish in the Green and
Yampa Rivers migrate in spring to two locations identified as spawning areas.
These include riffle and pool habitats in Yampa Canyon on the lower Yampa
River and Gray Canyon on the Green River (Tyus and Karp 1989; Tyus.1990).

The annual spawning period (as indicated by the presence of migrating radio
tagged fish on spawning grounds, collections of ripe fish, or calculated dates
of larval emergence in spawning reaches) lasts about 4 to 5 weeks. An optimum
spawning period also was calculated by averaging the dates in which radio
tagged fish and ripe fish were present in the spawning reach and back
calculated dates of egg deposition. The length of the estimated optimal
spawning period (about 26 days) was similar in both spawning areas for all
years. Spawning generally occurred earlier in low-water years (1981, 1987,
and 1988) and later in high-flow years (1983 and 1984). Discharge was
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variable between years during the optimum spawning period, but average
temperatures ranged from about 22-25 ·C (Tyus 1990). Others reported a peak
in spawning after temperatures reach 20 ·C (Haynes et al. 1984; Hamman 1982a;
Holden and Stalnaker 1975; Tyus and McAda 1984). Spawning, both in the
hatchery and in the wild, generally occurs from July-August but may extend
into early August depending on flows and temperature.

Vanicek and Kramer (1969) first suggested that discharge and temperature
influenced spawning in Colorado squawfish. Data from 1981 to 1988 indicated
that spawning occurred during the period of declining flows following spring
peak runoff and increasing temperatures (Tyus 1990). This generally occurred
about 26 days (range: 17-33 days) following migration. Peak discharge
preceding spawn, and mean minimum temperatures during spawn were highly
correlated with the spawning period, ostensibly because discharge,
temperature, and the spawning period are correlated. Spawning of Colorado
squawfish is considered a result of complex environmental and biological
influences and is not triggered by a single flow. or temperature event (Tyus
1990). As an example, flow spikes from rainstorms during spring runoff may
also influence ovulation and spawning in Colorado squawfish, as recently
hypothesized by Nesler et al. (1988). Radio-tracking data suggest that· all
adult Colorado squawfish do not spawn each year, and male and female fish may
require different stimuli for gonadal maturation (Tyus 1990), some of which
appear to be flow related.

Breeding adults were most often concentrated in river reaches containing deep
pools, eddies, and submerged cobble/boulder bars. Radio-tagged fish moved
from pools or eddies to presumably spawn on bars and then returned to the
former habitat (Tyus et al. 1987), behavior similar to that of spawning
northern squawfish (Beamesderfer and Congleton 1981). Turbid riverine
conditions precluded direct observations of egg deposition; yet, cobbles
removed from the substrate during this time of year are clean of sediment and
algae (Archer and Tyus 1984; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpublished
data). There is substantial field and laboratory data showing that Colorado
squawfish and other squawfish species require cleaned cobble surfaces for
successful egg adhesion (Burns 1966; Patten and Rodman 1969; Hamman 1981b).
Hamman (1981b) also noted hatching of Colorado squawfish larvae from cobble
surfaces. The need for cleaned cobble and boulder substrates is supported by
spawning of Colorado squawfish following peak flows and peak sediment
transport (Tyus and Karp 1989). Spring scouring, a gradual decrease in summer
flow, and a conca.itant decrease in sediment load aid in preventing siltation
of cobble bars. Thus, magnitude, timing, and duration of spring flows are
considered potential limiting factors for successful reproduction by Colorado
squawfish.

Temperature also affects egg development and hatching. In the laboratory, egg
mortality was 100 percent in a controlled test at 13 ·C. At 16-18 ·C,
development of the egg is slightly retarded, but hatching success and survival
of larvae were higher. At 20-26 ·C, development and survival through the
larval stage were up to 59 percent (Hamman 1981b).
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Larvae and Postlarvae

Colorado squawfish eggs hatch in 4-5 days at 20-21 ·C. Sac-fry emerge from
cobble bars and drift downstream with declining flows (Tyus et al. 1982b;
Haynes et al. 1984; Tyus and Haines 1991) to concentrate in shallow backwater
habitats in the Green River (Tyus et al. 1982b and 1987). Newly emerged
Colorado squawfish fry drift to the mouth of the Yampa River from the midpoint
of the spawning grounds, river mile 16.5-18.2, in about 6 days after hatching
(Tyus and Haines 1991). Nesler et al. (1988) also noted rapid downstream
transport of larvae (3-15 days) following hatching. From 1979 to 1988, peaks
in abundance of young Colorado squawfish occurred in the Green River about
100 miles downstream of the Yampa River spawning reach (Tyus et al. 1982b and
1987; Tyus and Haines 1991). Young fish presumably use river transport for
dispersal from upstream spawning grounds to downstream nursery habitats (Tyus
and McAda 1984; Tyus 1986; Nesler et al. 1988; Tyus and Haines 1991; Paulin
et al., in prep.). Gradually decreasing flows following spring runoff create
productive nursery habitats which persist with summer-winter base flow
conditions. Availability (quality and quantity) of these habitats in the
Green River is considered essential for successful recruitment of the species.

Flow, river temperature, availability of backwater habitat, and predator
abundance contribute to mortality of drifting larvae. Berry (1988) noted that
larval Colorado squawfish acclimated to about 22 'C are adversely affected by
cold water of 10 'C and 15 ·C. Young Colorado squawfish are routinely
collected in isolated pools in the Green River system (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, unpublished data). These pools form when decreasing flows strand
bodies of water from the main channel. Natural fluctuations in river level
are usually slow enough to make this a gradual process and thereby allow
entrapped fish to escape. Abrupt fluctuations in river level, as is
characteristic of the Green River and other regulated systems, could increase
mortality of small fish by cutting off escape routes and thereby increasing
potential for competitive interactions and exposure to terrestrial predation.
Herons (Ardeidae), raccoons (procyon lotor), garter snakes (Thamnoohis spp.),
and other animals were observed feeding on fish trapped in isolated pools
(Erman and Leidy 1975; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpublished data).

Age-O Colorado squawfish are most abundant in shoreline backwaters when water
temperatures are the same or greater than the main river channel. Mark
recapture studies indicated a diel movement of postlarval (age-Oand age-I)
fish between backwaters and the mainstream river in April, October, and
November (Tyus 1991).

Postlarval squawfish appear adaptable to changing conditions. During the
winters of 1985-1986, 1987-1988, and 1988-1989, a significant overwintering
mortality of age-O Colorado squawfish was not detected (Tyus and Haines 1991/.
In addition, low flows in 1988 did not reduce standing crops (7.7 fish/100 m
seined) or growth of young Colorado squawfish. Total length of the fish in
October 1988 (41.3 and 45.0 mm, upper and lower Green River, respectively) was
similar to other years of best growth (Tyus and Haines 1991). Additionally,
high spring catches of age-O fish (6.5-28.9 fish/IOO m' seined) showed good
overwinter survival in some years. laboratory studies (Thompson 1989) found
that all age-O Colorado squawfish survived simulated winter conditions when
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fed, and only smaller individuals with low lipid content died when starved
210 days at 3-4 'C. Thompson found that age-O fish actively foraged in
laboratory and field conditions, and it is assumed that healthy young survived
the winters under 1985-1989 flow conditions (Tyus and Haines 1991).

late summer and autumn are critical periods for growth and survival of young
Colorado squawfish, and historical flows in the Green River system at this
time are predictably low. Juvenile temperature tests showed that preferred
temperatures ranged from 21.9-27.6 'C. The most preferred temperature for
juveniles and adults was estimated at 24.6 'C. Temperatures near 24 'C also
are best for optimal development and growth of young (Miller et al. 1982b).
Tyus et al. (1987) noted that abundance and growth of young Colorado squawfish
in the Green River were negatively correlated with high, cooler late summer
and autumn flows. During the late summer and autumn, catch and growth were
highest in average flow years of 1979 and 1980 and lowest in abnormally high
flow years of 1983 and 1984 (Tyus et al. 1987). In 1983 and 1984, unusually
high releases from Flaming Gorge Dam in the late summer and autumn inundated
backwater nursery areas, and survivorship of young Colorado squawfish was low.
These relationships suggest that flows promoting growth and survival of small
Colorado squawfish vary with time of year and that both reproduction and
survival are highest in years when hydrographs more closely approximated
natural flow condltions. This presumably relates to the availability of
nursery backwater habitat in autumn (Tyus and Haines 1991).

A summer flow range of about 1,100-1,800 cfs maximized the number of
backwaters in the upper Green River basin on aerial photography and
videography (Pucherelli and Clark 1989). These authors also noted that flows
above 1,800 cfs reduced numbers of backwaters at Island Park and Jensen during
their study. High spring flows may be needed to maximize backwater formation,
and gradually decreasing flows may be required to produce good nursery
habitats (Pucherelli and Clark 1989).

Effects of competition and predation by introduced fish on growth and survival
of young Colorado squawfish have yet to be adequately assessed, but the common
use of backwater habitats and foods by young Colorado squawfish and small
introduced fish species (e.g., channel catfish; green sunfish, leoomis
cyanellus; red shiner, Notropis lytrensis (Jacobi and Jacobi 1982; McAda and
Tyus 1984; Muth<et al., in prep.» suggests a potential for negative
interactions. Karp and Tyus (1990b) suggested that growth and survival of
young Colorado squawfish may be adversely affected by the aggressive behavior
of introduced green sunfish, red shiner, and fathead minnow, Pimeohales
promelas. This may be most acute when increases or decreases in river level
reduces the availability of quality backwater habitat.

There is some indication that abundance of nonnative fish may be adversely
affected by periods of high flow (Haynes and Muth 1984; Minckley and Meffe
1987; T. Nesler, written communication). Still, the hypothesis that native
Colorado River fish exhibit greater tolerance to extreme flooding was not
adequately tested. In the Green River, abundance of Colorado squawfish and
red shiner in backwaters was lowest in years of high summer flows (Haines and
Tyus 1990).
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Backwater nursery habitats were influenced by inundation and resuspension of
organic material from shorelines during increased flows and ultimately
influenced backwater nursery habitats. This energy source was important for
standing crops of fish food organisms (Grabowski and Hiebert 1989).
Backwaters in the Ouray area, where young Colorado squawfish were most
abundant, were richer in food than upstream areas studied. Reduced water
level fluctuations in that area resulted in more stable backwater habitats and
possibly reduced the export of nutrients and food (Grabowski and Hiebert
1989).

Juyeniles

Colorado squawfish reach about 74 mm total length by age-2; their'greatest
growth occurs during their third and fourth years just prior to attaining
maturity. Little is'known about the habitat requirements of juveniles, but
they were captured in a variety of shoreline habitats including backwaters and
flooded bottomlands. Juvenile Colorado squawfish may be more numerous in the
lower Green River (Tyus et al. 1987) because of the downstream drift of
larvae. If so, a long-distance upstream movement by juveniles is needed to
repopulate upstream areas. Because only large-sized fish are found in the
upper Yampa River and the highest concentration of juveniles occur in the
lower Green River, upstream movements probably occur during the late juvenile
or early adult stages (Tyus 1986 and 1990; Tyus et al. 1987). These movements
require unrestricted access, which is considered essential to the species.

HUMPBACK CHUB

General Status

Humpback chub originally inhabited the main stem Colorado River from what is
now Lake Mead to the canyon areas of the Green and Yampa River basins. They
were considered less common than other endemic fish of the region but occur in
fairly large numbers where reproducing populations exist. The greatest
concentrations of humpback chub occur in ,the Grand Canyon portion of the
Colorado and Little Colorado Rivers and Westwater/Blackrocks region of the
Colorado River. Smaller populations and incidental catches are reported from
Yampa River; Desolation, Gray, and Whirlpool Canyons of the Green River; and
Cataract Canyon of the Colorado River. The recovery goals for humpback chub
established through the Recovery Program are to "maintain or establish and
protect five self-sustaining populations, natural habitat, and two refugia."

Adults

Humpback chub occur in several canyon-bound sections of the Green River basin,
including the lower portion of the Little Snake and Yampa Rivers and
Whirlpool, Desolation, and Gray Canyons of the Green River (Holden 1978; Tyus
et al. 1982a, 1982b, and 1987; Karp and Tyus 1990a; M. Moretti and E. Wick,
pers. comm.). Surveys conducted prior to and after closure of Flaming Gorge
Dam indicated that all three forms of Colorado River chubs were locally common
in the Green River. This includes bonytail and roundtail chubs in upper Green
River above Ouray, Utah. Humpback chubs occurred in Desolation and Gray
Canyons and in the Flaming Gorge basin of the upper Green River (Smith 1960;
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Holden 1978; Vanicek 1967; Seethaler et al. 1979). Although intensive netting
and electrofishing efforts in the Green River mainstream by Service and Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources biologists yielded over 500 chubs (Miller
et al. 1982c; Tyus et al. 1987; M. Moretti, pers. comm.) , status of humpback
chub in that system is not well understood, due in part to confusion with
specific identification of some fish (Tyus et al. 1987; Rosenfeld and
Wilkinson 1989; M. Moretti, pers. comm.).

More intensive studies are needed to further evaluate the systematics of
Colorado River chubs and to determine their habitat needs in the Green River
basin. The morphological variation that occurs in some areas of sympatry may
be induced by recent habitat change (Valdez and Clemmer 1982). If preferred
spawning conditions and/or habitats are unavailable for one or more species,
spawning might occur during other times and/or places that promote
hybridization. Thus, the presence of intermediate forms in altered sYstems
(e.g., Green River and Colorado River) and the paucity of such forms in some
unaltered rivers (e.g., Yampa River and Little Colorado River) suggests that
natural riverine environments are important for recovery of the humpback chub.
The following paragraphs summarize information on habitat use of humpback chub
in Dinosaur, particularly Yampa Canyon (Tyus and Hinckley 1988; Tyus and Karp
1989; Karp and Tyus 1990a) because little of this information is available for
the mainstream Green River basin.

During spring and early summer, humpback chub in the Green River basin are
most prevalent in high-gradient, whitewater reaches dominated by rocky runs,
riffles, and rapids. Adult fish are most often collected in seasonally
flooded shoreline eddies that are downstream of large boulders and upstream of
rapids. Juveniles appear more common in smaller eddies in rocky shoreline
runs. Humpback chub remain rare in Dinosaur, and only 133 juvenile and adult
fish were captured during spring sampling efforts from 1986-1989 (Karp and
Tyus 1990a). Feeding habits of humpback chub are relatively unknown in the
Green River basin, but stomachs of a few fish contained hymenopterans and
plant debris. Humpback chub also feed on Hormon crickets and presumably other
foods at various levels within the water column (Karp and Tyus 1990a).

Although fall and winter habitat requirements of humpback chub are not well
known, some observations in Dinosaur suggest that the fish remain in pools and
eddies of impounded water and rapids in low flow conditions (Karp and Tyus
1990a). Hinimum flows are thus required to maintain such habitats from
midsummer through late winter, but specific flow levels for the Green River
are not determined.

Spawning

Humpback chub generally spawn between temperatures of 16-20 'C but may also
spawn in temperatures as low as 11.5 'C (Valdez and Clemmer 1982) and as high
as 20.5 'C (Kaeding and Zimmerman 1983). Eggs are adhesive, but little is
known about preferred substrate for egg deposition. Hatchery success
diminishes as temperatures vary from their optimum of 20 'C (Hamman 1982a;
Marsh 1985). The eggs generally hatch in 5-7 days at 19-20 'C (Hamman 1982a).
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In Dinosaur, humpback ch4b spawn in spring and early summer following highest
spring flows at river temperatures about 20 'C (Karp and Tyus 1990a). This
included May and June in low (e.g., 1987 and 1989) and average (e.g., 1988)
flow years but extended into July during the 1986 hi9h-f10w year. Ripe fish
are predominantly captured in shoreline eddy habitats in the upper 30 miles of
Yampa Canyon, and there is some indication that these fish remain in or near
specific eddies for extended periods and return to the same eddy during the
spawning season in different years (Karp and Tyus 1990a). It is unknown where
humpback chubs deposit eggs, but the use of shoreline eddies that are
associated with boulder/sand substrates is considered important to the
breeding requirements of humpback chub in Dinosaur. Availability of shoreline
eddy habitat is greatest with spring flooding and decreases thereafter with
decreasing summer flows; these habitats are formed and maintained by spring
runoff. Loss or reduction of spring runoff could reduce availability of
spawning habitat and consequently adversely affect humpback chub reproduction.
Habitat alternation also may promote hybridization with other species (Valdez
and Clemmer 1982). Flow reductions (absence of spring peak) and decreased
temperatures were implicated as factors curtailing successful spawn and
increasing competition in the Colorado River (Kaeding and Zimmerman 1983).

Larval and Jyvenile

Larval and young-of-year humpback chub are generally found in low velocity
microhabitats associated with backwaters and eddies. Fish grow from 7.5
10.5 cm during their first year of life, and by age-2 many are 200 mm
(8 inches). Males begin reaching sexual maturity at age-2 and females at
age-3. Once humpback chubs reach sexual maturity growth slows considerably.

80NYTAIL CHUB

Status and Distribytion

Historically, the bonytail chub occurred throughout the Colorado River main
stem and its major tributaries, including the Gila and Salt Rivers in the
lower basin and the Green, Yampa, White, Gunnison, and San Juan Rivers in the
upper basin. Recent collections indicate the fish is extremely rare and .is
extirpated from much of its former range, although individual fish are still
occasionally collected frca the upper and lower basins. ·Supplemental stocking
from hatchery fish and maintaining stocks in hatcheries may be necessary to
preclude this species frca beccaing extinct. The recovery goal for bonytail
chub (U.S. Fish and Wildljfe Service 1990b) is to ·prevent immediate
extinction."

Adults

Habitat requirements of the bonytail chub in the Green River basin are little
known. Fish collections in Echo Park (Dinosaur) before and after closure of
Flaming Gorge Dam indicated that the species was present in moderate numbers
at the confluence of Yampa and Green Rivers (Vanicek 1967). But, more recent
investigations in that area yielded few captures. Holden and Stalnaker (1975)
reported the capture of 36 bonytail chubs in Yampa (lower 10 miles) and upper
Green Rivers from 1968 to 1970. Holden and Crist (1981) collected one
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bonytail chub in the lower Yampa River in 1979, and Service biologists
captured one suspected juvenile in 1987. Preliminary results of a radio
tracking study of adult bonytail chub introduced into the upper Green River in
1988 and 1989 indicate that the fish exhibit crepuscular movements and are
somewhat quiescent during the day and night (S. Cranney, Utah Division of
Wildlife Resources, pers. comm.).

Spawning

Bonytail chub spawning locations are unknown. Vanicek and Kramer (1969)
believed spawning occurred in the Green River between mid-June and early July
when water temperatures were near 18 ·C. Similar to humpback chub, the
optimum temperature for hatching success was reported at 20-21 ·C (Hamman
1982c and 1985). Hatching success decreased considerably when temperatures
varied ±10·C. When temperatures are near optimum (20-21 ·C) hatching occurs
in 4-7 days (Hamman 1982c).

Larval and Juvenile

Little data exist on larval and juvenile bonytail chub in the wild because of
their extreme rarity. Vanicek and Kramer (1969) reported mean total lengths
of 55, 100, and 158 mm for age-1 through age-3 bonytail chub from the Green
River. Still, like most larval fish, it is presumed that their survival and
growth are dependent on low velocity habitats.

Bonytail chub drastically declined in the Echo Park area, presumably due to
flow and temperature changes resulting from closure of Flaming Gorge Dam. A
similar pattern was noted in the Colorado River downstream from Glen Canyon
Dam (Utah State Department of Fish and Game 1964 and 1969). Although the
pre impoundment poisoning of riverine habitat in the upper Green River in 1962
contributed to the decline of the bonytail chub in that system, fish
collections in Dinosaur before and after the poisoning (Binns et al. 1963;
Vanicek and Kramer 1969; Vanicek et a1. 1970) suggested that the downstream
extent of the poison was not the only factor in the dramatic decline of the
species from the Echo Park area. Decreased temperatures and changing flow
patterns caused by the construction and operation of Flaming Gorge Dam
permanently altered the physical environment, and bonytail chub habitats may
have been lost. Thus, Flaming Gorge Dam operations also could affect the
future of bonytail chub reintroductions and recovery efforts in the Green
River syste••

RAZORBACK SUCKER

General Status

Historically, razorback suckers were abundant throughout the Colorado River
Basin, primarily in the main stem and the major tributaries from Wyoming to
Mexico. At present, the largest concentrations occur in the Green River in
the upper basin and Lake Mohave in the lower basin. Fish in reproductive
condition also were captured in the Yampa, COlorado, and SanJuan Rivers,
which suggests the importance of these river systems. Although reproduction
in the wild was documented, larvae were seldom captured and may not survive
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past 20 mm in size. The lack of recruitment places this species in a
precarious situation. Because of its recent listing, there is no formal
recovery goal for the razorback sucker. However, the immediate goal is to
prevent their extinction in the wild.

Adults

In the Upper Colorado River Basin, adult razorback suckers were captured
predominantly from the upper Green River (Mile 176-345) and in the lower
13 miles of the Yampa River (Azevedo 1962; Vanicek et al. 1970; Holden and
Stalnaker 1975; Seethaler et al. 1979; McAda and Wydoski 1980; Miller et al.
1982a; Tyus et al. 1982b; Tyus 1987; Tyus and Karp 1990). Catch-effort
estimates suggest that adult razorback suckers are rarer than other native
suckers and the endangered Colorado squawfish.

Radio-tagged razorback suckers overwintered in the Jensen, Island Park, and
Echo Park reaches of Green River (McAda and Wydoski 1980; Valdez and Masslich
1989). In winter, razorback suckers used slow runs, slackwaters, eddies, and
backwaters in the Green River, where local movements increased with flow
fluctuation (Valdez and Masslich 1989).

Razorback suckers in breeding condition were captured primarily on several
cobble/gravel/sand bars in the lower Yampa and upper Green Rivers (including
Echo Park and the reach from Ashley Creek to near the lower boundary of
Dinosaur) but also were collected in flooded shorelines, bottomlands, and
tributary mouths (including Old Charley Wash, lower Ashley Creek and Duchesne
River, and Stewart lake Drain (Tyus and Karp 1990». From 1987 to 1989 (low
and moderate water years), most ripe fish (98 percent) were collected in
riffle areas, but during the high water of 1986, 30 percent of all ripe or
tuberculate razorback suckers were captured in flooded river bottoms of Old
Charley Wash and Stewart lake Drain. Twelve ripe adults were observed in Old
Charley Wash in late May-early June 1986 at flows of about 19,000-20,000 cfs
(Tyus and Karp 1990).

Migration

Razorback suckers exhibited both local and long-distance spring and summer
movements (Tyus 1987; Tyus and Karp 1990). Two spawning migrations were
detected with fish movement between lower Yampa and upper Green Rivers and
movement between upper Green River and Ouray area (Old Charley Wash and lower
Duchesne River (Tyus and Karp 1990».

Spawning

Spawning of razorback suckers occurred during ascending and highest spring
peak flows, as indicated by capture of ripe fish (Tyus and Karp 1989 and
1990). Ripe fish were captured in main channel habitats at water temperatures
of about 14-15 ·C (Tyus 1987; Tyus and Karp 1990). However, temperatures
averaged 19.6 ·C (range 17.5-21 ·C) in flooded areas (Old Charley Wash and
Stewart lake Drain) in spring 1986 when ripe razorback suckers were present.
Main channel temperatures were colder (mean 15.6 ·C, range 15-16.5 ·C) at this
time, which suggests that razorback suckers may seek warmer habitats in the
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spring. Bulkley and Pimentel (1983) reported that razorback suckers preferred
temperatures of about 22-25 ·C and avoided temperatures of 8-15 ·C. Razorback
sucker eggs taken in the Green River experienced poor hatching at 11 ·C due to
fungus, but hatching was successful (80 percent or more) when incubated at
20 ·C (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpublished data). Harsh (1985) noted
optimal hatch in razorback sucker larvae incubated at 20 ·C, but historic
water temperatures in the upper Green River at Jensen did not average 20 ·C
until June-July (Smith and Green 1991). Thus, required spawning and
incubation temperatures of razorback sucker are not well understood and
continue to be studied.

larval and Juvenile

The capture and artificial spawning of ripe razorback suckers in the lower
Yampa and upper Green Rivers (Severson et a1. 1990) and the tentative
identification of larvae in upper Green River seine .co11ections (R.T. Huth and
D. Snyder, pers. comm.) suggests that razorback suckers reproduce
successfully, but there is little recruitment there or elsewhere in the
Colorado River Basin (Holden 1978; HcAda and Wydoski 1980; Hinckley 1983; Tyus
1987; Harsh and Minck1ey 1989; Tyus and Karp 1990). The existing standing.
crops of razorback sucker .in the Green River are presumably old fish (Hinckley
et al., in prep.) that were spawned in the mid-1960's.

The apparent lack of Widespread recruitment in razorback sucker was attributed
to habitat alteration, such as lower water temperatures (Harsh 1985) and
predation by introduced common carp (CYDrinys carDio), green sunfish, channel
catfish, flathead catfish (py10dictys oliyaris), and other nonnative fish
(Hinckley 1983; Brooks et a1. 1985; Tyus 1987; Harsh and Langhorst 1988; Harsh
and Hinckley 1989); Predation by nonnative fish is believed a serious threat
to the survival and recovery efforts of razorback sucker. The absence of
young fish in the Green River basin population also may be linked with the
reduced availability of inundated shorelines due to curtailment of spring
flooding. Naturally inundated lowlands, such as Old Charley Wash and the
Stewart Lake area, that were readily accessible to razorback suckers in the
spring are now less accessible due to blockage and low water levels following
closure of Flaming Gorge Dam.

Habitat requirements of this species in riverine environments are not well
known because of the scarcity of.extant populations (Hinckley 1983; Lanigan
and Tyus 1989) and the absence of younger life history stages (McCarthy and
Hinckley 1987j Tyus 198n. Adult razorback suckers in the Green River basin
are old individuals (Tyus 1987j Hinckley et a1., in prep.) and the'low number
of reproducing razorback suckers is considered limiting (Lanigan and Tyus
1989; Tyus and Karp 1990). Nonnative fish, high spring flows, warming river
temperatures, and inundated shorelines and bottom1ands all appear as factors
that influence successful reproduction and recruitment in razorback sucker.
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EFFECTS OF THE ACTION

Operation of Flaming Gorge Dam, since it began filling in November 1962,
altered downstream flow, temperature, and channel morphology in the Green
River due to reregulation of flows and annual depletions of 78,300 acre-feet
due to evaporation. Above the confluence with, the Yampa River, spring peaks
were virtually eliminated and baseline flows increased during summer and
winter in response to needs for water storage, spill prevention, and peak
electricity. The river in this reach is sediment-poor and the channel is
degrading (Lyons 1989). Spring flows of the Yampa River greatly influence the
Green River hydrograph, changing an almost flat hydrograph into a more natural
one. Although a spring and early summer peak is maintained to some degree by
runoff from the Yampa River Basin and other tribu',ries, the river channel is
aggrading below the Duchesne River confluence (AI 2WS 1986). Late summer and
winter flows, normally low and stable within the amework of a natural'
hydrograph, fluctuate considerably in response to nighest peaking power demand
in July, August, and September and December, January, and February,
respectively. Flaming Gorge releases can fluctuate daily from 800-4,700 cfs
with ramp rates as high as 500 cfs per minute based on power production needs.

The most dramatic effects to the hydrograph occur directly below the dam and
downstream to the confluence with the Yampa River. Below the Yampa River
confluence, the effects of fluctuating releases from Flaming Gorge Dam are
somewhat reduced due to attenuation over the 100-mile distance as well as
being ameliorated by the Yampa River flow which remains largely uncontrolled.
Further downstream at Green River, Utah, the effects of fluctuating releases
can still be seen but are diminished further by tributary inflow, agricultural
return flows, and attenuation. The Consolidated Hydrology Report (Smith and
Green 1991) contains additional operational information.

There are other endangered species that use the Green River. Bald eagles
currently use the river corridor for wintering. One pair successfully nested
along the Green River in 1991. Peregrine falcons were discovered along the
Green River during the 1980's. Presently there are two peregrine falcon
eyries and possibly one other. Most observations were downstream of the areas
significantly impacted by Flaming Gorge operation. To protect peregrine
falcon eyries, exact locations will not be presented herein. The bald eagle
and peregrine falcon became established along the Green River under current
operation criteria and neither the present operation nor the proposed refined
operation will likely affect their presence (Steve Cranney, Utah Division of
1411 dl ife Resources, pers •.cOM.). The Ute ladies' -tresses orchid, a
threatened species, occurs in the Browns Park area and is not expected to be
affected by the change in operation of Flaming Gorge Dam.

The Service believes that the continued existing and proposed future
operational criteria for Flaming Gorge Dam are likely to jeopardize the
endangered Colorado squawfish, humpback chub, bonytail chub, and razorback
sucker. More detail on the effects of operations on these fish and their
various life history stages is contained within their respective life history
sections contained in this biological opinion:
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ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE

The environmental baseline includes the past and present impacts of all
Federal, State, or private actions and other human activities in the action
area; the anticipated impacts of all proposed Federal projects in the action
area that have already undergone formal or early Section 7 consultation; and
the impact of State or private actions which are contemporaneous with the
consultation in process. .

Past Federal, State, and private actions which resulted in depletions in the
Green River are presented in Table 1 and Appendix A. To place this
information in perspective, the total potential (water already allocated
although not all may be used in any given year) depletions accumulate to
approximately 1,572,552 acre-feet annually, at or above Green River, Utah.
Comparing this to the Green River flow at Green River, Utah, which averaged
around 4,648,000 acre-feet over the past century, the depletions (real and
potential) represent approximately 32 percent of the flow of the Green River.
The total depletion for the entire Green River system is approximately
1,583,960 acre-feet.

The 32-percent depletion of the Green River affects endangered fish in two
ways. First, any depletion above Flaming Gorge Dam decreases the amount of
water which can be regulated for endangered fish (i.e., historic spring peaks
may not be attainable). Secondly, any depletion below Flaming Gorge Dam is a
net loss of water available for endangered fish. Other impacts of Flaming
Gorge Dam and current operation include changes in the temperature regime;
the magnitude, timing, and duration of the spring peak; and the amount of
daily fluctuation occurring in the Green River. Late spring and summer
temperatures in the Green River were moderated as a result of releases from
the reservoir. Summer-winter flows were generally higher than those observed
historically. With the exception of very wet years, the magnitude of the
spring peak seldom approaches historic levels.

Table 1. Summary of water depletions in the Green River Basin.

RIVER/AREA DEPLETION (Acre-feet)

Green River above Flaming Gorge
Upper Green River in 'Utah
Yampa River
Little Snake River
Duchesne River
White River
Lower Green River
San Rafael River

TOTAL

372,331
145,089
129,841
48,800

542,118
131,456
125,325
89,000

1,583,960
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CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Cumulative effects are those effects of future State or private activities,
not involving Federal activities, that are reasonably certain to occur within
the action area of the Federal action subject to consultation. There are no
known future State or private actions, that would not require a Federal
action, anticipated to occur within the action area. This is primarily
because the Green River flows through very little private or State land within
the action area.

CONSIDERATIONS IN DEVELOPING AREASONABLE AND PRUDENT ALTERNATIVE

The Act requires the Service to work with other Federal Agencies in developing
a reasonable and prudent alternative to the project under consultation if
there is a determination that the project is likely t~ jeopardize the
continued existence of listed species. As defined by 50 CFR 402, Final Rule,
Federal Register, June 3, 1986, an alternative is deemed reasonable and.
prudent only if:

1. It can be implemented by the lead Federal Agency (Reclamation) in a
manner consistent with the intended purpose of the project.

2. The Service believes it would avoid the likelihood of jeopardizing the
continued existence of listed species.

3. It can be formulated so that it can be implemented by the lead Federal
Agency consi.stent within the scope of its legal authority and
jurisdiction.

4. It is economically and technically feasible.

The reasonable and prudent alternative developed to avoid the likelihood of
jeopardizing the continued existence of endangered fish in the Green River
meets the aforementioned criteria. The June 1991 Flaming Gorge Consolidated
Hydrology Report by Smith and Green and the July 1991 Habjtat Use and
Streamflow Needs of Rare and Endangered Fishes in the Green River Utah by
Tyus and Karp provide the basis for development of the reasonable and prudent
aHernat ive.

The Green River below Fl aming Gorge Dam represents one of the most. important
riverine habitats left for rare and endangered fish in the Upper Colorado
River Basin, and, as such, is necessary for the continued existence and
recovery of these species.

Decline and endangerment of the Colorado River fish is due, in part, to human
induced habitat changes. Closure and operation of Flaming Gorge eliminated
most of the native fish in 80 miles of the upper Green River from Flaming
Gorge Dam down to Dinosaur (Baxter and Simon 1970; Vanicek et al. 1970).
Present operation of Flaming Gorge Dam through this reach does not provide
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desirable flow and temperature conditions for endangered fish. Existing
stocks of some species of endangered fish are maintained in the Yampa River
because of the more acceptable flow and temperature regimens (Tyus and Karp
1989). Reproduction of Colorado squawfish in the lower Green River continues
because of ameliorating effects of tributary flows, increased distance from
Flaming Gorge Dam, and past cooperative efforts by Reclamation in providing
flows beneficial to maintenance of the rare fish. However, bonytail chub
(which are near extirpation from the Upper Colorado River Basin) and razorback
suckers (which have had virtually no recruitment) have continued to decline
since the closure of Flaming Gorge Dam.

Many factors influence the habitat needs of endangered and other native fish
in the Green River, including time of year, life history stage, and habitat
use of sympatric species. Flow, temperature, and other parameters associated
with natural spring runoff influence the reproductive activities of Colorado
squawfish, humpback chub, and razorback suckers. Maintenance of low, stable
flows in late summer and early autumn is conducive to successful recru'itment
in Colorado squawfish. High spring flows are believed to benefit all native
fish. However, the timing of high releases is critical. The abnormally high
summer releases of 1983 and 1984 from Flaming Gorge Dam resulted in the almost
total loss of two year classes. Low, stable winter flows through ice breakup
are probably important to overwinter survival of young and adults of native
species, and very high winter flows may adversely affect endangered fish and
could provlde an undesirable winter refugium for some introduced fish.
Alteration of historic flow regimens directly affected razorback sucker
recruitment in the Green River basin as its continued survival in the wild is
imperiled. Humpback chub are rare in Whirlpool Canyon of the upper Green
River and t1eir status and habitat needs in Desolation and Gray Canyons remain
relatively unknown.

Operation of Flaming Gorge Dam can be refined to lessen adverse impacts and to
aid in the survival and recovery of the endangered Colorado River fish.
Acceptable flows and temperatures will require ,two major changes: (1) higher
spring releases and (2) lower, more stable warm flows during the summer and
autumn.

Spring

Colorado Sguawfish

The presence of adult Colorado squawfish in inundated shorelines and lowlands
during spring runoff indicates that such behavior, and associated feeding, may
offset the large energy expenditure required for migration and spawning.
Thus, natural flooding of lowlands in the spring and the consequent increased
availability of food and resting habitat appear important in the physiological
readiness of adult Colorado squawfish. Migration signals the onset of the
reproductive cycle in Colorado squawfish, and we consider migration cues
(e.g., high spring flows, increasing river temperatures, and possible chemical
inputs from flooded land) important to the maintenance of successful
reproduction. Migration routes must be protected and barriers discouraged.
The duration, magnitude, and timing of spring runoff also affect preparation
of substrate for spawning and formation of eddy and pool habitats used by
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staging fish. High spring flows mobilize and deliver nutrients and sediments
downstream and aid in the formation of nursery areas. Additional studies are
required to refine this relationship.

Humpback Chub·

Humpback chub predominantly use high-gradient, rocky, canyon habitats, and
availability of such habitat may be adversely affected by the present
alteration of spring runoff in the Green River. Spawning of humpback chub
occurs shortly after highest spring discharge at river temperatures of about
20 ·C in the Yampa River, and presumably in the Green River as well. Reduced
spring runoff promotes growth of the introduced salt cedar, Tamarix spp.,
resulting in bank stabilization and increased availability of spawning habitat
for introduced fish. Relationships between magnitude and duration of spring
runoff should be further evaluated with a consideration of availability of
shoreline eddy habitat, bank stabilization due to exotic vegetation,
overgrowth, and abundance of nonnative and other potential competitor and
predator fish.

Razorback Sucker

Spawning of razorback suckers occurs with increasing flows associated with
highest spring runOff. Curtailment of spring runoff in the mainstream Green
River may be associated with loss of recruitment to the juvenile stage.
Overbank flooding during spring runoff is considered beneficial to adults and
may be important for dispersal and rearing of young. Flaming Gorge releases
should promote spring flooding of historic flooded lowlands. Influence of
spring flows on·razorback sucker spawn in the Green River should be more fully
evaluated.

Bonyta 11 Chyb

Because so few bonytail chub were collected in the wild, their spring behavior
and requirements are unknown. It is hypothesized that if the habitat and life
history requirements of squawfish, humpback chub, and razorback suckers are
met, then the remaining bonytail chub will benefit.

SYmmer

Colorado SgulWfisb

Gradually d~asing fl~s and sediment transport regimens and warming river
temperatures in early and midsummer are necessary for successful spawning,
hatching, and downstreaM transport of drifting larvae. The gradual decline of
summer flows following spring scouring maintains natural sediment transport
equilibria, prevents siltation of spawning sUbstrate, aids downstream drift of
larvae, and creates productive nursery areas.

Hympback Chyb

Rapidly declining summer flows adversely affects spawning and nursery habitats
by concentrating fish in suboptimal habitats and increasing the potential for
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disease, competition, predation, and hybridization. Gradually declining flows
following peak spring runoff are desired. Year-round low flows aid growth of
channel catfish, a potential competitor and predator of humpback chub.

Bonytail Chub

Because so few bonytail chub were collected in the wild, their summer behavior
and requirements are unknown. It is hypothesized that if the habitat and life
history requirements of squawfish and humpback chub are met, then the
remaining bonytail chub will benefit.

Razorback Sucker

Recruitment failure of razorback suckers presumably occurs in late spring and
early summer. This failure was linked elsewhere with predation by introduced
fish (including common carp and channel catfish) and may be associated with
loss of flooded bottomlands and lowered river temperatures. Lower flows may
favor proliferation of potential predators.

Autumn and Winter

Colorado Sguawfish

Low flows in late summer and autumn are correlated with availability of
nursery habitat, young fish abundance, and growth. Backwater habitat
(quantity and quality) in the upper Green River should be maximized through
regulating Flaming Gorge releases. Reregulation should, however, consider
tributary inflows provided by the Yampa River. Unusually high flows in the
late summer and autumn reduce availability of nursery habitat for young
Colorado squawfish. Stable winter flows reduce ice scouring of shoreline
habitats used by overwintering adults and young, and stable winter base flows
may reduce stress to the fish.

Humpback Chub

Habitat use and flow needs of the humpback chub during autumn and winter are
not well understood. Observations during low-flow periods noted that Gila
species were constrained to pools in dewatered rapids and other impounded
waters. Conditions favoring reproduction and growth of channel catfish should
be identified and avoided because of possible negative interactions between
these species.

Bonytail Chub

Because so few bonytail chub were collected in the wild, their autumn/winter
behavior and requirements are unknown. It is hypothesized that if the habitat
and life history requirements of squawfish and humpback chub are met, then the
remaining bonytail chub will benefit.
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Razorback Sycker

Fluctuating winter flows with icy conditions may stress overwintering adults,
and low, stable flows near historic levels are recommended.

REASONABLE AND PRUDENT ALTERNATIVE

1. Refinement of the operation of Flaming Gorge Dam so that flow and
temperature regimes of the Green River will more closely resemble
historic conditions.

Typically, to produce a natural hydrograph and temperature regime,
releases froM Flaming Gorge Dam must be high in the spring, as warm as
possible in ~arly summer, and low and stable throughout the remainder of
the year. However, because it is not possible to duplicate the exact
flows which existed historically, the Service's recommendations are
directed toward maximizing habitat as larval endangered fish enter the
drift and to the fullest extent possible based on the biology of the
species and upon the scientific data currently available. Releases
needed to produce a natural hydrograph are discussed below in more detail·
with regard to timing, magnitude, and duration. Reclamation and Western
Power will monitor releases from Flaming Gorge and flows at Jensen and on
the Yampa River to ensure compliance with this opinion.

Reclamation and Western Power will convene coordination meetings with the
Service in April and October of each year to review past operations and
discuss operation for the upcoming period. These meetings also will be
used to examine research flow requests for the upcoming field seasons.
Reclamation will prepare, for Fish and Wildlife Enhancement, an annual
document detailing compliance with all elements of this reasonable and
prudent alternative and detailing releases from Flaming Gorge Dam and
flows at the Jensen, Utah, gage and from the Yampa River. Reclamation
and Western Power will integrate these flows into their annual operating
plans to further ensure that this element of the reasonable and prudent
alternative is satisfied. The Jensen gage was chosen as a point of
measurement because the flows from Flaming Gorge Dam and the Yampa River
are attenuated at this point and endangered fish also are found at this
location.

Spring

Releases from Flaming Gorge Dam will .be patterned after spring flows of
the Yampa River. Flaming Gorge releases will be gradually increased
beginning between April 1 and Hay 15 of each year so. peak Flaming Gorge
releases will match peak runoff from the Yampa River, both in timing and
duration, and thereby approximate historic average peak flows at Jensen,
Utah. A high release from Flaming Gorge Dam must be provided annually to
obtain a target peak flow between 13,000 and 18,000 cfs at Jensen, Utah,
sustained for approximately 1 to 6 weeks beginning between May 15 and
June 1. To achieve this flow, a release of 4,000-4,700 cfs will be
required for the 1 to 6 weeks. The duration of these peak releases will
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depend on the water year with longer release periods in wet years and
shorter release periods in dry years. A determination of whether it is a
wet, average, or dry year will be made by the Service and Reclamation
during the April coordination meeting.

We recognize conditions will vary each year depending on water
conditions. However, as a guideline, to achieve a gradual increase in
peak flows at Jensen, Utah, between April 1 and May 15 of each year,
releases from Flaming Gorge should be gradual (i.e., no more than 400 cfs
per day) and should reach at least 2,000 cfs during May. Then a p~ak

flow release of 4,000-4,700 cfs would be made beginning between May 15
and June 1 for 1 to 6 weeks. Likewise, the postpeak decline should
gradually be stepped down (i.e., a rate of not more than 400 cfs per day)
and be synchronized with the drop in spring runoff in the Yampa River.
If Reclamation and Western Power so chose, releases may fluctuate during
the ascending and descending arms of the spring hydrograph. However,
flows must attenuate by Jenson, Utah,and follow the hydrograph described
above. When natural flow (>9,000 cfs) from the Yampa River is
unavailable for an extended spring peak, then a brief peak with releases
remaining at 4,000-4,700 cfs for only 1 week is acceptable from Flaming
Gorge Dam as long as it coincides with the highest flows from the Yampa
River. During normal water years, the entire spring peak will occur for
a period of about 6-8 weeks. If it becomes necessary to bypass water
from Flaming Gorge Dam to alleviate problems with storage, then the
bypass should occur during or prior to the spring peak of the Yampa
River, as has occurred occasionally in the past.

The peak spring flow as described above should stimulate spawning
migration, prepare substrate for spawning, and prepare nursery areas for
larval fish later in the year. Bottomlands in the Jensen and Ouray areas
also would flood, thereby providing habitat and food for native fish.

SUmmer

Green River flows should continue decreasing, attaining a target flow of
between 1,100-1,800 cfs at Jensen, Utah. Although historic summer and
fall flows generally fell within this range, varying hydrologic
conditions sometimes produced summer flows higher than these. It is the
intent of the summer recommendation to optimize available nursery habitat
shown to be necessary for larval Colorado squawfish. The date for
achieving the target flow will be established based on the Yampa River
hydrograph and using the following guidelines. During dry years, when
the spring peak is abbreviated, larval squawfish should reach the nursery
areas around June 20. During normal and wet years, the target flow
should be achieved on or near July 10 and July 20, respectively. The
dates presented herein are based on past spawning and larval drift data
and are typical for dry, wet, and normal water years. The actual dates
will be determined based primarily on the timing of runoff in the Yampa
River. Also, if during the course of spring and/or summer annual
monitoring more precise data becomes available, Reclamation and the
Service will adjust the target date, ensuring that nursery habitats are
maximized when larval endangered fish drift into the Green River. Based
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on hydrologic conditions and Reclamation's water release needs, a target
flow for Jensen will be selected in the range of 1,100-1,800 cfs which
will remain in effect through the summer period. Fluctuations will
deviate no more than 25 percent around the established flow, while
remaining within the 1,100-1,800 cfs range. For' example, if 1,600 cfs ;s
selected as the target flow, then flows as measured at Jensen will remain
between 1,350-1,800 cfsj or if a target of 1,300 cfs is selected, then
flows will remain between 1,100-1,625 cfs. These ranges are not daily
means but are hourly values as measured at the U.S. Geological Survey
gauge at Jensen, Utah.

A summer freshet originating from the Yampa River or any other tributary
would not require a change in release from Flaming Gorge Dam to
compensate for the additional flow. We assume that these were natural
events historically and can probably be tolerated by the native species.
Releases from Flaming Gorge beginning July 1 and continuing until
November 1 should be of the warmest water available, approaching 15 ·C
(highest lake levels). By releasing the warmest water available during
this period, water temperatures in the upper Green River should not
differ more than 5 ·C from the temperature in the Yampa River at Echo
Par-k and should average near 22-25 ·C in Gray Canyon from July 1 to
August 15.

Aytumn

Autumn flows are a continuation of the late summer flows described above.
However, if the year was classified as wet during the April coordination
meeting and a need to release excess water still exists, the target flow
may be increased to within the range of 1,100-2,400 cfs. If water
conditions dictate, the new target may be selected on or after
September 15. The 25-percent fluctuation around the target flow remains
in effect. Green River flows (measured at Jensen) at or below 2,400 cfs
should be sustained until November 1 of each year. During average and
dry years, the target flows selected for summer will remain in effect.

_Flows after November 1 are addressed in the winter period.

Wjnter

The goal for winter releases is to provide low, stable flows near
historic 1.vels. Winter flows should be stabilized once ice cover forms
and re.a1ft so through normal spring breakup. The exception to thi's is
when it becomes evident that higher winter releases are necessary to
ensure mHtlng spring through autumn flows. Under ice conditions. .
fluctuating flows that promote ice breakup, jams, and shoreline scoring
in the mainstream Green River are undesirable for adult fish. Under
conditions when ice does not form or when specific research flows are not
requested, flows may be operated within constraints of Reclamation's
agreement with the State of Utah and the need to release water during wet
years. If possible, fluctuations during this period should be moderated.
The winter period also should be used to manage Flaming Gorge storage to
ensure that flows needed for the following spring peak and s~mmer low.
stable period will be provided.

tmanross
Text Box
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The Service realizes that emergency events may occur that impact
Reclamation's ability to comply with this element of the reasonable and
prudent alternative. Where emergency circumstances mandate the need to
consult in an expedited manner because Reclamation or Western Power
determine that they will not be able to conform to the reasonable and
prudent alternative for an extended period, consultation may be conducted
informally through alternative procedures that the Service determines to
be consistent with the requirements of Section 7(a)-(d) of the Act. This
provision applies to situations involving acts of God, disasters,
casualties, national defense, and security emergencies. If emergency
events exceed 20 hours during any month, Western Power will contact the
Service to determine if reinitiation of Section 7 consultation is
necessary and to examine ways of maintaining flows for the endangered
fish. If after informal consultation, a formal consultation is deemed
necessary, it shall be initiated as soon as practical after the emergency
is under control. Reclamation and Western Power will submit information
on the nature of the emergency action(s), the justification for the
expedited consultation, and the impacts to endangered or threatened
species and their habitats. The Service will evaluate such information
and issue a biological opinion including the information and
recommendations given during the emergency consultation. Western Power.
will report all short-term emergency events that result in a deviation in
the reasonable and prudent alternative on a quarterly basis.

2. Conduct a 5-year research program including implementation of winter and
spring research flows beginning in 1992 to allow for potential refinement
of flows for these seasons. This research program will be based on the
Five-Year Flaming Gorge Flow Recommendations Investigation which was
approved by the Recovery Program (Appendix B). The program provides for
annual meetings to refine seasonal flows based on research findings and
water year forecast. Except for specific research flows during the
5-year research program, year-round flows in the Green River will
resemble a natural hydrograph described under element 1 of the reasonable
and prudent alternative.

Research needed to further evaluate the winter/spring flows, flow needs
and effects in the lower Green River, and research. flows for the summer
and autumn periods will be established during an annual coordination
meeting between Reclamation, Western Power, and the Service in early
April after determination of the water year forecast. The Standardized
Data Collection Prog~am with supportive studies for the Green River is in
place and will be able to monitor fish response to yearly flow patterns
(contained in the Five-Year Flaming Gorge Flow Recommendations
Investigation, Appendix B). Research beginning in 1992 will focus on the
winter and spring seasons. Winter research flows will be established so
that various conditions ranging from base loading to full peaking power
operations can be further evaluated. This will include at least 1 year
of stable winter releases at or below 2,000 cfs and 1 year with a spring
peak of approximately 18,000 cfs measured at Jensen gage. If hydrologic
conditions do not provide a 18,OOO-cfs spring peak, then jet tube bypass
will be utilized. Spring research flows will examine various spring
peaks altering the current established spring flow in both magnitude and
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duration. Fish access to off-channel habitats during years with high
spring peaks will need improvement and should be provided concurrent with
the research flows. In years where specific research flows are not
established, winter and spring flows will be those outlined in element 1
of the reasonable and prudent alternative.

Part of the 5-year research plan will be to evaluate the year-round
seasonal flow recommendation throughout the entire Green River. At the
conclusion of the 5-year research period, flow recommendations will be
extended from the dam to Lake Powell.

3. Determine the feasibility and effects of releasing warmer water during
the late spring/summer period and investigate the feasibility of
retrofitting river bypass tubes to include power generation, thereby
facilitating higher spring releases.

The change in water temperatures as a result of impoundments is believed
to be one of the causes for the decline in rare and endangered fish
throughout the Colorado River Basin. Water temperature was shown to
influence spawning migrations, spawning, egg viability, larval survival,
feeding, and growth of endangered fish. Providing warmer water during
critical life history periods could further benefit the affected fish.
Reclamation will complete these examinations during the 5-year research
program. If technologies exist or future technologies become available
which make these alternatives feasible, then Reclamation should enter
into discussions with the Service concerning implementation.

4. Legal protection of Green River flows from Flaming Gorge Dam to Lake
Powell.

Protection of flows for the endangered fish is a major element of the
Recovery Program (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1987). Section 4.1.3 of
the Recovery Program states that "the success of this recovery program is
contingent upon the provision of water rights for instream flows that
satisfy the requirement of the Endangered Species Act." Specifically,
the Recovery Program contains commitments from the States of Colorado and
Utah to work with the Secretary of the Interior to legally protect the
instream flows necessary for recovery of the endangered fish. Legal
protection of flows also is identified as a requirement for de1isting in
the Colorado squawfish and humpback chub recovery plans (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service 1991; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1990a).
Additionally, releases from Flaming Gorge are the reasonable and prudent
alternative/conservation measure identified to offset the actual or
potential depletion impacts associated with the Strawberry System; the
Jensen, Uintah, the Upa1co Units of the Central Utah Project; the Price
San Rafael Salinity Control Project: and the ~arrows Project, as
described in the biological opinions for these projects. Consequently,
development of a legal mechanism to ensure that the releases from Flaming
Gorge Dam are delivered to and available for use by the endangered fish
in occupied habitat from Swallow Canyon, near Browns Park National
Wildlife Refuge, downstream to Lake Powell, is necessary to satisfy all
of these needs. Inflows from the Yampa River, White River, and other
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major tributaries contribute significantly to the flows of the Green
River, especially during the spring. Ultimately, tributary inflows
necessary to satisfy the flow requirements of the endangered fish in the
Green River also will need to be legally protected. Protection of
tributary flows will be pursued through the Recovery Program and not as a
requirement of this biological opinion.

The Service believes that the legal protection of releases from Flaming
Gorge to benefit the endangered fish in the Green River can best be
accomplished by working through the Recovery Program. Within the
Recovery Program, a Water Acquisition Committee was formed to coordinate
and facilitate acquisition and legal protection of water and water rights
necessary to recover the endangered fish in the Upper Colorado River
Basin. Many of the parties who are instrumental to or have an interest
in legal protection of instream flows in the Green River are represented
on this committee, including Reclamation; the Service; Western Power; the
States of Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming; the environmental community; and
private water-user groups. Reclamation, as the lead Federal Agency for
carrying out the reasonable and prudent alternative in this biological
opinion, will work through the Water Acquisition Committee to develop
and/or implement a legal mechanism to protect releases from Flaming
Gorge. In addition, the Northern Ute Tribe will be invited to
participate in the process because of its unique status and interest in
water in the Green River basin.

The Service believes that the initial focus should be on providing for
legal protection of flows in the Green River from Flaming Gorge Dam to
the confluence of the Duchesne River for the July through October period,
because there has been general acceptance of the Service's flow
recommendations for this section of the Green River for this time period.
Furthermore, the Service believes that development of a legal mechanism
to protect releases from Flaming Gorge Dam to the confluence of the
Duchesne River for July through October should be completed within
2 years following finalization of this biological opinion. If this is
not accomplished, the Service may request reinitiation of Section 7
consultation for units of the Central Utah Project described above and
other projects which rely upon Flaming Gorge to offset their depletion
impacts.

The Service recognizes that there is uncertainty about the flow
requirements of the fish during the spring and winter periods in the
upper Green River. In addition, the flow requirements in the ·1 ower Green
River have not been precisely quantified. It is anticipated that the
S-year research program identified in this reasonable and prudent
alternative will address these uncertainties and provide a basis for
identifying more precisely the quantities of water that require legal
protection. Upon completion of the S-year research program, Reclamation
will work within the Recovery Program to develop a mechanism to provide
for legal protection of flows for other seasons and other sections of the
Green River. If legal protection is not accomplished, reinitiation of
Section 7 consultation will be required.
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5. Initiate discussions with the Service after the conclusion of the 5-year
research program to examine further refinement of flows for the
endangered Colorado River fish.

Flows were established year-round based on the best scientific and
commercial data currently available. Yet questions remain pertaining to
the winter and spring periods. Current data Indicate the need for a
spring peak, although the nature of the peak (magnitude versus duration)
may still need refinement. Historically, winter flows were low and
stable in the Green River. Questions regarding the effects on the
endangered fish of deviating from low and stable winter flows need to be
addressed. Therefore, further research Is Imperative for these periods
to ensure that the flows required to preserve and recover the endangered
fish will eventually be in place.

Formal Section 7 consultation must be reinitiated if:

a. the amount or extent of taking specified in the incidental take
statement is exceeded;

b. new information reveals effects of the action that may affect listed
species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not previously
considered;

c. the identified action is subsequently modified in a manner that causes
an effect to the listed species or critical habitat that was not
considered in the biological opinion; or

d. a new species is listed or critical habitat designated that may be
affected by the identified action.

Although the Yampa River flow regime is used to cue releases from Flaming
Gorge Dam, this opinion does not prejudge future development in the Yampa
River. Any such development will require Section 7 consultation in compliance
wi th the Act.

CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to avoid adverse effects of long-term operation of Flaming Gorge Dam
on the rare and endangered fish, the Service makes the following
recommendations.

1., Reclamation should examine methods for opening fish access to
backwaters and flooded bottomlands during high releases. Salt cedar
establishment reduced fish access to habitats off the main channel.
The methods may include salt cedar removal or opening channels
through the salt cedar and obtain any necessary flowage easements.
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2. Changes in tributary and main channel flow patterns contributed to
the accumulation"of heavy metals and other contaminants in historic
bottomland areas. As use of these areas increases through
operational changes, these areas will require some cleanup effort.
Reclamation should continue its active role in cleaning up these
habitats.

INCIDENTAL TAKE

Section 9 of the Act prohibits any taking (harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot,
wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or attempt to engage in any such
conduct) of listed species without a special exemption. Harm is further
defined to include significant habitat modification or degradation that
results in death or injury to endangered fish and wildlife by significantly
impairing behavioral patterns such as breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Under
the terms of Section 7(b)(4) and Section 7(0)(2), taking that is incidental to
and not intended as part of the agency action is not considered taking with
the bounds of the Act provided that such taking is in compliance with the
incidental take statement.

With protective provisions included in the reasonable and prudent alternative
contained herein, the Service does not anticipate that the proposed operation
of Flaming Gorge Dam will result in any incidental take of Colorado squawfish,
humpback chub, bonytail chub, razorback suckers, bald eagles, peregrine
falcons, or Utah ladies'-tresses. Accordingly, no incidental take is
authorized. Should any take occur, Reclamation must reinitiate formal
consultation with the Service and provide detailed circumstances surrounding
the take.

The incidental take statement provided in this opinion satisfies the
requirements of the Act. This statement does not constitute an authorization
for take of listed migratory birds under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, the
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, or any other Federal statute.

CONCLUSION

This concludes the biological opinion on the impacts of operation of Flaming
Gorge Dam. The Service determined that current operation of Flaming Gorge Dam
is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the endangered fish in the
Green River; however, a reasonable and prudent alternative which offsets
jeopardy to the endangered fish was identified as a result of this
consultation.

The reasonable and prudent alternative includes:

1. refinement of the operation of Flaming Gorge Dam so that flow and
temperature regimes of the Green River will more closely resemble
natural conditions;
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2. conduction of a 5-year research program including implementation of
winter and spring research flows beginning in 1992 to allow for
potential refinement of flows for these seasons. This research
program will be based on the Five-Year Flaming Gorge Flow
Recommendations Investigations which was approved by the Recovery
Program (Appendix B). The program provides for annual meetings to
refine seasonal flows based on research findings and water year
forecast. Except for specific research flows during the 5-year
research program, year-round flows in the Green River will resemble a
natural hydrograph described under element 1 of the reasonable and
prudent alternative;

3. determination of the feasibility and effects of releasing warmer
water during the late spring/summer period and investigation of the
feasibility of retrofitting river bypass tUbes to include power
generation, thereby facilitating higher spring releases;

4. legal protection of Green River flows from Flaming Gorge Dam to Lake
Powell; and

5. initiation of discussions with the Service after the conclusion of
the 5-year research program to examine further refinement of flows
for the endangered Colorado River fish.

Thank you for your cooperation in the formulation of this opinion and your
interest in conserving endangered species.
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Green River Above Flaming Gorge Reservoir
Depletion Amount

Acre-Feet

Agriculture above Fontenelle Reservoir
Agricultural Use above Green River Wyoming
Fish and wildlife use at Seedskadee Refuge
Jim Bridger Power Plant and other Thermal use
Minerals below Fontenelle Reservoir
M & I uses below Fontenelle Reservoir
Naughton Thermal Plant
Agricultural use above Greendale, Wyoming
Layman Project Agricultural use
Other Minerals above Greendale
Kemmerer Mine Modification
Belina Mine Complex
Trail Mountain Mine
Wilberg Mine
Gorden Creek Mine # 2
Chirch and Dwight Company
Enron oil and Gas
Chevron
Pac. Enter. oil
South Haystack Mine
Chevron Phosphate
Black Butte Mine
Coastal oil and Gas
Texaco
Soda unit Natural Gas
Bridger/Teton Forest Plan
PG&E Fontenelle Gas
Anlaco Moax Arch
High Gross Creek
Fremont Lake
Big Piney/La Barge Coordinated Activity Plan

TOTAL

Upper Green River in Utah

Agriculture between Greendale and Jensen
Jensen Unit
Vernal Unit
Moon Lake Power
Leland Bench Indian Use

TOTAL

167,000
20,000

6,000
34,000
34,000
4,000
7,000

71,000
10,000

6,000
107 *1

5 *
110 *

69 *
75 *

1,250 *
30 "*

8 *
2 *

95.8 *
10,200 *

72 *
4 *
4 *

102 *
3 *

61 *
82 *

6 *
1,000 *

45 *
372,331

48,000
15,000 *
15,000
22,089 *
45,000 *

145,089

1 * Denotes Project with Completed Biological Opinion
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Yampa River

Yampa River Historic Agriculture
Municipal' and Commercial use
Hayden Power Plant
Craig Power Plant # 1 & 2
craig pqwer Plant # 3
Private Actions
Reservoir Evaporation
Yampa River Minerals
stagecoach Reservoir
Seneca II Mine
Eckman Park Mine & Amendment
Edna Mine
colowyo Coal Company and Expansion
Apex #2 Mine
Lake Catamount Ski Area
Indian Partnership
Steamboat springs Pipeline
city of craig
Hann's Peak

TOTAL

Little Snake River

Depletion Amount
Acre-Feet

79,928
1,067
5,300
5,600
6,400 *
5,900 *
8,845
3,000

12,800 *
4 *

152 *
28 *

130 *
3 *

24 *
2 *

27 *
600 *

31 *
129,841

Little Snake Histdric Agriculture Wyoming
Cheyenne Stage I
Cheyenne Stage II
Little Snake Historic Agriculture Colorado

TOTAL

Duchesne River
Indian Use

14,000
8,000

15,800 *
11,000

48,800

10,000
114,852

Bonneville CUP
Strawberry Aqueduct
Uinta Basin

Agricultural use above Randlette
Uinta Indian Irrigation Project

Indian Use
Ute Indian Agriculture
Miscellaneous use above Randlett
Upalco Project
Coors Duchesne oil Company
Colorado Interstate Uinta Pipeline

TOTALS

18,500
4,000

1,400

148,752

143,000 *
22,000 *

325,000
28,200 *

*
4,000.
8,000

11,900 *
1 *

17 *
542,118
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GREEN RIVER ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE

White River
Depletion Amount

Acre-Feet
Indian Use

Indian Use
11,447

Colorado A~iculture
Colorado Municipal and Industrial
Kenny Reservoir
utah Agriculture
Wolf Ridge Nocolite Mine #1 & 2
Andrikopolous Water Disposal
Meeker area Mines
Trapper Mine
Colo DOW Rio Blanco Reservoir
White River Dam
Conslo Preference Right
James Creek
Chapman Riobold
James Miller
Miller Creek Ranch

TOTALS

White River to Green River Utah

Utah Agricultural use
Miscellaneous use above Green River
Price River exports
Price River Mines
Emery Power plant # 3
Trail Mountain Mine expansion
Paraho ute Project
Cottonwood Creek Utah
Price River Mine Complex
Rock Creek
Narrows
Price-San Rafael
Cyprus Coal

TOTALS

4,000

26,796

30,796

11,447

38,000
2,000
5,467 *
4,000

219 *
2 *

34 *
123 *
200 *

80,500 *
400 *
400 *

35 *
30 *
46 *

131,456

66,000
7,000

12,000
43 *

3,850- *
72 *.

4,344 *
2,041 *

43 *
120 *

4,500 *
25,310 *

2 *
125,325

Total Depletions Above Green River Utah
Total Depletions Consulted On Above Green River
Total Indian Use

1,494,960
470,220
236,005
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Green River Below Green River Utah

San Rafael River

Hunter Power Plant
Hunting Power Plant
Emery County Project
San Rafael Agriculture
San Rafael Minerals

TOTAL

Total Green River Depletions
Total Green River Depletions Consulted Upon

Depletion Amount
Acre-Feet

18,000
'7,000
1,000

61,000
2,000

89,.000

1,583,960
470,220
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I. Title of Proposal:

Category (check one)

x Ongoing project
Requested new start
Unsolicited project
Outside funding

FIVE --YEAR FLAMING GORGE FLOW RECOMMENDATIONS INVESTIGATION

II. RELATIONSHIP TO RECOVERY PROGRAM;

Operation of Flaming Gorge Dam to produce flows acceptable for
endangered fish species continues to be a high priority element of the
Recovery Program for the upper Colorado River basin endangered fishes.
Studies recently completed ·for the Biological Opinion on the operation
of Flaming Gorge have. provided a basis for seasonal flow recommendations
to enhance the endangered and native fish assemblage in the Green River
system downstream of Flaming Gorge. Flow recommendations for the
spring, summer/fall and winter periods were made based on information
presented in the Consolidated Biology and Hydrology report ..
Recommendations for each period, however, were supported by differing
levels of biological information, with the most comprehensive data set
presented+.or the smmner/fall period.

The. Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and Western
Area Power Administra~ion are requesting that additional studies be.
conducted since the operation of Flaming Gorge is critical to the
protection and enhancement of endangered and native fishes. Additional

l



data is needed to refine flow recommendations, particularly during the
winter ,and spring. In addition, studies to date have not specifically
addressed interactions between non-native and native fish species and
the potential effects ,of dam operatioIison non-native fishes.

III. STUDY GOALS, OBJECT:tv'ESAND END PRODUCT:, ,

GOAL:

Objective 1:

Objective'2:

Objective 3:

END PRODUCT:

Deterinine.tne biologica.l and physical responses of the
Green River ecosystem to seasonal flow recommendations
for Flaming Gorge D~.

Track the reproductive success of endangered fish and
other species in the Green and Yampa Rivers, and
determine the relationship between flOw ahdspawning
success of endangered fish and other fish species
downstream of Flaming Gorge Dam.

"

Evaluate recruitment'of endangered'fish from' age 0 to
subsequent life history, stages and determine the
relationship between seasonal floW-sand survival of young
fish. "

Monitor the relative abundailceandpopulation structure
of endangered and other selected co:occurring fish
species. to acquire information on interactions between
species and how flows may differentially affect species.

Refined, biologically-based seasonally" flow
recommendations for Flaming Gorge Dam that would benefit
endangered and native fish species.

IV. Study Area:

The study area is shown in Figure 1 of the attached Flaming Gorge Five
Year Research Plan. It includes portions of the Yampa, Green, and
Colorado rivers. Specific, river segments encompass the Yampa River in
Dinosaur National Monument,the entire Green River downstream of Flaming
Gorge Dam and the Colorado' River front its confluence with the Green
River downstream to the Lake- powell inflow area.

V. StUdy Methods/Approach:

see Section 3.3 of attachIIlent (Flaming Gorge Five Year Resea.rch Program)

VI. Task Description,FY -1993:

Twelve studies are proposed in the 1993 Scope-of-Work as part of the
Flaming Gorge Five Year Research Plan (Research Plan). Studies one
through six are part., of the Core-ReSearch studies ,tasks six through
eleven are Hypotheses '-Testing studies. StUdy 12 fallsunder·Habitat
Management/Eval~atio:t1Studies. Section 4.0 of thea.ttacned stUdy plan
sununarizesworkwhich is proposed for FY 1993.·'Detailed.'Scopes;.of-Work
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following standard format are given for each proposed study in
Attachment A of the Research Plan.

VII. Study Schedule:

The Core-Research Studies are long-term studies that will be conducted
on an annual basis until 1996. Hypothesis-Testing Studies, and..,Habitat
Management/Evaluation Studies are short to long term st~dies·that·will
last one to five years. A proposed timeline for each study can be found
in Tables 1 and 2 of the attached Research Plan . .

VIII.FY-1993 through FY-1996 Work

Fiscal Year 1993 through 1996 work will include ongoing Core-Research
Studies, multi year Hypothesis-Testing or Habitat-Management/Ev.aluation
studies, and high priority new Hypothesis-Testing studies or Habitat
Management/Evaluation studies. A preliminary list of proposed
Hypothesis-Testing Studies and proposed dates of implementation can be
found in Table 2 of the attachment.

IX. Budget Summary

FY-1993 - A summary budget by agency and study for FY-~3 is shewn in
Table 3 of the attached Research Plan. Expenditures"fQr the fiscal year
will total $394,500 (not inclUding FWS overhead). Total budget for the
fiscal year with Service overhead costs totals $410,600

Future Funding Needs'

FY-1994 - (Estimated)- $410,300

FY-199·5 - (Estimated) - $426,700

FY-1996 - (Estimated)- $443,800

'Does not include BOR-FWS transfer/overhead costs
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1. INTRODUCTION

Operation of Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD) to produce flows adequate to support
endangered fishes inhabiting the Green River is a high priority of the Colorado
River Recovery Implementation Program (RIP). Closure of FGD in 1962 caused
significant alterations in magnitude and timing of Green River flows, resulting
in modification of fish habitat in the system. The Bureau of Reclamation
(Reclamation) entered into Section 7 consultation in 1980 with the U.S. Fish and.
Wildlife Service (Service) on the operation of FGD. Research concerned with
defining flow/habitat requirements of endanger~d fishes in the Green River system
has been ongoing, and the Biological Opinion for operation of FGD, which was
issued by the Service in 1992, was based on the best information available to
date. The Biological Opinion concluded that "historic" procedures (prior to
1992) for operation of FGD would likely jeopardize the continued existence of
endangered fishes in the Green River. A Reasonable and Prudent Alternative,
which would offset jeopardy, was also identified in the consultation. The
Reasonable and Prudent Alternative included the following elements.

1. Change operation of FGD so that Green River flow and temperature
regimes would more closely resemble historic natural conditions.
Under this element, seasonal flow recommendations were established
in an attempt to enhance the status of endangered and other native
fishes in the Green River system downstream of· FGD. Flow
recommendations for spring, summer/fall, and winter per·iods were
based on i nformat ion pre$en.ted in the Consoli dated· Biology and
Hydrology Report. Recommendations for each period,·however, were
supported by differing levels of biological and physical data, with
the most comprehensive data set covering the summer/fall period.

2. Beginning in spring 1992, initiate a 5-year research program,
including implementation of research (test) flows in spring and

·~winter, to provide data for potential refinement of seasonal flow
recommendations. Except for specific winter/spring research flows
during the 5-year research program, Green River flows will resemble
the historic natural hydrograph. This element was included for
evaluation of biological and physical responses of the Green River
ecosystem to the recommended flow conditions. Additionally, because
winter/spring flow recommendations were based on limited
information, more research during these seasonal periods is required
to refine these flow recommendations.

3. Determine the feasibility of releasing warmer water from FGD during
the late spring/summer period, and investigate the feasibility of
retrofitting river bypass tubes to include power generation for
facilitation of greater water releases in spring.

4. Legal protection of Green River flows below FGD.

5. Initiate discussions with the Service after conclusion of the 5
years of research toexami ne further re~inement of recommended
winter/spring Gr.een River flows.

Flaming Gorge Studies 1



2.0 FLOW RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BIOLOGICAL OPINION

Changesin'the Green River hydrograph resulting from)mplernentat,ion of flow
recommendations set forth in the Biological Opinion are the Joundation"of the 5
YearFl ami ng Gorge Research Program presented in thi s documenLIngenera1,
after flow recommendations have been implemented, f]owswf1l . more closely
resemble thenatura:l historic hydrograph of the, Green River than those previously
provided. Flow recommendations we're made on a seasonal basis for spring,)s~mmer,

fall, and winter periods. Flow recommendations for each 'season are stimm~rized
in the following section; refer to the 1992 Biological Opinion on operation of
FGD for details on flow recommendations and exceptions. Flows recommend~d ,in the
Biological Opinion are those measured at the U.S. Geological Survey gauge at
Jensen, Utah . .

Spring.....Timing and duration of increased water releases from FGD will
closely correspond to spring flows in the Yampa River. Starting in April,
water releases will begin increasing until a peak flow of approximately
4,000-4,700 cfs is attained. Timing of this peak will be planned to
coincide with peak spring runoff in the Yampa River. Releases· of
4,000-4,700 cfs wi 11 be provided annually for 1-:-4 weeks between May 15 and
June 1. .Durat i on of peak releases will depend on the water year, with a
longer release period occurring during high water years. The post-peak
decline in releases will consist of at least 2,000 cfs for one additional
week, steppi ng down at a rate of not more than 400 cfsjday. The
descending arm of the hydrograph will be synchronized with the conclusion
of spring-runoff conditions in the Yampa River. During average water
years, the entire spring peak will occur fora period of 6-8 weeks.

Sunmer-The rationale for summer flow recommendations was to maximize
summer nursery habi tats for young-of-year (YOY) Colorado squawfi sh. Water
releases from fGD will continue to decrease following the spring period
until .a flow of between 1,110-1,800 cfs is attained (actual flow within
the 'recommended cfs range will be based on Reclamation needs).
Fluctuations will deviate no more than 25% (based on hourly values) below
the established maximum flow. The date for achieving the target flow will
be based on the. Yampa River hydrograph. During average or high water
years, the target flow probably will occur on or near July 10 or July 20,
respectively. During low water years, the target flow probably will occur
on or near JlJne20 • '

Fall-Fall flows will be a continuation of summer flows described above.
During high water. years, however, because most YOY endangered fishes are
past the larval period of development by fall, the upper limit of the
target-flow range coul d be increased to 2,400 cfs. ' If water conditions
dictate, a new target flow could be selected on or after September 15.
The standard of fluctuations below the maximum flow not exceeding 25% will
remain in effect. The target flow will be maintained until November 1 of
each year. Flows after this date are addressed in recommendations for the
winter peri od. "> '

Flaming Gorge Studies 2



Winter-Wi nter flows wi 11 be stab; 1ized once ice cover forms and will
remain stable through ice breakup in spring. A possible exception to this
recommendation is when evidence shows that higher winter flows will be
necessary to ensure attainment of spring through fall flows. If, under
certain circumstances, ice formation does not occur or specific research
flows are not requested, water releases from FGD will depend on
constraints of Reclamation agreements with the State of Utah or the need
to release more water during high water years. If possible, flow

:-<" fl uctua~ions wi 11 be moderated.
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3. FIVE YEAR FLAMING GORGE RESEARCH PLAN

In 1990, Reclamation origi na1'1ysubmitted a proposal toRIP that ca1'1 ed for
a cooperative.,..agency approach to accomplish the 5 years of research on operation
of FGO. A t,~am of upper basin researchers would design and conduct research to
provide data for support or refinement of flow recol11lJlendatiohs. i n::the Bi 01 ogi cal
Opinion., Research would be designed'along a. "systems.,..oriehted~i approach, with
the Service and Reclamation coordinatingannmll efforts.·.' .

The 5 years of research in the Green River System below FGD was intended
to start coincident with the planned release of the Biological Opinion in 1991.
Initial research projects were in place in 1991, however, the Biological Opinion
was not issued until 1992 because of ongoing revisions from inclusion of recently
collected data. As a result, an initial year of research was conducted without
knowledge of the exact content of the Biological Opinion and without
implementation of the overall seasonal flow recommendations. Representatives of
agencies cooperating on the research team have recommended that a minimum of 5
years of study on the implemented flow recommendations presented in the
Biological Opinion will be needed to evaluate biological and physical responses
of the system to the more natural hydrograph. Thus, the field investigation
portion of the 5-year research program presented in this document is proposed to
begin in Fiscal 'Year (FY) 1992 and terminate in FY 1996.

3.1. Research Program Goals and Objectives

GOAL:

Obj. 1:

Obj. 2:

Obj. 3:

3.2 Study Area

Determine the biological and physical responses· of the Green
River ecosystem to implemented seasonal flow recommendations
related to operation of FGO and develop reliable data for
refinement of these recommendations.

Track the reproductive success of endangered and other fishes
in the Green and Yampa rivers and determine relationships
between flow and spawning success of endangered and other
fishes-downstream of FGO.

Evaluate recruitment of endangered fishes from age 0 to
subsequent 1i fe-hi story stages and determi ne re1at ionsh ips
between seasonal flows and survival of young fish.

Monitor the relative abundance and population structure of
endangered and other fishes to acquire information on
interactions among fishes and on how flows may differentially
affect selected fish species.

The study area (Figure 1) includes the lower Yampa River, the Green River
from FGD downstream to its confluence with the Colorado River, and the Colorado
River from its confluence with the Green River downstream to the Lake Powell
inflow area. Areas of particular -fnterest, based on past research, include
Colorado squawfish spawning areas. in the lower Yampa River and in
Desolation/Grays canyons on the Green River; razorback sucker spawning locations
in the lower Yampa River and'the Green River above Jensen; Colorado squawfish
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nursery areas in the Green River near Ouray-Jensen and below the town of Green
River; and the entire reach within Desolation/Grays canyons due to the presence
of humpback chub.

3.3 Research Program Plan/Approach

In 1990, a Flaming Gorge Research Team composed of upper basin researchers
was assembled under the RIP to design and conduct studies that would provide data
necessary for refinement of the seasonal flow recommendations·set forth by the
service in the Biological Opinion on operation of FGD. The research team
consists of representatives from Reclamation, the S·ervice, Utah Division of
Wildlife (UDWR), Larval Fish Laboratory (LFL) at Colorado State University,
Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW), and Western Area Power Administration
(WAPA).

Anumber of.assumptions and considerations were made by the research team
in assembling the overall research program.

-The research program should address all endangered fishes to the extent
possible. Nonnative and other native fishes should also be considered,
especially in terms of their interactions with endangered fishes.
Endangered fishes that would be addressed include Colorado squawfish,
razorback sucker, humpback chub, .and bonytail chub.

-long-term, standardized studies extending the length of the· research
period would be needed to provide a data base for assessmen~ofbiological
and physical responses of the Green River ecosystem to implemented flow
recommendations. .

. .

-Framework of the long-term effort needed to be sufficiently simple and
flexible to allow for continUity over time and collection of sound,
quantifiable data covering important life-history stages. Consideration
was ·given to the ability to 1ink new. data with eXisting data and
information" generated from the Interagency Standardized Monitoring Program
(ISMP) and other studies.

-Because state of knowledge of the biology and life history of Colorado
squawfish is relatively high, compared to razorback sucker, humpback chub,
and bonytail, studies should initially focus on Colorado squawfish. As
knowledge .of the biology and life history of the other endangered fishes
increases, the long-term effort could be modified/expanded to include
these species. .

-A critical issue is the need to establish links among reproduction,
recruitment of young fish, recruitment to adult stocks, status of
populations, and how hydrologic conditions affect life-history parameters.

-Two important Colorado squawfish spawning areas have been identified in
the Green River system (i.e., lower Yampa Canyon and Desolation/Gray
canyons). Representative sampling in reaches downstream of each spawning
area is needed to provide an accurate assessment of annual reproduction
and recruitment of young.

Flaming Gorge Studies 6



-Sa':'1p1i ng .of aqpltCol orado squawfi sh immediately before and during
spawning should .be minimized to reduce disturbance and sampling .. mortality.
Samp1i ng of endangered fi shes, i n general, needs to be coordi nated to
eliminate unnecessary duplication of efforts and to minimize impacts on
fish.

-Collec:tion ()f'life-hi.story, abundance (using marked or tagged fish), and
other fishery data on all fi.shes(includil)g nonnatives) is important.

-Rese~rch being conducted within the Flainirig Gorge Program needs to be
coordinated with. otner resea;rch studi'es in the Recovery Implementation
Program such as the Interagency Standardized Monitoring Program (ISMP),
channe.l mo~itQring studies, and hydrology support programs.

-Research being conducted within the Flaming Gorge, Program also needs to
be coordinated with other research activities which will be initiated on
the Green River, particularly the Middle Green River contaminant studies
Which.will be initiated by the Service and Rec1amation~'.

The overall. approach outlined by the re$earch team involves studies
evaluating a series of null hypotheses (postu1atecjto guide research efforts)
related to seasonal operat i on of FGD • The overall research program cons i sts of
three interrelated areas of effort (Figure 2): 1) long-term systematic
sampling/research' (Core-ResearchStudi~s), 2) specific hypothesjs-testing
"experiments" (Hypothesis-Test~ng Studies), and Habitat-Managem~nt/Eva1uation

Studies •. Core-research. studies will provide long-term trend data' on biological
responses to altered flows. Hypothesi s-testi ngstudi esare shorter-term
investigations testing specific hypotheses related to flows. Habitat
management/evaluation studies were incorporated into the research program to
evaluate projects designed to increase habitat for endangered fishes.

3.3.• 1 Null ~potheses (organized by spec"ies/seasona1 periods)

Colorado sguawfish

Spring
Recommended releases from FGD that mimic historic~ spring-runoff
flows do not enhance Col or.ado squawfi sh spawni ng/reproduct ion in the
mainstem Green River.

Seasonally flooded bottomlands do not enhance spawning success of
adult Colorado squawfish

Spring/Summer
Recommended releases from FGD do not affect. the formation and
maintenance of Colorado squawfish nursery habitats.

Summer
Recommended releases from FGD·do not affect the quantity or quality
of Colorado squawfish nursery habitats in both· the upper and lower
Green River.
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Winter
Recommended winter flows do not affect the status of adult Colorado
squawfish.

Flow fl uctuat ions caused by operat ion of FGD duri ng the wi nter
period do not affect overwinter survival and distribution af young
Colorado- squawfish in the Jensen-Ouray and lower Green River nursery
areas.

Razorback sucker

Spring
Recommended releases from FGD which mimic historic spring-runoff do
not enhance razorback sucker spawning/reproduction in the mainstem
Green River.

Seasonally flooded bottomlandsdo not enhance spawning success of
adult razorback sucker.

Seasonally flooded bottomlands do not enhance successful recruitment
of young razorback sucker.

Spring/Summer
Reconvnended releases from FGD do not affect the formation and
maintenance of razorback sucker nursery habitats.

Summer
Reconvnended releases from FGD do not affect the quantity or quality
of razorback sucker nursery/rearing habitats in the Green River.

Winter
-,- Recommended winter flows do not affect the status of adult razorback

sucker.

Flow fluctuations caused by operation of FGD during the winter
period do not affect overwinter survival and distribution of young
razorback ,sucker in nursery/rearing areas.

Humpback chub

Spring
Reconvnended releases from FGD which mimic historic spring-runoff
flows do not enhance humpback chub spawning/reproduction in the
Green River.

Spring/Summer
Reconvnended releases from FGD do not affect the formation and
maintenance of humpback chub nursery habitats.

Summer
Recommended releases from FGD do not affect the quantity or quality
of humpback chub nursery area.
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Winter
R~commendedWinter: f1 ows d.Q not affect thesta.tus of adul t humpback
chub.

FloW fluctuati,ol)$;, causeq. by op~riiti~mof P:GOduring the winter
pe~i od.don,Qt,.affe,c~Qve.rwinter sl.Irvi valand;d,ts~ri but i on of young
hUl1Jpbackchub.· . .

~~,., ,.; ','.j'l " ,":' L

Other Native Fishes (e.g •• flannelmouth sucker. bluehead sucker•.srreckled
dace)

Spring .
Reconunended releases from FGO,whi ch ml m1 chi stori c spri ng-runoff
floWs do not enhance spawning/reproduction of native fishes in the
Green River.

Spri ng/Summer .
Recornmended' releases from FGD do. not affect .the formation and
maintenance of nursery habitats' for native fishes ..

'Summer
Recommended releases from FGD do not affect the quantity or quality
of nursery habitats for native fishes in the Green River system.

Winter .
Recommended'winter flows do not affect adults of native fishes.

Flow fluctuations caused by operation of FGD during the winter
period do not affect overwinter survival and distribution of young
of native fishes!

Nonnative Fishes

Spring
High spring flows (~ p,OOO cfs) do no'taffett the status of
nonnative fishe~.

Spring/Summ'er
Recommended flows do not affect formation or maintenance of nursery
habitats for nonnative fishes.

Sununer .
. Recommended releases from FGp do not affect the quantity or qual ity

of nursery/rearing habitats for nonnative fjshestn'the Green River.

Winter
Winter flows do not. affect any li fe;-hi story aspect of nonnative
fi'shes present in the Green River.

Nonnative fishes do not interact with native fishei in the Green
River system.
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Figure 2. Conceptualization of Raming Gorge Investigations
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3.3.2 Core-Research Studies

The monitoring/research effort is embodied primarily in the Core-Research
Studies. Core-Research is based on a life history approach to monitoring the
biological response of target species to the recommended flows. They are
primarily long term $,tudiesdesJgned to gather consistent trend data on relative
fi sh abundance and popul ation structure over the 5-year program period. Although
primarily composed of long term research studies some shorter term studies which

\" provide neede~ background information are also included. It was the opinion of
the research team that collection of long-term trend data is needed to reveal
basic biolog,ical responses of the Green River ecosystem to recommended flow
regimes.

The Core-Research Studies component of the 5-Year Flaming Gorge Research
Program is a package of closely related research arid monitoring 'activities that
will be conducted annually throughout the 5 years of investigation. Studies
included in this program component are listed in Table 1. The core-research
effort is composed of four el ements that wilT. track 1i fe hi story stages of
selected fishes throughout the year to examine spawning and recruitment;. directly
assessing effects of the yearly and: seasonal, operationofFGD on annual
reproduction and recruitment of fishes in the Green River system. The four
elements include: 1) reproduction, 2) survival of age-O fish to fall, 3)
overwinter survival of young fish, and 4) links between recruitment of young fish
and recruitment to adult stocks.

ISMP provides for collection of adult and YOYfish, but con¢urrerit, long
term information on annual migrations and spawning success is also needed to
provide information on relationships between populations of native and nonnative
fishes and hydrologic events. Core studies were.designed to supply additional
information not available from ISMP. Studies within the core-research effort
inc1ude co11 ect i on of long-term data on spri ng movements and mi grations. to
spawning lo~ations, spawning, larval drift, and age-O and age-! r.ecruitment.
Data collected are important fn that they provide a consistent year-to-year index
of fish ibundance and population structure against which environmental changes,
such asaltered flows,. can be measured. The core-research effort provides a t'oo 1
by which overal1 biological. responses of native and nonnative fishes to
recommended flows can be measured.

Elements. Core-Research Studies

Reproduct ion '

Data gathered from the Reproduct ion El ement will provi de i nformat ion
necessary to determine:!) relationships between relative
reproductive success of selected fishes and annual flow regimes, 2)
a relative measure of larval Colorado squawfish input .. into
downstream nursery habitats (e.g., Jensen-Ouray area and Mineral
Bottom area), 3) timing of spawning of se1 ected ii shes. and thus
timing of spring flow releases from FGD for enhancement of spawning
by desired.fishes in the Green River, and 4) .impacts of any
potentially catastrophic e',vents in the drainage, such as the 1990
o:il spill in the·Yampa River, on reproductive success of native and

I

.'
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nonnative fishes.

To date, two studies has been implemented under this element:
Annual assessment of Colorado squawfi sh reproduction and
larval abundance in the lower Yampa River, Colorado, and the
lower Green River, Utah, and

an assessment of mainstem spawning in the lower Yampa ·Rive..<·"
and the Green Ri ver by razorback sucker. . .... :.

The first study was initiated in 1991 and is scheduled to continue
throughout the overall research program period. The second study
was initiated in FY 1992 as a pilot study and will continue for 2 to
4 years subject to yearly reevaluation. Additignal studies which
will be implemented as part of the Reproduction Element include:
an analysis of existing collections for young razorback sucker and
humpback chub to document past spawning success. In addition, if
specimens are found, collection information will be related to flow
conditions during season/year of capture. .

-
Recruitment of Age-O Fish (survival of age-a fish to fall)

Data gathered from these studies will prOVide information on several
topics including: 1) relationships between relative .reproductive
success and annual relative abundance of age-O Colorado squawfish,

. 2) effects of regulated summer/fall flows on survival and growth of
fishes in backwaters (including effects on abundance/reproduction of
nonnative fishes), and 3) effectiveness of ISMP (and other
approaches) for measuring recruitment of age-a Colorado squawfish
and/or relative abundance of other fishes .

.-At present, two studies have been implemented and are ongoing: 1)
"Availability and quality of nursery habitat", and 2) "An evaluation
of Colorado squawfi sh recru itment" • Aspects of the study to
evaluate Colorado squawfish recruitment also relate to the Age-1
Recruitment Element.

Recruitment of Age-1 Fish (factors affecting abundance and
distribution)

Data collected under this element will prOVide information for
evaluation of effects of winter releases from FGD on young fish. In
addition, it will allow for. an assessment of effects of spring
runoff flows on age-1 fish.

The primary study related to this element was originally "Overwinter
survival". Original objectives for the overwinter-survival study
included development of a marking method so that survival of young
Colorado squawfish from age a (fall) through age 1 (spring, post
runoff) could be quantified. However, during 1991;'efforts directed
at developing such a method were unsuccessful. Additional
objectives include monitoring of overwinter movement and
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determination of effects of winter flows ~n overwinter survival of
young fi sh .

. Adult Recrui'tment (link. between recrui,tment of young Colorado
sgOawrl sh .and recruitment to adult. stocks)

This elemeflt is intended to provide' a link between results of the
first three.elements and data on. adul t fi sh stocks by i ntegrat i ng
past and future ISMP efforts with overall objectives of the 5-Year
Flaming Gorge Research Program. Although not along term study like
most ·i n the.~ore-Research studiesi t integrates other long term
monitoring efforts with the Research Program. Results developed
under this element, based in part on ISMP data, will allow for
confirmation of flow recommendations and a better evaluation of
impacts of different water years on recruitment of Colorado
squawfish to adul t stages.

One study ("Growth of young. Colorado squawfiSh asrel ated to adult
recru itment") was implemented under th is element in FY 1991 and
comple,~ed in FY ,l992~Objectives of the study inCluded 1) review of
historic tagging data, 2) investigation of relationships between
first-year growth and survival to adult stocks, and 3) relationships
of between flows during the recruitment period and surVival of young
fish to the adult stage.

3.3.3 Hypothesis-Testing Studies

This area of effort is the second component of the integrated research
. program. Questions concerning how flows, particularly recommended seasonal flows

and especially those for winter and spring periods, affect selected aspects of
fish populat.ionswill be addressed by studies designed to test specific
hypothes~.s•.

Specific, a priori "experiments" are powerful tools for determining cause
and effect relationships. These types of short-term studies are necessary to
establish links between flows and status of native and nonnative fishes and to
support,. refute, or refine specifiC: hypotheses. C:C>rlc:er'ning . seasonal flow
recommendations. Proposals for hypothesis-testing studies will be submitted on
an annual basis. -Cooperating agen~ies will review proposals prior to field and
laboratory activities and, assign funds to the most pertinent studies. Results
from hypothesis-testing studies will be used to clarify information generated by
core-research studies. Hypotheses-testi ng' studies wi 11 assi st in answeri ng
questions concerning ways in which flows affect fishes of interest and in
refining seasonal flow recommendations. A number of studies were identified by
the research team for inclusion under the hypothesis-testing effort (Table 2).
Table 2 should be used as a general guide to hypothesis-testing studies
identified.to date; however,. it is intended that this list remain fle~ible so
that priori:ti~scan be changed or new studies included as needed.

:'~....
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TABLE 1. CORE-RESEARCH STUDIES, PROJECTSITIMELINE

ELEMENT SPECIES1 PROJECT STUDY No. TIMELINE
(FY 93)

REPRODUCTION CS Annual Assesment of 1 'FY 1992-1996
Reproduction & Larval Abundance

RZ Assesment of Mainstem Egg and :3 FY 1992-1996
Larval Production

AGE 0 R~CRUITMENT 'CS Green River Nursery Habitat Study 2 FY 1992-1996
.::

CS Evaluation Mark & Recap for 4 FY 1992-1993.. '

Determining CS Recruitment

AGE 1 RECRUITMENT CS Factors Affecting Distribution and 5 FY 1992-1996
Abundance .(overwinter survival)

RZ/HB Analysis of Past Collection for 6 ,',' FY 1993
Young Fish

ADULT RECRUITMENT CS Growth of Young CS and Adult completed . , FY 1992
Recruitment

HB Analysis of Factors Influencing HB -2 FY 1994-1996
Recruitment in Green River

lCS=Colorado squawfish, RZ=razorback sucker, 'HB=humpback chuq

2Aspects of this work addressed by study No. 6



TABLE 2. HYPOTHESIS-TESTING PROGRAM, STUDIES/SYR TIMELINE

SPECIES' STUDY STUDY TfMELlNE
..•. No.

"

CS/RZ Early Biology Studies
Native 8. Otolith V8lid~tion

Nonnative b.Effects of Tomp".JFood o;{~rowthlSurVival of." ."
Young CSOab). . . : FY1992-1993
c. Field Study to Asseaa GrowthlSurvival of CS in 9Relation to Flow and Tel11perature (uses otolith '.

, validation study) ,
:

d. Investigation ,of the Influence of Flow, Temp.,
and Other Variables on the Development and
Early Biology of Selected Fish

CS Evaluation of Habitat Availability for Age 1 + - Fv1994-1996
Fish During Spring Runoff

CS/RZ Synthesis of Winter Movement and Habitat
,

,11 FY1993
Studies of Adult CS and RZ :

CS Definition of Quality of low Velocity, Nursery i"

Habitats 12 FY1993..1995
e. Phase J - Reevaluation and Synthesis oiWork
by previous researchers .."

,"- _.. .-.

RZ Evaluation of Invertebrate Production in 7 FY1992..1993
Seasonally Rooded Bottomlands

RZ Evaluation of Growth of YOY & Juv. RZ in 7 FY1992-1993
Seasonally Flooded Areas

RZ Evaluation of Importance of Seasonally Flooded 7 FY1992-1993
.Bottomlands to Post Spawning RZ

RZ
..,

Habitat Use by YOY RZ During Post-Runoff FY1994-1995-
Period

RZ Evaluation of RZ Spawning in Flooded FY1994
Bottomlands

RZ Invento.ry/Evaluate Potential .RZ Habitat During
Spring-Runoff Period (flooded bottomlands) 7 FY1992-1993

a. Historio Occurrence ~f Habitat .
b. Recommendations to Restore Areas as Habitat

RZ Evaluation of Tetracycline-Marking Young RZ completed FY1992-1993

1cs=c<iJ,.orado· squawfish, RZ=razorbacksl,lcker, HB=humpqack chub,
BT=bonytail chub, Native=flannelmouth sucker, bluehead sucker,
.speckled dace,roundtail chub, Nonnative=introduced~ishspecies in
Green &Yampa River basins.
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TABLE 2. (Cont.)

SPECIES' STUDY STUDY TIMELINE
no.

HB Evaluation of HB Habitat in Desolation/Grays - FY-1994
Canyons.

Nonnative Nonnative Fish Management Studies
a. Ute-History Uterature Review FY1992-1993
b. Review ot Known Control Methods For 8
Selected Species
c. Recommendations tor Control ot Selected
Species

Nonnative Movement 0f Channel Catfish and Carp in Completed FY1991-1992
GreenlYampa R.

Nonnative .Evaluation af Fish Predation on Invertebrates in 10 FY1992-1993
Backwaters

BT Cannot presently evaluate effects of flows due to low numbers of fish in the
wild. Future studies will be designed around the use of hatchery fish and the
use of controlled laboratory experiments.

HB Additional studies addressing hl!mpback chub will be developed as information
from other studies comes available and new hypotheses can be developed.

'CS-Colorado squawflsh, RZ-razorback sucker, HB-humpback chub,
BT=benytail chub, Native:':flannelmouth sucker, bluehead sucker,
speckled dace, roundtail· chub, Nonnative-introduced fish species in
the Green & Yampa River basins
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3.3.4 Habitat Management/Evaluation Studies

The purpose of the habitat-management component is to allow for testing,
evaluating; and refining Specific management concepts and projects, particularly
as theyr~l ate t~ fl ow ~anagement. Habi tat restorat ion is important for re~overy
of endangered f1 shes that <iepE:!n<i.on seasonally flooded habi tats that are no
,longer available. One study,awet1~ndsrestorati,On/demonstration project has
beeninitia~ed under this component. This study is presently schedu1~d for
comp1et ionin .. FY,93. Additional studies and projects will be Undeffal<en as
suitable ar~as are identified. " J'

3.4. Research Flows

The Biological Opinion allowed for implementation of research (test) flows
to help refine theseasona1 flow recommendations (Figure 3).'Requests or
recolll!11enda~ionsJorresearch flows will be submitted to the Service pr'imarily for
the wi nter and spri ng peri ods wh,ere suffi ci ent data to support flows is .lacki ng.
Requests for research flows will be discussed and, if approved,imp1emented
annually during October and April meetings involving the Service, Reclamation,
the state of Utah, and WAPA..F1ow requests made by the 'research team'wilt vary
depending on' aval1ab1e water resources. However,it is presently ariticiipated
that research flow5will include at least one year of stable ,winter releas'es at
or be1ow2 ,000 'cfs, at least one year of very high spring rel easesutni~ing the
jet tubes at FGD, and two to three years of relatively high (appr6x. !a,OOO cfs
at Jensen). Additionally, it may be requested that peak re1 eas-es from F(iD be
offset slightly from peak flows in the Yampa River to increase dufationofhigh
spring flows in the Green River. Specific recommendations for research flows
will be developed by the research team and presented at the April meeting each
year.

3.5. Coordination of Research Activities
" .

Re9.laination and the $ervice wi 77· be jointly responsible for overa77
activities within the 5-year research program. However, to facilitate
integration of the various research projects, a technical coordination team will
be formed. Th is team will cons i st of a representative from each agency wi th
management responsibilities in the Green River below FGD. In addition, other
individuals with recognized expertise will be selected by the team to assist in
synthesizing the various research projects. Initially the technical coordination
team will be composed of Henry Maddux (USFWS), Larry Crist (Reclamation), and Leo
Lentsch (UDOW) and Dr. Robert Muth (LFL). The primary focus of the technical
coordination team will be to integrate findings of various research projects into
a cohes i ve document that wi 11 address the goal of the 5-Year Fl ami ng Gorge
Research Program. Studies which will be integrated include not only RIP
sponsored research but any other research bei ng conducted in the study area. The
technical coordination team will work with Reclamation and the Service to prepare
and submit to the RIP annual and final reports. The technical coordination team
will also provide internal review and guidance for studies being conducted'under
the auspices of the, 5-Year Flaming Gorge Research Program. To ensure
coordination among the researchers, all members of the Flaming Gonge'Research
Team will meet yearly to, assess how well the Research ProgramJs meeting its
objectives and stope proposed studies for upcoming year.
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Fig .. '3 Flow Recommendations
Green River at Jensen
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3.6. Deliverables

The following items will be provided to the Biology Committee of the RIP
over, the duration of the 5-Year Flaming Gorge Research Program:

L yearly progress reports for each ongoing study by the principal
investigator;

2. final reports for 'completed projects by the principal investigator;

3. an annual report by the Servi ce and Recl amat ion, assi sted by the
Tachnical Coordination Team synthesizing results of all studies
conducted and assessing overa11 progress of the Program; and

4.A final report, written by the Service and Reclamation, asslsted by
the Technical Coordination Team, to be completed after the 5 years
of research. The final report will address the goals.ando~jectives

of the Fl ami ng Gorge research program. Th is report: wH 1 also
recommend any needed refinement of Flaming Gorge operations based on
the results bf the research-conducted .

.... ',.
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4. STUDIES PLANNED FOR FY93

This section contains the package of research studies proposed for the
Flaming Gorge Research Program for FY 93. Studies that are ongoing or that will
be initiated during FY93 are briefly summarized. Studies are organized according
to the three major program components (areas of effort) presented previously.
Adetailed Scope of Work for each study, submitted by the 1ead agency respons ib1e
for conducting ~hat task, can be found in Attachment A.. . ' ..........

4.1 Cor~Research Studies

Study#}: Annual assessment of Colorado sguawfish reproduction and larval
abundance in the lower Yampa River, Colorado, and the lower Green River,
Utah

Description of Work .
This study is ongoing. LFL and UDWR will document timing and
duration of spawning by Colorado·squawfish as measured by capture of
drifting larvae. Specific objectives of the study include
determination of peaks in abundance of drifting larvae and the
relative abundance of larvae transported from two spawning locations
and into downstream nursery areas.

Methods ... "
Reproduction will be assessed using drift-net sampling,attwo sites:
one in the Yampa River immediately upstream of the GreE:!n-Yampa River"
confluence (covers Colorado squawfish produced in the Yampa River;
site used in past sampling) and another in the Green River below the
Colorado squawfish spawning area in Desolation/Gray canyons.
Shoreline drift-net sampling (using flow-metered nets) will be
cQnducted daily at dawn during late June-early August. Samples will
,be preserved in ethanol to allow for subsequent ageing using

/ "oto1i ths so that spawning times can be determi ned.
-

Rationale
This study is critical for documenting annual reproduction of
Colorado squawfish and other fishes so that various hypotheses
regarding effects of modified releases from FGD can be evaluated.

Deliverables
UDWR will provide sorted and preserved drift-net samples from the
lower Green River collections to LFl. lFl will sort and preserve
drift-net samples from the Yampa River collections. All samples
will be identified, verified, and curated by LFL personnel. A
summary report will be submitted at the end of the fiscal year.
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1993 Budget

-Labor
.".Travel
-"Equ.i pment
;..Total

-Grand Total

UDWR
$27,000

5,000
3,000

$35,000

$70,000

LFL
$27,060

5,000
3,000

$35,000

Study #2. Assessment of Colorado squawfish nursery habitat .In the Green
River.!

Description of work
An ongoing study which is under the lead ofUDWR. The primary goals
are to determi ne the re1at ionshi p between Colorado squawfi sh nursery
habitat avail abi 1i ty and recommended flow tel eases· from FGD, and
relationships between nursery habitat availability and habitat use.
Objectives include assessing _applicability and usefulness of
videoimagery and conducting .a comparison of the information
collected with data gathered by ISMP to assess ways of refining
standardized monitoring procedures and makin~ optimal use of data
currently being collected·. In addition, improved definition of
habitatfeatures based on fl uvi a1 geomorpholog ical processes wi 11 be
developed. Reclamation will assist UDWR by providing requested
releases from FGD whenever possible and providing nece·ssary support
and expertise for conducting videoimagery research.

Methods
Work will be conducted in the Jensen-Ouray and Mineral Bottom areas
(Green Ri ver). ISMP wi 11 collect data on the 1ate summer/fall
relative abundance and size of age-O Colorado squawfish (and other

·co-"occurring fishes) in backwater habitats in representative
reaches. Most age-O Colorado squawfish of sufficient size for field
identification will be released after capture; small sub-samples
will be preserved (ethanol) for laboratory studies on age,
condition, etc. Measurement of selected physicochemical parameters
will beconducted.; Videoimaging of nursery· habitats will be
conducted concurrently.

Rationale
'This study will provide a basis for determining the influence of the
high spring test flows on the formation and maintenance of Colorado
squawfish nursery habitat and the subsequent biological response by
Colorado squawfishin the Green River. The study is also important
for providing a basis for overwinter survival studies and refining
the summer/fall recommendations for operation of FGD.

Deliverables .'
UDWR will provide annua·l reports that wi 11 document the status of
research relating to the study's goals and objectives and a final
report upon completion of the project.
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1993 BUdget (Study No. 2 cant.)

UDWR USU Total
-Labor $38,000 $20,000 S58,000
-Travel 5,000 1,000 6,000
-Equipment 5,000 3,000 8,000
-TOTAL 48,000 24,000 $72,000

'.~

Study #3. Annual assessment of mainstem razorback sucker egg and larval
production.

Description of work
A preliminary study conducted by the Service and the LFL to evaluate
mainstem spawning by razorback sucker. The study's primary goal is
to determine if razorback sucker are successfully spawning in the
mainstem of the lower Yampa River and the Green River. If it is
found that razorback sucker are depositing eggs and young are being
produced at suspected spawning locations, this study may be expanded
into a long-term core-research study.

Methods
1. Determi ne if razorback suckers 1ay thei r eggs, on suspected
spawning bars by:

a. sampl ing for adults over suspected spawning bars using
electrofishing and netting techniques,
b. collecting eggs on the spawning bar using various
experimental sampling devices (e.g. ,vacuum pumps and
artificial substrates)
c. verification of razorback sucker eggs will be made by
transporting eggs to 1aboratory for hatching and rearing to an
identifiable size.

'2. Determine if razorback sucker larvae are produced from suspected
spawning bar by:

a. Collecting larvae in passive drift nets on four 24 hour
sampling occasions
b. Collecting larvae in downstream backwaters by seining

_ c ~ veri fi cat ion of 1arvae wi 11 be made by transport i ng young
fish to the laboratory and rearing to ~n identifiable size.

Deliverables
The Service will submit an annual report by end of the fiscal year
and a final report upon completion of the study.

Rationale
Information on razorback sucker reproduction 'in the Green River is
extremely limited. Several suspected sp~wning,locations are known
in the Green River above Jensen and tn: the 'lower Yampa River.
However, it is not known if razorbacks are successfully spawning at
these locations,. It is critical to know if eggs and larvae are
being produced so that flow requirements for spawning can be
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ident i fi ed and management for young fi sh attempted in downstream
nursery areas.

1993.Budget

;~la'b9r
'"'Equipment

-Total

FWS,
$19,000

L,OOO

$25.000

L.FL
$5,000

Study #4. Evaluation of Colorado sguawfish recruitment and behavior using
mark and recapture techniques.

DescriptiOn of work
$~udy,No. 4 is an ongoing Core-Research study being conducted by the
f.WS. The primary goal of the study is to determine the relationship
between relat i ve abundance of ·Young Colorado sqlia.wftsh and seasona1
chang~s and river conditions, including variable flow releases from
FGD. Specific objectives of the study include, l)determining
behavioral patterns that influence sampling bias, 2)data gaps, and
3)future research needs. The study is closely related to Study No.
~ ,(Oy~rwinter Surviva.l} and results of each study will be
integrated.

This study was initiated in 1991whel"l a pilot study was undertaken
to eval uate the feasibil ity of marking young Colorado squawfi sh.
The i.ntent of the piT ot study was todetermi ne if young fi sh caul d
be successfully marked and subsequently tracked to determine
behavioral patterns. Attempts to mark fish were unsuccessful in
1991. The focus of the study in 1992 will be to further explore
i.nnovative marking techniques and explore alternatives for

'determining behavioral patterns of young fish and their habitat use.
,During FY 1993 a final report summarizing the literature on marking
techni ques and the resu1 ts of the pi 1ot fie1d tests will be
completed.

Methods
A comprehensive review 6f ~onventiona1 and unconventional marking
and.unconventi anal marking techniques wi 11 be conducted. Upon
completion of·the review one or more techniques will be chosen for
laboratory and field test of their effectiveness. A trial field
test us ing the, most promts i ng techn iques wi 11 be conducted· by
setting up ,1 mark and recapture .experiment in backwaters on the
Green River

Rat i anal e
The study wi 11 1ay the groundwork for future mark and recapture
experiments. These types:~:of eXiJerimentsare necessary to c1 arify
how samp1 ing bias and be'haviora1 pattern have affected results of
past monitoring studies .and the impact o.fspringrunoff patterns on
sur,vlva1,of young Coloradosqliawfi sh
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Deliverables
The Servi ce wi 11 submit a progress report by December 15, 1992
detailing activities during 1992 and a final report on the study by
June 1, 1993.

1993 BUdget

labor
Report
TOTAL

USFWS
$8,000

2,000
10,000

lFl
2,000
1,000
3,000

Total'" .. ::./""
10,000:..
3,000 .

$13,000

Study #5. Overwinter survival.

Description of work.
An ongoing study being conducted by BID/WEST Inc. under the lead of
UDWR. The primary goal of this study is to gain an understanding of
the :relationship between winter river discharges and other important
environmental variables and the survival of young fish (particularly
Colorado squawfish) in the Green River. The specific objective of
the study is to assess overwinter surviv~l and moverrient ... of fishes

'with emph'asis on endangered species. Researchers will .9ttempt to
re1ate effects of releases from FGD to overwi nter '. survi va1 and
movements.

Methods
Fall and spring sampling trips using techniques consistent with ISMP
are conducted to assess year class strength of Colorado squawfish

.. and evaluate overwinter mortality. Year class strength is evaluated
in 1ight of relevant vari ab1es to test hypotheses on overwi nter
survival of young squawfish. Methods may change if new marking
techniques become available as a result of marking investigations
bei ng cond.ucted in Study No. 4.- .

Rationale
Data collected in this study is necessary for evaluation of effects
of winter releases from FGD on young fish.

Deliverables
UDWR and BID/WEST will submit an annual report at the end of the
fiscal year and a final report upon completion of the study.

1993 Budget
-Labor $20,500
-Travel 5,000
-Equipment 1,000

-Total

Flaming Gorge Studies
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Study #6. Analysisof<pasf,collections from the Green River for the
presence of razorback sucker and humpback chub.

Description of work
This study is related to several null hypotheses stated in the overall
Flaming Gorge Research Program, especially those concerned with
reproduct ion and .. recrui tmenf of razorback sucker and humpback chub ~ Data'
collected in this study win be 'particularly valuable for documenting past
reproductive/recruitment suctess of razorback sucker~nd humpback chub in
the Green River. The primary objective of the study-is to identify young
razorback sucker and humpback chub in past collections of young fishes
from the Green River system by applying recently acquired diagnostic
characters. Before development of these diagnostic characters, identity
of fi e1d co11 ected and 1aboratory processed young razorback sucker or
humpback chub was listed as tentative or often unknown. In this study
when young razorback sucker or hump.back chub are ident; fi ed, capture
information and information relating to the yearlyhydrograph will be
synthesized to provide a picture of conditions whi~h may have spawned the
fish. By doingthisit is hoped that a clearer picture will emerge as to
the past reproductive/recruitment success and environmental requisites of
these fish.

Methods
Selec;tedexistihg collections of young fi'sh from the Green River system
along with relevant capture information for each sample will be located
and obtained. Candidate samples of suckers and Gila will be selected for
thorough taxonomic analyses utilizing procedures and diagnostics developed
by the LFL. If young.razorback sucker or humpback chub are identified,
specimen and capture data will be synthesized and related to information
on annual and seasonal environmental conditions

Rationale
Adverse effects of sampl i ng on endangered fi shes in the Upper Colorado
River basin has been identified as an area of concern within the Recovery
Implementation Program. This study is an excellent way to reduce required
sampling and make maximum use of information and samples already
available.

Deliverables
Work will be completed and a final report submitted by September 1993.

1993 Budget

Labor

Total

$5,000

$5,000
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4.2 Hypothesis-Testing Studies

Study #7. Availability habitat, characteristics, and fish use of spring
habitats for Colorado sguawfish and razorback sucker in the Green River.

Description of work
An ongoing·..:Service study. that was originally conceived as a two-part
study. involving habitat management for Colorado squawfish and
razorback sucker in the Green River. At present only the initial
part· ·of the study will be "implemented (Subproject A: Habitat
Restoration and Management of Wetlands). The primary objective of
study will be to determine relationships among habitat availability
and habitat accessibility and use by fish in seasonally flooded
bottoms in the upper Green River. Old Charley Wash will be used in
this study to examine what role riparian habitats flooded during
spri ng runoff play in the reproduction and/or recru i tment of
razorback sucker and Colorado squawfish and effects of predation by
nonnative fishes on native fishes.

Methods
Seasonally flooded areas are being located and inventoried in 1991
and 1992 an envi ronmenta1 assessment and permi ts for development
work are al so being written. During 1993 patterns of fi s.h movement
in flooded areas will be evaluated using electrofishi~g and netting
techniques. In addition, some radiotelemetry work m~y be conduct~d

in conjunction with contaminant studies being conducted on the Green
River. In situ field experiments in flooded bottomlands will be
conducted during 1993 to evaluate growth, recruitment,predation,
and non-native fish interactions

-Total

Flaming Gorge Studies
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Study #8. Non-native fish management.

Description of work
A new-start study (RIP newemph~sis:M'anagement of Nonnative Fishes)
qy UDWRandlFL. Object i yes Of the studY ar.e:·. .

1.

2.

3.

Rationale
Results from this study could potentially be used to refine flow

. recommendations for every season by identifying-possible flows that
would neg~tivelyimpactundesirab1e nonnative fishes.

De1iverab1es
UDWR and LFL will submi t a summary report detail i ng potent i a1
nonnative fish management strategies that could be evaluated by the
end of the fi sca1 year. UDWR wi 11 submit an annual report
det.aH ing northern pike studies and management recommendations and
an annual report on .eva1uation.of potential methods to control or
remove important nonnative fishes .

1993 Budget

- Labor
- Travel
- Report
- Total

- Grand Total

Flaming Gorge Studies

$48,000
4,500
1,500

$54,000

$54,000
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Study #9 Early Biology Studies - Investigation of effects of flow,
temperature, and other environmental variables on the early biology of
selected fishes in the Green River system.

Description of work
This study is under. the direction of the lFL. Portions of this
study are a new start (RIP new emphasis: Management of Non-native
Fishes). The overall goal of this study is to gain an understanding
of· the biology and behavior of early life history· stages of fishes
in the Green River, Utah, and how these attributes interact with
their physical and biological environments through an integration of
laboratory and field studies. This approach relates directly to
refinement of the flow recommendations, operation of FGD, and
management of the system as a whole. Specific objectives include:

1. Determi ne re1at ionsh ips between otolith growth and fi sh growth
and assess the utility of otolith-ageing techniques to
determine age-growth parameters of age-O Colorado squawfish.

2. Investigate effects of variable environmental factors (e.g.,
streamflow, water temperature, and food supply) on growth and
survi val of young Colorado squawfi sh under 1aboratory and
field conditions •

. 3. Comparatively describe the early morphological· ontogeny of
selected fishes, including morphology and develo.pment of sense
organs and locomotor structures.

4. Evaluate responses of early life stages of selected fishes to
manipulated environmental conditions and assess the role of
sensory and locomotor systems in vari ous early behavi ors
(e.g., feeding, predator avoidance, and swimming performance).

Methods
Validation studies on ·use of otoliths to age young Colorado
squawfi sh wi 11 be conducted in the 1aboratory and wi 11 inc1ude
assessment, under laboratory and field conditions, of effects of
various environmental factors on fish growth/survival and deposition
of daily growth rings in otoliths. General development and behavior
of.1 arvae of selected fi shes reared in the 1aboratory will be
documented, and detailed analyses of the early morphological
ontogeny of sense organs and locomotor structures will be conducted.
Experiments will be· conducted subjecting the selected fishes to

·variable flow, temperature, and water clarity conditions to
determine the function of sensory organs and locomotor structures
relative to behavior (e.g., feeding, predator avoidance, and
swimming performance) and to evaluate responses of fish to
manipulated environmental conditions.

Rationale
Studies such as 8 and 9 are considered important for the management
strategies that· may result. Through integration of field and
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lilboratorYinvestlgations"it~aY be possibletoiso]ate aspects of
the early life history or blology of selecte,d flshes that are
particularly influenced byenvirQnmentalconditions (e.g., flows and
water temperature) and that are difficult, to asse$S by field studies
alone. Thi ~"i nformati on can be Used forfac;·l it~ting interpretation
of data on 'abundance', dls:tribution, and '. habita.t requirements of
Young. fi sh and refln tng flowrecommen9ati on,s.;· '.

DeIi verab1es' ..".. ,.... . , .
Annual reports will' be 'supmitted'at the end of the fiscal year.

1993 Budget
-Labor $57,500

, ,-Travel. 4,000
-Equipment 6,500

~Total~ $68,000

stUdy #10 An evaluation offish predation
Green River.

in the

Description of work
A new-start study in FY 1992 under, the lead of the Service. The
rna in purpose of the study is to determi ne if competit i v~ fiiteract ion
between iJ1trodtJcedand native fishes is a significant factor
contri but i ng to decline of endangered fi shes. The study wi 11
examine fish competition in Colorado squawfish nursery habitats by
determining if fish predation on benthic and planktonic organisms in
backwaters has. an impact on the" structure and functi on of
invertebrate communities. Specific objectives of the study include:

. 1. Determine invertebrate densities, ~hanges in backwater
community structure, and production estimates for the dominant
invertebrate species.' .

2. Evaluate relationships between river flows and standing crops
of food organisms.

3 •..,....- Evaluate the role ofrishes 1n structur"ing invertebrate
communities.

4. Evaluate resource competition bY fishes in qatkwater habitats.

5. Design, studi.esto evaluate exploitative and interference
,.compet iii on as n.eeded .

.. "

Methods
This is a joint project between the U.S. Fish ~nd Wildlife Servica:
and Brigham Young University. Dr. Dennis Shidzawais retained as a
FWS FacultyFe1'low,andgradu'ate students wi 11 be used for most of
thetield collections. TheFWS experlmentstation at Ouray, UT will
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be utilized as a base of operations.

A seri es of exclosures will be constructed at randomly-chosen
locations in backwater in the Ouray area. These would be designed
to exclude or admit fishes. Benthos and plankton will be monitored
by core an net sampling for about 100 days, i.e:, during the period
when Colorado squawfish are present. Sampling frequency will be a
function of water temperature, and samples will range form "onep~.r
week to three per day. ." . ".:,

Data collected will allow the computation of invertebrate denslties,
changes in conunun i ty structure, and product ion est i rnates for the
dominant invertebrate species in the system. Preliminary studies
will be conducted to generate growth rates for invertebrates and
additional" growth information will be made form size-class
distributions.

Fish collections will also be made a bi-weekly intervals to document
the use of the area by various species. Fish biomass will be
estimated by determining the relative numbers and weights by
species.

Rationale
Interactions between introduced an native fishes have been
implicated in the decline of the Colorado River endanger~d fishes.
However, competition" is difffcult to prove in natural environments,
and especially in large rivers like the Green River. In-depth
studies of competition could be very expensive and result in little
insight. This project will approach the topic of fish competition
in Colorado squawfish nursery habitats by using a stepwise
procedure. First, we would determine if fish predation in
backwaters has an impact on the structure and function of benthic
and planktonic communities. If not, we would anticipate that
resource sharing between fishes is not limiting. However, if a
significant shift in food organisms occurs, this would demonstrate
that the food base is impacted, thus implying resource competition.

This study is needed to help determine the significance of species
interactions so that intelligent management strategies, including
flow"manipul~tion, can be devised.

Deliverables
An final report for the project will be submitted by the end of the
fiscal year.

1993 Budget
.-Labor $4,000

-Total $4,000
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study #11 Synthesi sof j'lJnter movement and habitat of adult Colorado
squawfish and razorback sucker in the Green River below Flaming Gorge Dam .

.. ) J. '.

Description of work
\Th.i,s~~udywtll_b~ ,<:.qnductedby BlO/WEST Tnc.under the direction of
UDW~.< The primary purpose of. thi s study, is to ,,fntegrate exi st i ng
studies on wi ntertJme movements and habi t.at of:Colorado squawfi sh
a.!1d ,17~zo,rb~c,k, sucker. on_ theGr~en arid Yainpa , Rivers. Previous
studies on wintertime movements~nd habitat. of.(Colorado squawfish
have been conducted on the Green River (Valdei arid Masslich 1989),
~ndt~e Yampa River (Wick ~nd Hawkins 1989). The-above studies were
()riginal}y planne<fl.Jtilizing ,the unregulated Yampa River as a
cO!1trol ,to compare to the regulated/fluctuating Green River.
However, no synthes is of the two stud i es has been, comp1eted . Th is
study would integrate the findings of the two studies and the
available literature to determine if the winter flow requirements of
adult Colorado squawfish are being satisfied.

Methods ." ., "
Ani ntegrated report wi 11 be devel oped.Qn Wi nter movement and
habitat of adul t Colorado squawfi sh and razorback sucker in the
Green River below Flaming Gorge Dam. Data contained in Valdez and
Masslich (1989) and Wick and Hawkins (1989) will be reevaluated and,
if necessary, synthesized into an integrated report.

Rationale
This study will determine, to the extent possible, winter flow
requirements for adult Coloradasquawfish and razorback suckers in
the Green River below FGD. Informational n,eeds for recommending
wi nter fl.ows for ,adul t Colorado squawfish and razorback suckers will
also be identified if needed.

--bell verab1es
BIO/WEST Inc. will submit a final report by December 31, 1992.

1993 Budget
Study to be independently funded by National Park Service

4.3 Habitat-",anagement/EvaluationStudies

Study #12 Wetlands restoration/demonstration project atDld Charley Wash, Ouray
NationaL,Wildl iie- Refuge. Utah. ' ,

Description of work
The primary objective of this study is to prOVide a demonstration
area for test i ng hypotheses about spri ng-hab1tat requ i rements of
endangered fishes. Specific objectives of the study include:

1. create and manage interactive wetlands Tor the benefit of
endangered fishes,
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2. develop habitat-management procedures and protocols that can
be used elsewhere in the upper basin, and

3. produce a habitat management manual.

Facilities created by the project will be valuable for testing and
demonstrating management strategies, particularly those related to
recommended spring flows.

Methods
Procedures utilizing calibrated stage recorders and elevation
surveys are bei ng used to determi ne flows necessary to flood
wetlands in the Ouray area. Supervision of this work is being
provided to the Vernal Field Station by hydrologists Bob Green, and
George Smith, USFWS, Denver, CO. The BOR will .be requested to
provide test flows in spring 1992 and 1993. Pilot studies were
conducted in 1991 to compare food abundance and razorback growth in
various wetland and backwater types under present flow regimes and
refuge management procedures. Fish use patterns at proposed wetland
sites are also being monitored and past collection data are being
summarized .

.
Surveying of the development site will be completed during the
Spring 1992 to determine the amount of excavation required_to ensure
proper design and drainage of the site. Preliminary design and
func.tion. of site have been approved by the refuge manager. (Gary
Montoya, USFWS, Vernal, UT.). Engineering (USFWS) has received and
approved an action plan describing the project and assigned an
engi neer to des ign the project. Sect ion 7, Sect ion 404 and
environmental assessment permits and reports will be submitted in
Spring 1992 so construction can begin in fall 1992 and be complete
by November 1992.

A large section of Old Charlie Wash wetland will naturally interact
with the river. Other portions will be remain separate and water
level and fish access controlled by· dikes and pumping. This will
allow use of controlled portions for experiments and another portion
will provide extended habitat for various birds that have
established at the site. Potential of the site to produce food for
razorback and effects·of predation can be studied under controlled
conditions. Based on response of fish to these restoration efforts
and resul ts of experi mental studi es further restorat i on wi 11 be
recommended

Rationale
Seasonally flooded wetlands have become increasingly rare in the
Green River. system due to a combination of changing hydrograph,
vegetation encroachment and man's activities. Various researchers
have hypothesized that the loss of these seasonally flooded wetlands
has resulted in decreased reproduction and recruitment of endangered
fishes. The recreation of seasonally flooded areas such as Old
Charley Wash provides opportunities to test hypotheses concerning
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the use of such areas 'by. endangered~peci es.

Deliverables
Annual reports will be submitted, and a habJtat management manual
wi 1.1 be produced "at study·comp1etlan'

lS9~ BUdget (Study No. 13 cant.)

-Labor
-Travel

Total

$18,000,.·
2,000

.$20,000

','J
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5.0 BUDGET SUMMARY FOR FLAMING GORGE RESEARCH PROGRAM (FY1993)

The FY 1993 budget for the Flaming Gorge Five Year Research Plan is presented in
table 3. Budgets are shown by study and cooperating entities. Total
expenditures including overhead costs for Fy 1993 are $410,500
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY BUDGET FY 93 FIVE YEAR FLAMING GORGE STUDIES

FINS UDWR LFL Task Sub T '

Re8eeroh Element Study

CORE-RESEARCti 1. Annual A••e.ment of ReJ:Woduction 35000 35000 70,000
and Larval Abundance

,

,;,

2. A....ment of N....ery-Habitat 720001 72,000,
.,-=-

3. A••e.ment of Malnstem Egg and 20000 6000 25,000::
Larval Production (RZI

4. Evaluation of Mark & Recap. 10000 3000 13,000
Techniques fOf'Determln1ng Recruitment

:',

5. Overwinter Swvlval 265002 26,500",

8. Analysis of Pa.t Collections 6000 5,000
Ii.

HYPOTHESIS-TESTING 7. Use/Availability of Spring Habitats , 37000 37,000
,<.,;

8, Non-native F1ah Management 54000 54,000

9, Early Biology Studl.. 68000 68,000 ~~ "
C" -

10. Eval. of Fish Predation In Backw. 4000 4,OOOo~ ,

11. Synthesis of WInter Movement and Independently Funded by National Park Service
Habitat Studle. fOf' CS and RZ

,C

HABITAT-MANG,IEVAL. 12. Wetland Re.tOf'ationlDemonstration 20000 20,000) "
Project (Old Charley Wa.hl .

Sub Total 91,000 187,500 116,000
",

..

Sub Total (including ovorhead) 107,100 187,500 116,000 '"

GRAND TOTAL FY 1993 $410,600

lincludes money contracted to Utah State University through UDWR
2S tudy contracted to BIOIWEST Inc. through UDWR
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Research Component - Core-Research
Study No. - 1

No:
(for Me use)

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM FOR THE ENDANGERED
FISH S~ECIES IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

Lead Agency:

Submitted by:

FY-1993
SCOPE-OF-WORlt

RESEARCH PROPOSAL

u.s. Bureau of Reclamation/
Larval Fish Laboratory

Kevin R. Bestgen, Robert T. Muth

,.::.~

".''':

Category:
-X-Ongoing project
___Requested new start
___Unsolicited project
___OUtside funding

Address:

Phone:

Date:

Larval Fish Laboratory (LFL)
Department of Fishery and
Wildlife Biology
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523

(303) 491-1848/5295; FAX 491-5091

May 1991

I. Title of Proposal:

ANNUAL ASSESSMENT OF COLORADO SQUAWFISH REPRODUCTION AND LARVAL ABUNDANCE
IN THE LOWER YAMPA RIVER, COLORADO, AND THE LOWER GREEN RIVER, UTAH.

II. Relation to Recovery program/Ranking Factors:

This study was started in 1990 and is part of the "Five-Year Flaming Gorge
Flow-Recommendations Investigations (FGFRI)"i it specifically relates to
the reproduction element of the Core-Research studies. Core-Research,
which was outlined in detail in the FY-1992 and 1993 FGFRI proposal, is
composed of four interrelated elements and is intended to directly assess
effects of seasonal OPeration of Flaming Gorge Dam on annual reproduction
and long-term recruitment of fishes in the Green River system. The four
elements include 1) reproduction, 2) age-O recruitment (survival of age-O
fish to fall), 3) age-1 recruitment (factors affecting distribution and
abundance of age 1 fish, particularly overwinter), and 4) adult
recruitment' (link between recruitment of YOUng fish and recruitment to
adult stocks. -Integrated s~udies under FGFRI will facilitate
determination of factors affecting annual reproduction, abundance, and
recruitment of Colorado squawfish (and other fishes) in the Green River
basin.

Annual assessment of Colorado squawfish reproduction and larval abundance
(this study) is necessary to identify and assess factors affecting annual
recruitment, and is directly linked with the reproduction element of the
Core-Research Studies. Interpretation of results of this study will be
enhanced by information from Hypotheses-Testing studies 6
"Availability, habitat characteristics, and fish use of spring habitats
for Colorado squawfish and razorback sucker in the Green 'river) and
especially 8 , "~arly Biology Studies"; see specific proposals.
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ft.!. study Goals, Objectives, and End Product

Goal-- Data f.rom this,studywill lJe used CiS pa.r~ofan annual assessment
of,rrepr.odudtiouapd reqfuitment of Colorad6squa"{~ish (and other fishes)
so that' various hyPotheses regarding the affects of modified operation of
Flaming Gorge Dam can ,be evaluated. Information will facilitate
assessment of relationships between relative reproductive success and
annual flow regimes" (specifically flow releases from Flaming Gorge Da.;n)
and proy1de a relative measure' of input of fish larvae into downstream
nursery habitats.

Objectives --

1..) To document timing and duration of spawning by Colorado squawfish
(and other fishes) as measured by capture of drifting larvae.

2.) To determine peaks in abundance of transported Colorado squawfish
larvae during the spawning season.

3.) ,To determine the relative abundance of Colorado sC,{uawfish larvae
transported from spawning areas ,in the lower Yampa River (Yampa
Canyon) and the lower Green River (Grey and Desolation canyons) into
downstream nursery habitat~ (Jensen-OUray and Mineral Bottoqt areas,
respectively) . '"" '

Some Assumptions --

1.) Results of pz::evious studies on young Colorado squawfish iIi the Green
River system provide accurate baseline information on-movements and
distribution.

2.) Efforts of this study and of 6ther FGFRI studies will be sufficient
to provide accurate, more-detailed information on distribution and
relative abundance of young Colorado squawfish. '

3.) Most larvae are produced in two spawning areas (i.e., lower Yampa
. 'Canyon and Grey and Desolation canyons) and most are transported

.... into the two nursery areas" (i.e., Jensen-OUray and Mineral Bottom,
'respectively) • '

In order to more rigorously assess these assumptions, use of marked larvae
and additional drift-net stations (e.g., upstream of the Grey-Desolation
spawning area and downstream of the Mineral Bottom nursery area) and seine
sampling' (throughout the Green River and covering a greater temporal
period; other than what is proposed under Core-Research Study No.2 would
be necessa%y. However, we' believe that preVious studies have provided
accurate baseline information, ·approval to use marked larvae in the Green
River systeJll is probably ,not forthcoming, and logistics and costs
assodiated with additional sampling would be prohibitive. Information
from hypotheses-testing study 5 (hypotheses-testing Task 5; 'especially the
ageing and growth work) will facilitate assessment of these assumptions.

End Product - - A summai:y report will be submitted at the end of each
fiscal year. At, t;he end of the 5-year effol:'t, informatiqn will be
integrated with results of other Flaming Gorge investigations~

:tV. Stuciy' Area:

Lower Yampa River (justupstre~of theY.ampa;.Green Riverconfluence, Echo
Park, Dinosaur National Monument), Colorado, and lower Green River
(possibly near the toWn of Green River), Utah.
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v. Study Methods/Approach:

passive drift-net sampling is an effective and proven method for capturing
colorado squawfish larvae. In properly conducted, results can provide a
reasonable estimate of annual reproductive output from spawning agrees
wi thout over- sampling larvae. '

Drift-net sampling in the Yampa and Green rivers, as part of FGFRI, was
started. in 19:~W and will be conducted again in 1991. In 1991, two drift
net st;a.tioIis··':were established, i.e., lower Yampa River at Echo Park and
Green River lust below the Split Mountain boat ramp. At each station,
three flow-metered plankton nets were set near the shore, daily at dawn
for 1-2 h, from end of June through early August. The Objectives of this
sampling were. to document timing and duration of spawning by Colorado
squawfish in the lower Yampa River, determine peaks in abundance of
transported Colorado squawfish larvae transported from the lower Yampa
River spawning area into nursery habitats in the Jensen-Ouray area;
nursery-habitat sampling conducted by Utah DWR (Core-Research study) in
fall 1990 was intended to subsequently determine abundance of young
Colorado squawfish in backwater habitats. Results of ,the 1!90 drift-net
sampling were provided in an annual progress report submitted to the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation. After discussions with the cooperative FGFRI team
in December 1990, the drift-net sampling scheme used in 1990 was changed
in favor of the design proposed here (this new study design will be
employed in 1991) .

Reproductive output will be measured by daily captures. of drifting
Colorado squawfish larvae at two sites, one at mouth of the Yampa River
and one below Grey and Desolation canyons in the lower Greep' Riyer . Both
of these sites are below known· spawning grounds, and data from sampling at
these sites will provide estimates of relative abundance' of Colorado
squawfish larvae being transported from spawning areas and into potential
nursery habitats.

Colorado squawfish in the Yampa River spawn on the descending limb of the
hydrograph, often associated with abrupt increases (flow spikes) in base
flow (Nesler et ale 1988; Tyus and Karp 1989). Sampling for Colorado
squawfish larvae will be initiated based on those data .and stream-flow
conditions prior to sampling (probably start in mid-late June). Duration
of the sampling period will depend on number of larvae collected in late
season samples, past data, and stream-flow conditions probably end early
mid August) .

Colorado squawfish larvae are most abundant in drift-net samples at dawn
and nearshore and midstream nets capture roughly equivalent numbers of
fish/unit volume of water sampled (Haynes et al. 1984; Nesler 1986). This
was supported by results ot out nearshore sampling during summer 1990;
catch rates of three nearshore drift nets were similar (one-way ANOVA) .
Results of the 1990 sampling showed that about 60t of drifting Colorado
period on only four sampling days; we determined that daily sampling over
a 6-8-week period was necessary to detect and measure peaks in larval
abundance and bracket the period of larval transport.

At each station, three 4-m-Iong conical plankton nets (560 micron mesh)
will be set daily at dawn. Nets will be attached to rectangular steel
frames (0.15 or) and staked into the stream substrate adjacent to the shore
in water 0.5 -1.0 m deep. A removable collection bucket for trapping
filtered material and fishes will be attached to the cod end of each net.
Flow meters for measuring velocity will be suspended inside the mouth of
each net, and net sets will be timed to determine volume of water sampled.
Duration of each set will be 1-2 h depending on debris load. Samples will
be fixed and preserved in 95-100% ethanol (for subsequent otolith-ageing
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work). Fishes will be picked from debris in the field, returned to the
LFL, identified, measured to tl).e nearest 0.1 mm total length, and
enumerated.

DielabuIldahcebf drlitingcblorado squ.awfish laryae ,is geneF-ally highest
at dawn, but abundance during other t~mes6f the day varies within and
between seasons (Haynes et al. 1984 ;Nes~er1986). Thereforeil additional

. dielsampling will be conducted to better estima,te VCiriation in abundance
o;..~ drifting larvae throughout .the .. day. Every . fifth .' day, additional

. 'saiJtples will be collected every 2-4 h over a 24:'h period. Ozlthese days,
three nets will beset at each sampling time but only for20-3Q minutes in
order to reduce the catch of Colorado squawfish larvae. Sampling larvae
are obser'vedto better determine diel patterns. These data will be sued
to calibrate diel catch rates for sampling days when only dawn sets are
sued. Some cross-channel drift-net sampling may be conducted to confirm
results provided by Nesler (1.986) and verify our relat.iye-abundance
estimates.

Drift.;net sampling at the lower. Yampa River station will be conducted by
LFL persotinel~ Drift~net sampling at the lower Green Riv~r st,ation will

, be conducted by Utah DWR personnel. Sampling protocol will be the same at
both stations. . LFL personnel will . assist Utah D'r;lR ,personnel in
establishment of the,low~rGreen River station and will periodically check
their progress. Utah DWRwill provide picked and preE1.eryed drift-net
samples to LFL for analyses. Data will be integrated with information
from Utah DWR nursery-habitat studies (Core-Research .StudyNo. 2) and
Hypotheses-Testing Studies. Data frbm the drift-netCiIld nUr-sery-habitat
studies will be used and elaborated in Hypotheses-Testing Study 8 (Early
Biology Studies) .

VI. Task Description (FY 1993)

1..) Obtain necessary equipment and personnel to sample at two stations.

2.) Collect samples according to procedures outlined ,in Study
Methods/Approach and in coordination with other aspects of FGFRI.

3 . ) Analyze samples and data.

4. ) Prepare annual summary report.

VIr. Study Schedule (start/end by task) :

We anticipate that this study will be continued through FY 1996. Schedule
for 1993 is given.

Tas.k M A M J J A

1. X X X x·
2 X X. X
3 X X X
4 X

S

X
X
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VIII. FY-1 Work:

-Description of Work

See above

-Deliverables

A summary report will be submitted by end of the fiscal year.

-Budget

-Labor
-Travel
-Equipment
-Total

-GRAND l'OTAL

IX. FY-1993-1996 Work

LFL
$26,000

6,000
3,000

35,000

$70,000

UTAH
$26,000

6,000
3,000

35,000

We anticipate that collection of drift samples will be continued through
FY 1996 as part of the Core-Research Program.

Future "Funding Requirements

FY 1994 - $72 ,.000
FY 1995 74,000
FY 1996 - 76,000
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Research Component - Core-Research
Study No. - 2

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
FOR THE ENDANGERED FISH SPECIES

:IN THE UPPER COLORADO R:IVER. BASIN

PY-1993
SCOPE-OF-WORK

RESEARCH PROPOSAL

No.: _-;-:::-_-==- _____
(for MC use)

Lead Agency:

Submitted by:
Address:

Phone:

Utah Wildlife Resources

Leo Lentsch
1596 West North Temple.
Salt Lake City. UT 84116
(801) 538-4756

Category (check one) :

_X_ Ongoing project
Requested new start
Unsolicited preject
OUtside funding

Jack Schmidt
Department of Geography & Earth Resources
Utah State University
Logan. UT

(801)

Date: March 31. 1992

I. Title of Proposal:

Assessment of Colorado squawfish nursery habitat in the Green River

II. Relationship to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors:

Habitat management, monitoring of Colorado squawfish

III~ Study Goals, Objectives, End Product:

Objectives:

1) Determine the relationship between availability, formation, and
maintenance of Colorado squawfish nursery habitat and test release
flows from Flaming Gorge Dam (see introduction section abQve) as
measured by macro- and meso- habitat features,

2) Develop definitions for macro- and meso- habitat features based on
fluvial geomorphological processes,

3) Describe the relationship between geomorphological processes of
sediment transport and nursery habitat ·formation and maintenance in
the Green River, .

4) . Describe the relationship between available anq. selected (by CS)
nursery habitat areas based on meso- and macro- habitat features,

S) Describe the re1ationship between degree-day accumulation in main
channel and nursery habitat areas,
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6) Determine the relationship betweenciegree - futy accumulation and
nursery habitat areas utilized by young' Colorado squawfish,

7) Determine ,the relationship betweentl:1e. quantity of nursery habitats
available 'in the 'surnmer period to" the number of young Colorado
squawfishpresent in nl,lrsery llabitats:"during the autumn period,

8) Determine the usefulness of video imagery as a predictor of year
class strength of C?lorado squawfish, ','

9) Refine the interpretation of video so that "quality" nursery
habitats can be distinguished,

10) Compare intensive sampling data and the concept of habitat
utiIH;~1:ion to's.tandardized monitoring data to aSSeSS a) ways of
refining standardized monitoring procedures and b) way~ of making
greater use of the data currentlybeing collected.

End Products:
...;.(.

1) A description .. of the .influence. of the sprin~' test flows on the
formation andmainteIiance 6f Colorado squawfish nursery habi tats and
the subsequent associated biological respdnse .D.Y Colorado squawfish
within the Green River,

2) A description of nursery habitats preferred by young-of-the-year
Colorado squawfish based on meso-and macro-habitat featu~~s (ie.why
specific types of backwaters are inhabited),

3) Recommendations on the use and/or enhancement of video for
evaluating and monitoring nursery habitats, .1

4) Recommendations on the refinement of standardized monitoring
procedures.

IV. Study area (river,~iles, if appropriate):

Two study reaches have been selected within 'the standardized monitoring
reaches on the upper and lower Green River. Each reach is approximately
10 miles in length.

V. Study Methods/Approach:

Biolbqical'ABsess~ent

Two reaches in the upper and lower portions. of the standardized Iiloni toring
reaches of the lower Colorado R.iver will be select:ed for" intensive
sampling. They will be '. sampled in JUly and September' at a minimum,
further sampling dates may be added in subsequent years based on
preliminary results. Sampling .will be cbo.rdinated with standardized
monitoring efforts so that duplication will not occur. All nursery
habitat areas within each station will be sampled. Each nursery habitat
area will be categorized based on macro- and meSO- habitat features
related to geomorphological formation and mainte.nanceof the area.

• . ... '. ..;.' . .' • 0,.:",

Video of the seledted reaches will 'be .acquiredlto 2" days prior to
sampling and computer images will. betaken. into the field for ground
truthing and identif;i.cationof .. 'specific ba.ckwaters. .... This will be
coordinated with the ~ureau of Reclamation so that flows do not change
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substantially between acquiring the video and sampling. Nursery areas
will be seined to determine whether or not squawfish are present and if
so, how many. Physical (geomorphological features, temperature, etc.) and
biological habitat characteristics of each backwater will be measured in
an attempt to distinguish habitats which are utilized from those which are
not. Reach characteristics, such as number or area of backwaters per mile
will also be identified as possible indexing factors for standardized
monitoring data.

Data will be collected over five field seasons. This is necessary because
of differences in the system from year to year and will also give us a
chance to refine the study design based on the preliminary data. Possible
nursery habitats other than traditional backwaters will also be sampled.
Seasonal degree-day accumulation will be measured in selected areas. Data
collected· on physical and biological habitat characteristics will be
analyzed for possible relationships to use by squawfish.

Fluvial Geomorphological Assessment

Utah State University (USU) researchers will work with UDWR field crews
and principal investigator to develop a geomorphic classification of
nursery habitat areas. In addition, USU will evaluate the geomorphic
basis of nursery habitats and describe the physical processes by which
sand ba+s form and are reshaped under the test flows called for in the
Flaming Gorge research plan. This information will be used to develop a
physically based model for predicting discharges necessary to maximize
nursery habitat. A detailed description of the study method for this USU
study is attached.

Reports

An annual report will be produced detailing the findings of these two
elements. A final report synthesizing all information will be produced.

VI. Task Description (FY-1993):
Task·i: Obtain video at each study reach, 3 times per year.
Task 2: Develop geomorphic ciassification of nursery habitats.
Task 3: Sample all nursery habitat areas in each station for squawfish

utilization and ground truth videos.
Task 4: Measure physical and biological habitat characteristics of

backwaters in each station.
Task 5: Determine relationships between area of nursery habitats as

measured by video (defined geomorphically) and a) number of
young squawfish and b) number of areas utilized by squawfish.

Task 6: Extend sampling to other potential squawfish nursery habitats.
Task 7: Describe physical processes of bar formation and maintenance.
Task 8: Determine relationships, between habitats utilized by young

squawfish and physical and biological habitat measurements.
Task 9: Compare intensive sampling data with standardized monitoring

data to verify and/or refine standardized sampling techniques.
Task 10: Initiate geomorphological model development.

VII. Study Schedule:
The biological assessment aspects of this study will continue for a four
year period. The geomorphological aspects will occur for an additional
three years.
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VIII.FY-2 Work JUly 1, 1992- jime i993 (FY93)
Description of work: See above
peliverables (due date): See above
Budget

I.abor .. ,.
Travel
Equipment -

;;;.• Total'

FY 3-5 Work

··"DDWR

38,000
5,000
5,000

$48,bOO

~

20,000
1,000
3,000

$~4, ()O()·

58,000
6,000
8,000

$72,000

FY94~96: obtain video and field data
FY95: report on relationship between habitat availability (video) and

habitat utilization bY squawfishi finalize habitat mOdel
FY96: analyze habitat measurements in relation to squawfish

utilization to determine if we can identify
"quality" nursery habitat and whether theSe habitats
can be distinguished using video. Final report~

r ":"'" '.'

IX. Budget Summary

FY'-1993
FY~1994

FY-1995
FY-1996
Total

$ 72,000
$ 75,000
$78,000
$82,000
$307,000

'J;'..

a contracted through ODWR
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Research Component - Core Research
Study No. - 3

No.: _

. RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
FOR THE ENDANGERED PISH SPECIES

IN THE OPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

FY-1993
SCOPE-OF-WORK
RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Lead Agency:

Address:

Phone:
Date:

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Submitted by Bruce Haines
1680 West Hwy 40
Vernal, Utah 84078
(801) 789-0354
24 Mar 92 (rescoped)

Category (check one)
X Ongoing project

Requested new start
Unsolicited project
Outside funding

I. Title of Proposal:

Annual assessment of mainstem razorback sucker egg and larval production.

II. Relationship to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors

Razorback sucker recruitment has not been documented for the
Green River since impoundment 'of Flaming Gorge Dam in .1963.
Researchers have been collected gravid razorback suckers that
have congregated over shallow cobble bars in the lower Yampa River,
Colorado, and in the Green River near Jensen, Utah. It is unknown
whether these fish lay their eggs on these suspected spawning bars, and
if so, if they hatch and produce larvae. An . annual assessment of
razorback sucker reproduction and larval abundance is necessary to
identify and assess factors preventing recruitment. This study is part
of the Core-Research studies of the Flaming Gorge Five Year Research
Plan.

III. Study Goals, Objectives, End Product:

This study will assess razorback sucker reproduction and larval abundance
at suspected spawning areas in the lower Yampa River, Colorado, and the
Green River near Jensen, Utah.

1. To determine if razorback suckers lay their eggs on suspected
spawning bars. .

2. To determine if razorback sucker larvae are produced at
suspected spawning bars.

End product: A summary report submitted at the end of each fiscal year.
At the completion of the Flaming Gorge Flow Recommendations
Investigation, the data will be integrated with the results of other
investigations.

IV. Study area

The study will be conducted on the Yampa River spawning };lar at
Echo Park, Colorado (river mile 0.2), and the Green River upstream
of Jensen, Utah (river mile 311). Historically, ripe razorback suckers
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have been collected at these areas from 15 April until
15 May, depending on runoff.

v. Study methods/approach

1. Determine if ra?:o;:back S1,.l,ck,ers,;,lay their eggs on suspected spawning
bars.

a. Det~ririine if' ripe razorback suckers are congregating at the
• suspected spawni~gbar by electrofishing and drifting trammel nets

over the bar.

b. Whilef:lsh' are On th~ spawning bar, '.' collect eggs on the spawning
bar using various experimental sampling devices,e. go., vaCuum pumps
and removable artificial substrates. '

c. Transport eggs to laboratory for hatching and rearing.

2. Determine if razorback sucker larvaeare·'produced f:i:'t:>m suspected
spawning bars.

a. Collect larvae in passive drift-nets on four 24'-hour sampling
o9casions.

b.pollect :x:arvael:lY seining ,backwaters downstream of the suspected
spawning hirs.

c. Transport larvae to laboratory for rearing.

3. Hatch and raise larval'fish in aquariapntilfish 'are at least 17 mm
TL for positive identification by Larval Fish Laboratory, CSU,
Fort Collins. Rais~ each sampling site and week separately.

4. Prepare annual summary report.

VI. Task description (FY-1992)

'See above

Study Schedule (annually)

~af3kia.05APR -
J' 'OOlb is APR _

1c 10 APR 
2a .10 AP.R 
2b 10.APR-
:3. 10 APR -
4. 01 NOV -

Flaming Gorge Studies

15 ..~Y
is MAY
15 MAY
lSMAY.
is MAY
15 AUG
15 DEC
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VIII. FY-92 Work (annually)

a. Description of work: see above
b. Deliverables: annual report 15 December of each year.
c. Budget

Labor $ 15.0
Travel i.o
Equipment ....., 5.0 (electro, nets, aquaria, etc.)
Other.
Total $ 21.0

IX. Budget Summary

FY-1992 $ 21.0*
FY-1993 21.0
FY-1994 21.0
FY-1995 21.0
Total: $

*DO not include BR-FWS transfer overhead costs

We anticipate that this study will be continued through the duration
of the Flaming Gorge Flow Recommendations Investigation.
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No. :_I'--'b=--- _
(for Me use)

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
FOR THE ENDANGERED FISH SPECIES

IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

FY-1992
SCOPE-oF-WORK

RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Lead Agency:
Submitted by:
Address:

Date:

u.S. Fish and wildlife Service
Bruce Haines and Tim Modde
1680 w. Highway 40 Rm. 1210
Vernal, Utah 84078
10 Jun 92 (rescope)

Category (check one)
X Ongoing project
_ Requested new start
_ Unsolicited project

outside funding

I. Title of Proposal:

An evaluation of mark and recapture methods for use in
determining Colorado squawfish recruitment.

II. Relationship to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors .

currently available techniques for marking young fish are
limited. An effective marking technique would greatly facilitate
quantification of overwinter survival of young Colorado River
fishes. .

Management and future recovery of Colorado squawfish would
benefit from the.abiLity to quantify the survival of younger age-

"-classes. By increasing the resolution of popUlation estimates, a
reliable marking technique would allow determination of (1)
environmental factors that might influence estimates of standing
crops of young squawfish from the autumn to spring, (2)
behavioral patterns in young squawfish that might influence their
vulnerability to sampling gear, (3) relative abundance by size
class.and annual mortality estimates of Colorado squawfish, and
(4) data gaps and future research needs. Mark and recapture
methodology would also be helpful in se~ting Interim Recovery
Objectives for the RIP.

Past efforts to determine overwintering survival rates for young
Colorado squawfish in their first year af life have not been
successful; i.e., statistical testing has not demonstrated a
significant difference in standing crops (Tyusand Haines 1991).
However, past studies have relied only on an evaluatian of the
catch-per-unit-effort in Autumn relative to catch-per-unit-effort
in the spring. New methods need to be developed that would
provide a reasonable estimate of overwintering mortality/survival

-for young Colorado squawfish to aid in evaluating potential
differences in survival· with different winter flow. This method



'. would have to incorporate recent data that demonstrate extensive
movements of the young fish from backwater to other habitats in
responsr1:o differences in water temperatures, and perhaps other
variC3.1:>lesa~ weli'~ In addition, ~ere is recent evidence that
young' Colorado< squa,wfish .. :rn':\y .be s~ject to downstream
displaceinent'byvarious fIow events '(Valdez and Cowdell 1992).
Such movements confound the results of simple seining studies.
Mark and recaptu~e experiments could provide the increased
resolution neededtoestiinate overwinter mortality as well as
providing important behavioral information.

Important components of mark a.nd reca,pt:ure· studies is . J

determining the appropriate scale of sampling (randomlys~mple
backwaters, one ~. length of river, entire river ?) and tl1e
relationship between effort and precision.

In 1991 we evaluated the'use of coded wire tags for 'Use in mark
and recapture studies. We found that these tags probably do not
have application for our situation, .primarilybecau~~of
difficultly in handling and detecting such' sin-aii . tag"s in the
field. There .are several other possibilit~e.s,f9rmarking age-O
and age..lcolorado squawfish, inclUding inuner9]~on staining
(Bismarck Brown Y or other stain), colder freeze branding
(liquid nitrogen, carbon dioxide), imbedding dye or florescent
grit into epidermis under pressure. .... -- "

III. study Goals, Objectives, End Prod~ct:

1. To determine longevity and ease of use in the field of various
conventional and unconventional marking techniques for use in
es.timating abundance of young (age-O to age-I) Colorado squawfish
in the wild.-

2. TO evaluate the validity of assumptions of mark and recapture
methods in the Green River, we plan to determine the following:

a. daily movement patterns of age-o and age-1 Colorado
squawfish in a selected reach of the Green River.
b. distribution of the fish among backwaters in a selected
reach of the Green River. '
c. relative vulnerability of marked and unmarked fish to
predatiol1 (under controlled conditions).

IV. study. area

Green River

v. st~gy m~thods/approach

FWS studies in 1980-1981 (Tyus, 1991) demonstrated that young
Colorado squawfi~hcould.bemarked and recaptured weeks later.
We would evaluate the use of other marking methods for fish
recognition, and select a non-lethal mark that could be retained



for at least 6 months. The effectiveness of this mark and its
effects on the fish would be evaluated by using hatchery reared
fish.

VI. Task description (FY-1992)

Task 1:

Task 2:

Task 3:

Evaluate available fish marking techniques for mark anc
recapture application to age-O and age-1 Colora~o

squawfish. Two types of marks will be con~;ider~d.

One type isa simple batch mark where one "marked fish
cannot be distinguished from another; this type of mark
would be useful for population estimates, but we would
not be able to test assumptions of the mark and
recapture estimates or determine movement patterns.
The second type is a batch mark where a number of mark
combinations (e.g. different locations, colors,
configurations) are available: this type of mark would
allow certain assumptions and movement patterns to be
studied through mark and recapture studies.

a) Several prom1s1ng techniques will be evaluated.
Methods to evaluate include intracutaneous injection of
tattoo-ink with a dental inoculator, a supcutaneous
injection of dye using syringe injection;" immersion
staining using Bismarck Brown Y or other ""stains , cold
or freezing branding using liquid nitrogen or carbon
dioxide. criteria used in the screening will include
mark longevity, number of possible batch combinations,
and ease of application. Two or three marks will be
selected for more extensive laboratory testing.

b) Laboratory testing will consist of measuring fish
survival, mark retention, and mark detection. Marked
and unmarked fish will be exposed to predators
(juvenile Colorado squawfish or largemouth bass to
determine if marked fish are more vulnerable to
predation: than unmarked fish.

Consult popUlation modeling experts at Colorado state
University for design of mark and recapture
experiments.

Conduct a field pilot study* in autumn and in the
spring to determine the feasibility of using mark and
recapture techniques to estimate popUlation abundance
of age-O and age-1 Colorado squawfish in the Green
River. This task includes determining the distance of
fish mov~ment~""the degree of mixing of marked and
unmarked" fish, and the amount of immigration and
emigration from backwaters.

a."Locate mUltiple bac~aters similar in size and
abundance of young Colorado squawfish.
b.Seine, mark and release a mininum of 200 young-



VIII. 'FY-92 Work
a ..Description of work:

of-the-yearColorad9squawfish within a ten mile
reach of the Green River. , "
c. Recapture marked fish tw~ weeks following
origina.}. mark~I1g i~ thEJfall qnd agaiI1 in the
following spring to evaluate distribution of
marked fish and co~p~re population estimates
through tlmEl.' ,,' "

*T,he studyi,s 'ifitiendedtd det:efJuine the effectiveness of
the marking techniqtieunder field conditions and if mark and
rE!capture,techniques will improve our ability to estimate
populations of young fisll. , Ifsllccessful further
exp~riments",testing,' spedific hypotheses will be proposed.

6. write completion report

VII. study Sc:hedule .(startjendby task):

Task la. 01 MAY 92 ""'·15 JtJN 92
Ib 15 JUN 92 - 15 JUL 92
lc 15 JUN 92 - 30 SEP 92
2. 15 AUG 92 - 15 FEB 93
3a 15 MAY 92 - 15 JUL 92'
3b 10 JUN 92. ." 15 SEP 92
3c .. ..
jd .. ..
4. 01 JUN 92 .... 15 JUL 92
5. 01 OCT 92 .- 39 OCT 92

15 MAR 93 - 15 APR 93
6. 01, JUN 93

Evaluate non-lethal mark, pilot field
itudy, study design.

b. D~liverables: Progress report 15 DEC 92

c. BUdget
Labor
Tr':lyel anc1per diem.
Computer ~upplies

Total

FY-93 Work

$21,000
1,200
1,800

24,000

a. Oescription of work: Completion of field study, analysis of
data and preparation of final report.

,b. De~:~veraples:
"

Final report due 01 JON 93

c. Budget
Labor
Travel, and p:er diem
Materials and supplies

$'8,000
1',200

800



Labor

IX.

Subtotal

Budget Summary
FY-1991 $ 33,100*
FY-1992 $__~2~4u'~O~O~O

FY-1993 $__~1=O~,~O=O=O

10,000

* Does not include BR-FWS transfer .overh~ad costs

X. Literature cited

Tyus, H.M. 1991. Movements and habitat use of young Colorado
squawfish, Ptychocheilus lucius, in the Green River of Utah.
Journal of Freshwater Ecology.

Tyus, H.M., and G.B. Haines. 1991. Distribution~ habitat use, and
growth of age-O Colorado squawfish in the Green River basin,
Colorado and Utah. Transactions of the American Fisheries
Society 120: 79-89.

Valdez, R.A. and B.R. Cowdell. 1992. Survival of age-O Colorado
squawfish in the Green and Colorado Rivers. Annual Summary
Report - 1991. BlO/WEST Report PR 273-1.-Utah Division of
Wildlife Resources Contract No. 90-2558. 34pp.



Research Component - Core-Research
Study No. - 5

No. :
(for MC use)

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
POR THE ENDANGERED PISH SPECIES

IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

FY-1993
SCOPE-OP-WORK

RESEARCH PROPOSAL.

Lead Agency:
Submitted by:
Address:

Phone:
Date:

Fish & Wildlife Service
Leo Lentsch
J.596 West North Temple.
Salt Lake City. UT 84116
(801) 538-4756

August 6, 1991

Category (check one) :
--L Ongoing project

Requested new start
Unsolicited. project
Outside funding

I. Title of Proposal: Flow effects on YOY squawfish (ongoing); Utah
portion: Overwinter survival on Green River

II. Relationship to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors:

Research, Habitat Management - help determine flows and environmental facts
associated with reproductive succ~ss and early life survival. of fishes in the
Upper Colorado River basin.

III. Study Goals, Objectives, End Product

J.) Understand the relations between river discharge and other important
environmental variables and the reproductive success and early-life
s~ival of fishes (especially the endangered species) in the upper
Colorado River basin.

2) To continue sampling of Green River age-O Colorado squawfish in spring.
If results of spring sampling are found to be useful, consider making such
sampling part of the Interagency Standardized Monitoring Program (ISMP).

3) Analyze data and include in ISMP reporting; identify possible relations
between the relative abundance of important species and discharge regime
and other important variables; determine factors that affect the apparent
rate of overwinter survival of age-O Colorado squawfish.

IV. Study area (river miles, if appropriate) :

The Green River, Utah - two reaches between Split Mountain and River Mile 0,
230 miles total

v. Study Methods/Approach

Field sampling methods and all related procedures for the spring sampling will
be the same as those outlined in the handbook for the Interagency Standardized
Monitoring Program. Data on environmental variables will be collected at the
time of fish sampling, and will also be available from USGS and other sources.

VI. Task Description (FY-J.992): ·See III, Study Goals, Objectives, End Product:
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VII. Study Schedule <start/end by task) :

Task 1. March or April, 1993

Task 2 .. Provide .data ~d preliminary analysis to FWS/CRFP
by septewJer 1992 .

VIII. FY-93 Work

Description of work;

conduct field investigations of the relative abundance of age-O Colorado
squawfish in spring. Results of spring sampling in the Colorado and Green
rivers will be used to estimate the relative abundance of age - 0 Colorado
squawfish. This program could provide a test of current hypotheses on the
overwinter survival of age-O Colorado squawfish. In addition, it may provide
indices of recruitment to the adult stock more useful than those now being
col],ected as part of the "young-of-the year" surveys of:;the I.SMP. Utah .DWR
will have the lead' on the" Green River, where they will be assisted by
Reclamation.. FWSwill'havethe:J.ead on the Colorado River, where support for
the spriI:l.g 'i(io,:X;-kWill-be provided by UDWR and BR.

," ;;, :', ,c._ ,-",' ,," ,,',~ .:... _,'.'; V _, • .J l~, . , _ _.

Deliverables;

BUdget:
Labor 
Travel 
Equipment 
Total -

Annual progress report

$20,000
$5,500
'$1,000

$26,500

FY-93 to 'FY 95 work (for multi-year study) - Similar to current year with
no major modifications currently proposed.

IX. Budget Summary

FY-1991
FY-1992
FY-1993
FY-1994
FY-1995
Total

$21,500
$25,000
$26,500
$26,500
$26,500
$126,000

- funding through BR. and UDWR ..
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Research Component - Core-Research
Study No. - 6

No:
(for MC use)

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM FOR THE ENDANGERED
FISH SPECIES IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

",-1993
SCOPE-OP'-WORK

RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Lead Agency:

Submitted by:

Larval Fish Laboratory and
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

Kevin R. Bestgen, Robert T. Muth

Category:
___Ongoing project
~Requested new start

, Unsolicited project
___Outside funding

Address: Larval Fish Laboratory (LFL)
Department of Fishery and
wildlife Biology
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523

Phone: (303) 491-1848/5295; FAX 491-5091

Date: March 1992

I. Title of Proposal:

Analysis of past collections from the Green River System for presence of young
razorback sucker and humpback chub.

II. Relation to Recovery program/Ranking Factors:

This study is related to several null hypotheses stated in the overall Flaming
Gorge" Research Program., especially those concerned with reproduction and
recruitment of razorback ,sucker and humpback chub. Data collected in this
study will be particularly valuable for docUmenting past
reproductive/recruitment success of razorback sucker and humpback chub in the
Green River system and assessing environment~l conditions during a certain
capture year or season. Results of this study would be used to guide
development of new hypothesis-testing studies and potentially facilitate
upgrading of core-research 'studies to include more information on razorback
sucker and humpback chub.

Adverse effects of sampling on endangered fishes in the upper Colorado River
basin has been identified as an area of concern within the Recovery
Implementation Program. One way to reduce field sampling is to make better
use of information already available, including a more thorough examination
of past fish collections; this is the purpose of this study.

III. Study Goals, Objectives, and End Products:
The objective of this study is to identify young razorback sucker and humpback
chub in past collections of young fishes fran the Green River system (housed
in several locations, but primarily in the LFL) by applYing recently acquired
diagnostic characters for species separation (developed by LFL). Before
development of these diagnostic characters, identity of field-collected and
laboratory-processed young razorback sucker and humpback chub was listed as
tentative or possible,' or left at genus in the- case of Gila. In this study,
when young razorback sucker or humpback chub are identified from historic
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collections, capture information (e.g., da:te,' t::hne, piace'"etc.) will be
synthesized and related to information on annual/seasonal. environmental
conditions such as flow, temperature, and habitat. By doing this , it is
hoped '" that, a" clearer picture ""will emerge as to the past
reproductive/recruitment success aildenvirorunenta1. requisites of these fishes.

IV. Study Area:

see study area Figure 1 FlamirigGorge Research Program

V. Study Methods/Approach

Selected existing collections of young .ffshes £rdm the GreelnRiver system
along with relevant capture information for each sample will ge located and
obtained. Candidate samples/specimens of suckers and Gila will be selected
for thorough taxonomic analyses utilizing-procedures and diagnostids developed

'by the, LF:4.... If young razorback sucker of humpback chub are identified,
specimen and capture data will be synthesized and relat~~ to information on
annual/seasonal environmental conditions (e.g., flow and temPerature regimes)

VI. Task Description (FY-93)

Complete work described above

VII. Study Schedule

A one year study, work will be completed and a report pre!paredoy'September
1993.

VIII. FY-1993 Work

~DeBcription of Work:

see above

-Budget

~r

Total

Flaming Gorge Studies
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Research Component - Hypotheses-Testing
Study No. - 7

." "

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
FOR THE ENDANGERED FISH SPECIES

IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER

FY-1993
SCOPE-OP'-WORK

RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Lead Agency:

Submitted by:

Address:

Phone:

U.s. Fish and wildlife Service
CRFP Vernal

USFWS - Vernal Field Station

1680 West Highway 40
Vernal UT 84078
(801) 789-0354

Category:
~Ongoing project
__Requested new start

__Unsolicited Project

__Outside funding

I. Title of proposal: Availability of habitat, characteristics, and fish use of
spring habitats for Colorado squawfish and razorback sucker in the Green River.

Subproject A: Habitat restoration and management of wetlands

II. Relationship to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors:

Habitat management and development in the Green River related to
refinement of flow recommendations for Flaming Gorge Dam.

III. Study Goals, Objectives, End Product:

To determine the relationship between habitat availability, fish
accessibility, and fish-use in seasonally-flooded bottoms in the upper Green River
for use in developing instream flow methods and recommendations.

To differences in survival and growth of larval and juvenile razorback suckers
in river habitats and seaso~ally-flooded lands.

To recommend flows (stage) that would provide some flooding of seasonally
flooded lands, and thus provide habitats for Colorado squawfish and razorback
suckers in Spring. Old Charley Wash, a low-lying area, would be intensively studied
for this purpose.

To evaluate the frequency (number of years), duration within a year, and type
of water year (average, low, or high) in which spring flows would provide habitat
used by Colorado squawfish and razorback sucker in the Ouray area of the Green
River. .

To recommend future habitat management activities in the Green River that
would aid recovery of Colorado squawfish and razorback sucker. This includes use
of Old Charley wash as research area for testing hypotheses about: reproductive and
recruitment failure in razorback suckers, and the effect of predation on stocks of
endangered fishes.

IV. Study Area:

Green River form OUray to Jensen, Utah. Old Charley wash.

V. Study Methods/~roach:

This project will be" accomplished by a cooperative effort of CRFP-Vernal,
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Ouray NWR, FWS Water Resources hYdrOlogistfl,andBOR. Seasdnally':flooded areas are
being located and inventoried in 1991, an environmental assessment ahd permits for
development work are also being written.

Work at the demonstration projeC:~'J,a;:/3a' of Old Charley Wash will include
development of 'ari .engineerin.g' design "f'qr:~p'emoval/improvementof existing water
control structures, :for construction of dikes, and siting a water pump. This will
provide for uncontrolled and controlled water levels in the Wash that will be used
for fish studies. Additional are,a.s'will also be evaluated for similar work type of
developments if needed in :t;li~futUre.'

VI. Task '" Description (FY .19:~2):;

_1. Review 1991 data collected on water levels (calibrCl.ted stagE! records,
elevation surveys) ,probe studies, etc., at-floOded bottoms in the OUray Area,
and incorporate into the 1992 study designs. Calculate flow requests for
1992, and submit through FWS channels to BOR before April, 1992.'

2. sUrvey the Green River for additional ,floOded lands that would be
important for rare fishes. Areas identified wold be sampled for fish use,
incl~dingrare fishesanci poteI:ltial competit6rspecies,~

, ~

3. Reviewfil3h use' data, evaluate the habitat utilization of rare fishes for
differ/3nt hab~tatsi det;erminf3j,mportant featuresflooaed lands for fish
recQveryefforts.

4. Determine' patterns of fish movements into and out of flooded lands,
inc:luding Old Charley Wash, determine' the significance of th~l:Je movements
relative to the rare fishes.

5. Develop means for cont.roI of fish access into naturally flood~'d lands,
decide which fishes should be controlled, what sizes might .. be removed or
restricted from areas, evaluate methods for monitoring rare fish usage.

6. Conduct stocking experiments with razorback suckers to determine proper
management procedures, and to enable further restoration planning. Results
include .foods eaten, growth in different habitats, effects of predation, etc.
Coord,inate efforts with Subproj ectB. ' ,

VII. Study Schedule: ,

Tasks 1-3, Qqtober -April. Tasks 5-6., May-July.

VIII. FY92 Work
Tasks 1-9

$35,000

- Description of work:
Deliverables N/A
Budget
- Labor
- Travel
- Equipment

3,000
,2,000

- Total

Flaming Gorge Studies
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FY-93 Work:

-Description: Additional experiments on growth, recruitment, predation, non
native interactions.

IX.

-Budget
-Labor
-Equipment
-Other
-Total

Budget Surmnary
FY-1992
FY-1993
FY-1994

$35,000
2,000

$37,000

$40,000
$37,000
$20,000
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Research component- Hypothesis-Testing
Study No. - 8

No. :
(for MC use)

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
POR·THE ENDANGERED PISH SPECIES

:IN THE UPPER. COLORADO RIVER BASIN

FY-1993
SCOPE-OP-WORle

RESEARCH PROPOSAL
:-.'

Lead Agency:
Submitted by:
Address:

Phone:
Date:

Utah Wildlife Resources
Leo Lentsch
1596 West North Temple,
Salt Lake C{ty, UT 84116
(801) 538-4756

August 6, 1991

Category (check one) :
~ Ongoing project

Requested new start
Unsolicited project
Outside funding

I. Title of Proposal: Non-native fish management

II. Relatio~ship to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors:

Researchers studying the four endangered fishes of the Opper Colorado
River Basin are becoming increasingly aware of the potential link between
recruitment of young fish to adults and interactions of }lon-:native fishes.
Successful management and recovery of these endangered fishes, as well as
management of other co-occurring fishes (native and non-native), depend
on a sound understanding of how they interact with and are influenced by
their physical and biological environment.

III. Study Goals, Objectives, End Product:

This study addresses three Objectives.

1) To identify and assess factors that limit the distribution and abundance
of all non-salmonid non-native fishes by taking a life historical and
zoogeographical perspective. Potential limiting factors could be
identified from literature and data associated with existing museum
collections of Opper Colorado River Basin fishes and, for comparison, the
substantial data on these fishes from portions of their native ranges.
To effectively address management of non-native fishes in the Upper
Colorado River Basin, it would be extremely beneficial to determine
potential limit~g factors for these fishes in their native ranges.

2) To evaluate the potential impact of northern pike on YOY Colorado
squawfish in Utah. This study will closely follow the investigation of
northern pike in the Yampa River, Colorado.

See Attachment

3)To identify and evaluate potential methods for selectively controlling
the impacts of non-native fishes of the endangered fish. Potential
methods (flow manipulation, removal, etc.) for selectively controlling
non-native fishes will be identified for each sPecies.

VI. Study area: Green and Colorado Rivers
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V. Study Methods/Approach:

Obj. 1) Distribution and abundance data would be evaluated and correlated
wit.:hmac:ro-.habitat parameters such as stream gradient, stream water
temperature and elevation, and other general habitat conditions at given
flows.·EIld product woulds~izefactors limiting certain' non-native
fishes.. 0Il .. a large geographic scale so that potential management
strat'rgies ,'such as strea.mflow .manipulations , could be identified and
evaltiated~ . . . .

Obj. ,2) Age and gx"owih analysis will be done on northern pike captured from
the Green Ri:ver,~.:Utah. Habitat utilization will be evaluated. In
addition, bioenergetics models will be used to estimate the prey base
required to support northern pike in the Green River. This combined
information will be used to assess the impact of northern pike on
recruitment of YOY Colorado squawfish to the adult sta-geL

Obj. 3)A work plan will be developed outliriing alternative methods of
control, potential impacts, feasibility of success, and a recommended
course of actiorifor evaluating the response of ";lOy recri.litn'lent of the
endangered species to selective control Of nOIi-native',fish~

VI. Task Descriptiqn (FY-199,2): -

See StudyMethods;(V.) Threeobjectives/tasks .

VII. Study Schedule (start/end by task):

FY-92

The 3 objectives outlined in Study Goals, Objectives (II) will be refined
and completed over the ,2 year study period.

FY-93 Completion of analysis and objectives 1-3, written summary report.

VIII. FY-93 Work
Description of work - see study methods ahdattac::hn1ent

;- Refinement of techniques
Budget

Labor
Other
Travel
TOTAL

FY.;.93 TOTAL

$48,000
$1,500
$4,500
$54,000

$54,000

FY-93 :.
Completion of analysis
Deliverablesi Written summary report

IX. Budget Summary

FY-1992 $57,000
FY-1993 $54,000

TOTAL PROJECT COST $111,000
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Research Component - Hypotheses-Testing
Study NO. . - 9

No: Part of No.1
(for MC use)

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM FOR THE ENDANGERED
FISH SPECIES IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

FY-1993
. \.,' SCOPE-OF-WORK

RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Address: Larval Fish Laboratory (LFL)
Department of Fishery and
Wildlife Biology

. Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523

Lead Agency:

Submitted by:

u.s. Bureau of Reclamation/
Larval Fish Laboratory

Kevin R. Bestgen, Robert T. Muth

Category:
~Ongoing project
___Requested new start
___Unsolicited Project
___Outside funding

Phone: (303) 491-1848/5295; FAX 491-5091

Date: May 1992

I. Title of Proposal:

Barly BiQlogy Studies - Investigations of effect. of fl()W, ·temperature, and
ether environmental variables on the early biology of selected fishes in the
Green River system.

II. Relation to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors:

Researchers studying the four endangered fishes of the Upper Colorado River
Basin are becoming increasingly aware of the need for studies that take a more
"system-oriented" approach that incorporates all life history aspects.
Successful management of other sympatric fishes (native and non-native),
depend on a sound understanding of how they interact with and are influenced
by their physical and biological environment. Studies proposed herein are
focused on addressing these issues. Data gathered will Ultimately be used as
part of an annual assessment of reproduction and recruitment of native and
non-native fishes in the Green River system.

Portions o~ these proposed. studies were started in 1991. These studies are
part. of, the "Five-Year Flaming Gorge Flow Recomnendations Investigations
(FGFRI) "; specificaily Hypotheses-Testing Study No.8. Integrated studies
under FGFRI will· facilitate determination of factors affecting annual
reproduction, abundance, and recruitment of Colorado squawfish (and other
fishes) in the Green River basin. Results of studies proposed herein will be
integrated the overall research program. .

III. Study Goals, Objectives, and End Product:

Objectives

1.) To validate techniques for aging otoliths in larval. an~ juvenile Colorado
squawfish.

2.) To comparatively describe the early morphological ontogeny of selected
important fishes (e.g., native and non-native cyprinids and catostomids) ,
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including morphology and development of sense organs and locomotor
structures.

3.) To evaluate responses of selected important fishes to manipulate physical
coIlditions ~¢lassess the rolE!0;f sensory and locomotor systems in various
eaJ:'lyb~hClrViorssuch a~ feeding, predator avoidance, and swimming
performance.

4.) To evaluate effects of variable environmental factors (streamflow, water
temp'erature , food supply) on growth and survival of Colorado squawfish in
lao6ratory and field studies.

EndProduot - - Annual progress reports for eaCh study will be' ,provided at end
o:fiflscal year.

tv. Study Area:

Lower Yampa River, Colorado, and Green River, Utah.

v. Study Methods/Approach:

Objective 1 -- Use of otoliths fr.omlarvae in f.ishery'H~cience studies is a
relatively a recent innovation that has provided a wealth of ne...,.iIl1:ormation
to biologists. Ability to accurately)age larvae can provide data'on- hatching
dates, spawning intensity and duration, age-specific growth and m,,:rta,J.ity, and
effects of environmental factors, .such as changes )in water temPerature on
growth of larvae. discrete cohorts of larvae within a reproductive y_~ar could
potentially be identified with accurate otolith-a.gingtechniques. with
subsequent sampling, effects of various environmental factors on growth,
survival, and recruitment .of larvae in those cohorts could be identified.
MOst of this sampling is already proposed in the systematic data collection
and research studies to evaluate reproduction and recruitment of fishes in the
Green River. Thus, studies that may result from validation o~, otolith
techniques will not require excessive additional sampling, and could
potentially incorporate specimens collected from previous studies. Validation
studies are labor intensive and time consuming, but are critical if otoliths
are to be used. The most desirable method is sequential sacrifice of known
age ~pecimens. These c?D be attained from hatchery stocks at Dexter National
Fish Hatchery. From these specimens, time of otol£th formation relative to
hatching, timing of ring deposition, and relation of ring number and age can
be assessed. Because conditions in the wild change from year-to-year, and
within a spawning season, effects of environmental factors such as changes in
water temperature (and food availability) would also need to be assessed.
Otolith validation would employ standard microscopic and would be to determine
whether this technique could be applied to specimens captured in the wild.
For more details see pages 27-29,40-41 in K. R. Bestgen's graduate-research
proPosal.

Objective 2 ~- Early morphological and especia.lly physiologica.l development
of fishes int eh Colorado river Basin have been little studied. Observed
behavioral and lifestyle attributes in fishes affect reproductive success,
habitat selection, growth, and survival, and are linked with changes in
physiology and morphology. A literature review will be conducted to determine
available techniques, information on other fishes, and current knowledge of
early development and behavior of species of concern. Eggs of selected
species will be obtained from existing hatchery or laboratory. stocks •. Larvae
will be reared in the laboratory and-observations of general dev~lopment and
behavior will be oonducted. Detailed. micr.oscopic examinations us.i,.ng scarining
electron microscopy (SEM) and phase-contrast microscopy will be conducted on
selected structures and organ systems, e.g., mechanoreceptors '(neuromasts and
auditory), olfac~o~, vision, and locOO\otor. Histological techniques may be
employed.
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Objective 3 - - Once information on morphology and development have been
gathered, experiments will be conducted under various habitat conditions
(water temperature and clarity) to determine function of various structures
relative to behavior. potential experiments include masking of certain
sensory systems and describe changes in behavior (feeding, predator avoidance,
orientation, critical swimming speed) .

objective 4 - - Effects of variable food and water temperature regimes on
growth and survival will be monitored directly in the laboratory. Effects of
variable streamflow and water temperature regimes on within-season variation
in growth and survival of wild age-O Colorado squawfish will be examined by
otoliths form Colorado squawfish captured later in that season will allow
determination of variation in growth and survival rates of cohorts. Growth
and relative survival estimates for each cohort within the spawning season can
then be correlated with water temperature and flow regimes present during
transpo~t to, and rearing in, backwater habitats of the Green River. These
studies will help determine when growth and survival of age-O Colorado
squawfish is optimized under modified Flaming Gorge flow recommendations. For
more details see pages 1.7-22, 29-40 in K. R. Bestgen's graduate-research
proposal.

VI. Task Description (FY-1992):

Complete studies under objectives 1. and 2, which were initiated in FY-1991.,
and initiate studies under above Objectives 3 and 4. Completion of studies
under objective 1. will require description and analysis of otolith
microstructure which was begun in FY-1.991.. Patterns will be related to
specific environmental stimuli that test fish are subj ected to. .Studies under
objective 2 will require quantification of general .behavioral and
developmental observations obtained while rearing specimens in FY 1.991.. Will
also conduct phase-contrast, vital staining, and SEM examinations (primarily
of mechanoreceptors). Studies under Objective 3 will begin and will assess
the role of sensory and locomotor systems in various early behaviors such as
feeding, predator avoidance, and swimming performance. Studies under
objective 4 will begin to investigate the role of food supply, temperature,
and streamflow on groWth and survival of Colorado squawfish larvae"

VII. Study"Schedule (start/end by task):

Studies under objectives 1. and 2 will be finalized and reports prepared by
September 1.992. Studies under objectives 3 and 4 will be initiated in 1.992
and will include literature analysis of survival models and lab and field
research to begin in summer. Progress reports regarding studies under
obj ectives 3 and 4 wilL be provided.

VIII. FY-1992 Work

-Description of Work

See above

FY-1993 Work
Studies addressing Objectives 3 and 4, see above

-Budget

-Labor $56,000
-Travel' 4,000
-Equipment 8,000

-Total $68,000
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Research component - Hypotheses-Testing
Study No. - 10

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
FOR THE ENDANGERED FISH SPECIES

IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER.

FY-1993
SCOPE-OF-WORK

RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Lead Agency:

Submitted by:

Address:

Phone:

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
CRFP Vernal

USFWS and D.K. Shiozawa

1680 West Highway 40
Vernal UT 84078

(801) 789-0354

Category:
~Ongoing project
___Requested new start
_.__Unsolicited Project
___Outside funding

I. Title of Proposal:

An evaluation of fish predation in backwater habi'tats in the Green River
(Flaming Gorge Studies).

II. Relationship to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors:

An understanding of native-introduced fish interactions is needed in order
to formulate recovery actions for the rare fishes. Colorado ..squawfish nursery
habitats in the· Green River are well-known and offer an excellent opportunity to
study such interactions. Knowledge gained there can be applied" in other recovery
areas as well.

III. Study Goals, Objectives, End Product:

To determine invertebrate densities, changes in backwater community structure,
and production estimates for the dominant invertebrate species.

TO evaluate the relationships between river flows and standing crops of food
organisms.

To evaluate the role of fishes in structuring invertebrate communities habitat
exclusion.

To evaluate resource competition by fishes in backwater habitats.

To design' studies to evalUate exploitive and interference competition if
needed.

IV. Study Area:

The Green River in the vicinity of Ouray, Utah.

V. Study Methods/Approach:

This is a joint project between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Brigham Young
University. Dr. Dennis Shiozawa is retained as a FWS Faculty Fellow, and· graduate
students will be used for most of the field collections. The. FWS experiment station
at OUray, UT will be utilized as a base of operations.

Interactions between introduced an 'native fishes have been implicated in the decline
of the Colorado River endangered fishes. However, competition is difficult to prove
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in natural environments, and especially'in large rivers like the GrE!en R,iver. In
depth studies of competition could be very expensive and result in little insight.
This project will approach the' topic of, fish competition in Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat~by using a ~tepwise IJroc~dure~ First, we would determine if fish
predation in backwatershCisCln.,impact '6P: the structure and function of benthic and
planktonic communities. If not, we would anticipate that resource sharing between
fishes is not limiting. HowevE!r,'if a significant shift in food organisms occurs,
this would demonstrate that the food base is impacted, thus implying resource
competition.

If competition between fishE!s is thus expected, L lOl ., foo<;1 resourc,es,)are limiting
the fish community, we would design specific studi;esto evaluate exploitive and
interference competition. For example, inter- and intraspecific competition would
be evaluated. using fish inclosures in which fooels eaten in the absence of other
species (preferences) would be compared with the foods eaten in the presence of
others.

An additional product of this work would include ~ evaluation of riverine flows on
selected backwater habitats. '

VI. Task Description (FY 1992) :

A series of exC.1dsti:t'~s wiI'i'bk constil.1ct~~cl't, randOIIlly'- gllosen IdeatiOns in backwater
in the OUray area. These would be designed to exclude or admit fishes. Benthos and
plankton will be monitoreel by core an net saIIlpling for, abOut 100 day's, i .. e:~, during
the period when Colorado sqUawfish are present. Sampling frequency will be a
function of water temperature, and samples will range form one per week to three per
day.

IJatacollectecl will allow the computation of invertebrate densities, changes in
cOnUnuriity stil.1cture, and production estimates for the dominant invertebrate species
in the system. Preliminary studies will be conducted to generate growth rates for
invertebrates and additional growth information will be Iriadeform ·si.ze-class
distributions.

Fish collections will also be made a hi-weekly intervals to document the use of the
area by various species. Fish biomass will be estimated by determining the relative
numbers and. weights by species.

VII. Study Schedule:

Fieldcollect:i.Ol1~i JulY... 6dtobet 1992. Laboratory ID and analysis; October-March
1993. Report preparation, March-May 1993.

VIII.• FY-I Work (IT 1992)
. ,

Description of ~b1;k: field collections, species ID.

- Deliverables: NA
- Budget

- Labor (1!2@13,l@FF,4@4,2@3) =
- Travel

Equipment
- Other

Total

$14,?OQ
400
200

$15,lQO

, FY-2 Work (FY 1993)'

Brief Description: speciesl ID, analysis, report.
- Deliverables: Repo:r:t of findings, re.commendations.
- Budget estiinate: $4,,000
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IX. Budget Summary

FY-1992 $15,100
FY-1993 $ 4,000

Total

" ... ~

Flaming Gorge Studies
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Research Component - Hypothesis-Testing
Study No. - 11

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGR.AM
FOR THE ENDANGERED FISH SPECIES

IN THE OPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

P'Y-1993
SCOPE-OF-WORK

RESEARCH PROPOSAL

No. :
(for MC use)

Lead Agency:

Submitted by:
Address:

Phone:

Utah Wildlife Resources

Leo Lentsch
1596 West North Temple,
Salt Lake City. UT 84116
(801) 538-4756

Rich Valdez
Bio/West, Inc.
1063 West 1400 North
Logan, UT
(801) 752-4202

Category (check one) :

Ongoing project
Requested new start
Unsolicited project

~ OUtside funding

Date: March 31, 1992

I. Title of Proposal:

Synthesis of winter movement and habitat of adult Colorado squawfish and
razorback sucker in the Green River below Flaming Gorge Dam.

I. Re~ationship to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors:

Winter is a critical time for all riverine fishes, particularly in regions
exposed to icing , such as the Green River from Echo Park to the Colorado
River conflUence. The operation of Flaming Gorge Dam can have a significant
impact on timing, type, and degree of ice formation. The magnitude of
fluctuation, as regulated by Flaming Gorge Dam, may be the most influential
factor to icing in the Green River. Extensive icing, large ice flows, and
extensive f.razil ice format.ion may stress mainstem fish and reduce condition
for survival and reproduction. Previous winter habitat studies have been
conducted for Colorado squawfish and Razorback sucker in the Green River
(Valdez and Masslich 1989) and Yampa River (Wick 1989). However, these
studies which dealt with a regulated and unregulated river system have never
been integrated. A synthesis of these two reports and the literature is
needed to make an intelligent determination of the winter habitat needs of the
species and an evaluation of the impact of Flaming Gorge Dam operations on
them.

III. .Study Goals, Obj ectives, End Product:

The purpose of this study is to describe winter movement and habitat of adult
Colorado squawfish and razorback suckers in the Green River below Flaming
Gorge Dam. The objectives are to:
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synthesize and reevaluate the data from winter irivesti'gations
endangered fish in the Green River below Flaming Gorge Dam.

of

2. Review and integrate literature on winter movement and habitat of other
fish species in riverine conditions, and

, "

3. Identify'iriformational gaps on' winter, movement and habitat, and reconunend
studie,s,''ifneededto betterdefine:Uow needs of endangered fishes in the
Green River' below Flaming Gorge Dam.

,j

rv. Study area (river miles, if appropriate) :

Green and Yampa RiVets

V. Study Methods/Approach:

.An integrated' report will be developed on winter movement and habitat of adult
Coloradosquawfish and razorback sucker in the Green River belbwFlarriing Gorge
Dam. The following -two reports will be synthesized.

'valdez, R.A. and W;J. Masslich. 1989. Winter habitat study;oferidangered
fish.:.Green River. Wintertime movement and habitat of adult Colorado
squawfish and razorback suckers. Prepared for the United States
Department of Interior - Bureau of Reciamation, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Contract No. 6-CS-40-04490.BIO/WEST Report No. 136-2. 184pp.

Wick, E.J.and J.A. Hawkins. 1989. Colorado squawfish winter habitat
study, Yampa River, Colorado, 1986-1988. Contribution 43, Larval Fish
Laboratory, Colorado State uni,versity, Fort Collins, Colorado. 96 pp.

Data contained in these reports will be reevaluated , if necessary, and
synthesized into an integrated report. The report will describe winter
movement and habitat of adult Colorado squawfish and razorback suckers and
determine if winter flow needs of these fish can be determined. A literature
search will be conducted to identify and sununarize pertinent literature on
winter movement and habitat of riverine fishes. The focus will be on
regulated rivers. Informational gaps will be identified and studies
reconun~nded, if necessary, to better define flow needs of endangered native
fishes' in the Green River below Flaming GOrge Dam. These recommendations will
contain specific descriptions of proposed investigations to obtain necessary
information. '

VI. Task Description (FY-1993):

see above

VII. Study Sched,ule:

Initiate literature review - June 1, 1992
Final Report due - December 31, 1992

VIII. Budget

Stu.dy is being 'independently furided by National Park Service
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Research component - Habitat-Management/Evaluation
Study No. - 12

RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
FOR THE ENDANGERED FISH SPECIES

IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER

1680 West HIghway 40
Vernal UT 84078

Lead Agency:

Submitted by:

Address:

FY-1993
SCOPE-OF-:WORX

RES~CH PR,OPOSAL

U.S. Fish and Wildlife.Service
CRFP Vernal

USFWS

Category:
~Ongoing project
__Requested new start
__Unsolicited Project
__Outside funding

Phone: (801) 789-0354

I. Title of Proposal: Wetlands restoration/demonstration project at Old Charley
Wash, Ouray NWR, Utah

II. Relationship to Recovery Program/Ranking Factors:

The amount of seasonal flooding of productive wetland habitat in the upper
Colorado River Basin has been reduced by flow regulation. It may be possible to
restore some of the marginal lands and provide enhanced habitats fo~ rare fishes.
If so, recovery· of rare fishes can be hastened.'

III. Study Goals, Objectives, End Product:

To provide a demonstration area for testing hypotheses about spring
habitat requirements of rare fishes.

To create and manage interactive wetlands for the benefit of rare fishes.

To develop habitat management procedures and protocols that can be used
elsewhere.

To produce a habitat man~gement manual.

IV; Study Area:

Old Charley Wash on the Green River near Ouray, UT

V. Study Methods/Approach:

This work will be conducted by joint FWS efforts of CRFP Project, Refuges, and
Water Resources. In addition, Colorado State University will provide a Graduate
Cooperative Education Student to assist in field efforts.

Work at the demonstration project area of Old Charley Wash will include
development of engineering design for removal/improvement of existing water control
structures, for construction of dikes, and siting a water pump.

This will provide for uncontrolled and controlled water levels in the Wash
that will be sued for fish studies under the Flaming Gorge Umbrella. Additional
areas will also be evaluated for similar work type of developments if needed in the
future.
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VI. Task Description (FY 1992) :

1. Review, 1991 data,.<::ollected "on water levels (calibrated stage records,
elevation surveys), probe studies, etc., collected at Old Charley Wash and
associated areas and ,incorporate .into the 1992 study designs. Calculate flow
request for 1992, and sUbmit iiirough'FWS channels to BaR before April, 1992.

2. Determine the best In~thodfor determining fish movements into and out of
the Wash, design fish control weir, construct temporary or permanent weir.

. .....

3. Review fish use data, evaluate the habitat ~tilization of fishes for
different habitats, determine importan~feCl,t~res of Wash for restoration
efforts.

4. Evaluate 1991 data collected on food resources and razorback sucker growth
, tor use in designing areas that should~, diked or n9t.

5. Complete engineering design. Finish any uncompleted preconstruction
surveys for dikes, to ensure proper qe~,i;gn~di9+:a~nageof the$ite.

6. ,Obtain source fox: water pump, determinesiting.I,leeds,fPr'the controlled
study area. ,,' '" ," ,

7. Complete assesslllent~lpermitapplication~and received proper dlearance,
or permits forcdnstri.lction work.

8. Construct di.kes,site pump, install weir.

9. Evaluate fish use, coordinate efforts w.ith Flaming Gorg~ Studies.

10. Prepare habitat management manual~

VII. Study Schedule:

VIII. FY-92 Work
- Description of work: Engineering design, preconstructidn planning,

construction of dikes, install pump.

- Budget
'- Labor
- Travel
- Equipment

Water pump
Fish weir

- Construction
Water control structures
Dikes

- Other
- Total

$15,000
2,000

24,000
3,000

$ 5,000
28,000

$77,000

FY-93 Work
- Description of work: Continue evaluation of project, prepare final report

and habitat management manual.

IX.

- Budget
-Labor
-Travel
_Total

Budget SlUllritary
FY-199'2 $77,000
FY-1993 $20,000 Total

$18,000
2,000

$20,000

$97,000
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1.0. INTRODUCTION

As indicated in the 1988 guiding document for the Recovery Implementation Program
(RIP) for Endangered Fish Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin, reoperation of major
impoundments of the Colorado River Storage Project for protection and recovery of endangered
fishes is a high priority; reoperation is necessary to offset depletion impacts contributing to
endangerment of humpback chub (Gila cypha) , bonytail (G. elegans), Colorado squawfish
(Pfychocheilus lucius), and razorback sucker (Xyrauchen texanus). Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD)
on the Green River, Wayne Aspinal Unit on the Gunnison River, and Ruedi Dam on the
Colorado River were specifically indentified in the RIP guiding document as those
impoundments that, through Section 7 consultation, were to offset depletion impacts to the
maximum extent possible. Additionally, these impoundments, where possible, were to provide
recovery flows for endangered fishes in major rivers (Green and Colorado rivers) and tributaries
of the Upper Colorado River System.

Closure of FGD in 1962 caused significant alterations in magnitude and timing of Green
River flows, resulting in modification of fish habitat in the system. In 1980, the U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation (Reclamation) entered into Section 7 consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (Service) on the operation of FGD. Studies conducted from 1978-1991 culminated in
preparation of a Biological Opinion by the Service on operation of FGD for Reclamation and
the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA). Central to the issuance of the November
1992 Biological Opinion was development of seasonal flow recommendations for operation of
FGD based on best available information and the professional jUdgement of researchers who
had collected and analyzed much of the data. The intent of the Biological Opinion was to
recommend flows that would restore the natural hydrograph to the maximum extent possible
and provide a flow regime that would allow for enhancement and recovery of endangered and
other native fishes from the Green-Yampa River confluence to Lake Powell. However, because
of data limitations, the Biological Opinion provided only partial recommendations by season for
the reach of the Green River from FGD to Jensen, Utah. Flow recommendations for the spring,
summer/fall, and winter periods were made using information presented in the Consolidated
Biology and Hydrology Report prepared by the Service; specific flow recommendations are
presented in part 2.0 of this document -section.

The Biological Opinion concluded that "historic" procedures (prior to 1992) for operation
ofFGD jeopardized the continued existence of endangered fishes in the Green River. A
Reasonable and Prudent Alternative was provided to avoid jeopardy, and it is incumbent upon
Reclamation, WAPA, and the RIP to ensure that all elements of the Biological Opinion are met.
The Five Year Flaming Gorge Research Program described in part 3.0 of this document section
is designed to fulfill the requirements and intent of the Reasonable and Prudent Alternative
which included the folloWing elements.

1. Change operation of FGD so that Green River flow and temperature regimes
would more closely resemble historic natural conditions. Under this element,
seasonal flow recommendations were established in an attempt to enhance the status
of endangered and other native fishes in the Green River system downstream of FGD.
Flow recommendations for spring, summer/fall, and winter periods were based on
information presented in the Consolidated Biology and Hydrology Report.
Recommendations for each period, however, were supported by differing levels of
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2.0. FLOW RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BIOLOGICAL OPINION

5. Initiate discussions with the Service after conclusion of the 5 years of research
to examine further refinement of recommended Green River flows.

biological and physical data, with the most comprehensive data set covering the
summer/fall period.

3. Determine the feasibility of releasing warmer water from FGD during the late
spring/summer period, and investigate the feasibility of retrofitting river bypass
tubes to include power generation for facilitation of greater water releases in
spring.

2

SPRING.-Timing and duration of increased water releases from FGD will closely correspond
to spring flows in the Yampa River. Starting in April, water releases will begin increasing until
a peak flow of approximately 4,000--4,700 cfs is attained. Timing of this peak will be planned
to coincide with peak spring runoff in the Yampa River. Releases of 4,000--4,700 cfs will be
provided annually for 1-4 weeks between May 15 and June 1. Duration of peak releases will

4. Legal protection of Green River flows below FGD. Identify and recommend those
critical flows required to enhance and recover endangered fishes of the Green River
ecosystem (Le., from FGD to Lake Powe!!). The state of Utah has indicated that until
quantifiable flow recommendations are made throughout the Green River, legal
protection will not be pursued. The Biological Opinion for operation of FGD only
recommends flows to Jensen, Utah. Therefore, the 5-year research program must
provide for collection of data to reliably support flow recommendations in lower reaches
of the Green River.

2. Beginning in spring 1992, initiate a 5-year research program, including
implementation of research (test) flows in spring and winter, to provide data for
potential refinement of seasonal flow recommendations. Except for specific
winter/spring research flows during the 5-year research program, Green River flows will
resemble the historic natural hydrograph. This element was included for evaluation of
biological and physical responses of the Green River ecosystem to the recommended
flow conditions. Additionally, because winter/spring flow recommendations were based
on limited information, more research during these seasonal periods is required to refine
these flow recommendations.

Changes in the Green River hydrograph resulting from implementation of flow
recommendations set forth in the 1992 Biological Opinion on operation of FGD are the
foundation of the Five Year Flaming Gorge Research Program (section 3.0). Generally,
recommended flows more closely resemble the natural historic hydrograph of the Green River
than those previously provided. Flow recommendations were made on a seasonal basis and
are summarized in the following section; refer to the Biological Opinion for details on flow
recommendations and exceptions. Flows recommended in the Biological Opinion are those
measured at the U.S. Geological Survey gauge at Jensen, Utah

Flaming Gorge Research Program
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depend on the water year, with a longer release period occurring during high water years. The
post-peak decline in releases will consist of at least 2,000 cfs for one additional week, stepping
down at a rate of not more than 400 cfs/day. The descending arm of the hydrograph will be
synchronized with the conclusion of spring-runoff conditions in the Yampa River. During
average water years, the entire spring peak will occur for a period of 6-8 weeks.

SUMMER.-The rationale for summer flow recommendations was to maximize summer nursery
habitats for young-of-year (YOY) Colorado squawfish. Water releases from FGD will continue
to decrease following the spring period until a flow of between 1J 110-1,800 cfs is attained
(actual flow within the recommended cfs range will be based on Reclamation needs).
Fluctuations will deviate no more than 25% (based on hourly values) below the established
maximum flow. The date for achieving the target flow will be based on the Yampa River
hydrograph. During average or high water years, the target flow probably will occur on or near
July 10 or July 20, respectively. During low water years, the target flow probably will occur on
or near June 20.

FALL.-Fall flows will bea continuation of summer flows described above. During high water
years, however, because most YOY endangered fishes are past the larval period of
development by fall, the upper limit of the target-flow range could be increased to 2,400 cfs.
If water conditions dictate, a new target flow could be selected on or after September 15. The
standard of fluctuations below the maximum flow not exceeding 25% will remain in effect. The
target flow will be maintained until November 1 of each year. Flows after this date are
addressed in recommendations for the winter period.

WINTER.-Winter flows will be stabilized once ice cover forms and will remain stable through
ice breakup in spring. A possible exception to this recommendation is when evidence shows
that higher winter flows will be necessary to ensure attainment of spring through fall flows. If,
under certain circumstances, ice formation does not occur or specific research flows are not
requested, water releases from FGD will depend on constraints of Reclamation agreements
with the State of Utah or the need to release more water during high water years. If possible,
flow fluctuations will be moderated.

3.0. FIVE YEAR FLAMING GORGE RESEARCH PROGRAM

3.0.1. RESEARCH PROGRAM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

GOAL.-Determine the biological and physical responses of the Green River ecosystem (from
FGD to Lake Powell) to implemented seasonal flow recommendations related to operation of
FGD, develop reliable data for refinement of the flow recommendations, and investigate
potential effects of increasing the temperature of water released from FGD..

OBJECTIVE 1.-Track the reproductive success of endangered and other fishes in the Green
and Yampa rivers and determine relationships between flow and spawning success of
endangered and other fishes downstream of FGD.

I

I
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OBJECTIVE 2.-Evaluate recruitment of endangered fishes from age 0 to subsequent
life-history stages and determine relationships between seasonal flows and survival of young
fish.

OBJECTIVE 3.-Monitor the relative abundance and population structure of endangered and
other fishes to acquire information on interactions among fishes and on how flows may
differentially affect selected fish species.

OBJECTIVE 4.-Determine how releases from FGD and flows from tributaries affect formation
and maintenance of important habitats for endangered and other native fishes throughout the
Green River.

3.0.2. RESEARCH PROGRAM PLAN/APPROACH

In 1990, Reclamation submitted a proposal to RIP that called for a cooperative-agency
approach to accomplish the 5 years of research on operation of FGD. A Flaming Gorge
Research Team composed of upper basin researchers was assembled under the RIP to
design and conduct studies that would provide data necessary for support or refinement of the
seasonal flow recommendations set forth by the Service in the Biological Opinion on operation
of FGD. Research would be designed along a "systems-oriented" .approach, with the Service
and Reclamation coordinating annual efforts. The Flaming Gorge Research Team consists of
representatives from Reclamation, the Service,. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR),
Larval Fish Laboratory (LFL) at Colorado State University, Colorado Division of Wildlife
(CDOW), National Park Service (NPS), and Western Area Power Administration 0NAPA). A
number of assumptions and considerations, listed below, were made by the Flaming Gorge
Research Team in assembling the overall research program.

• The research program should address all endangered fishes to the extent possible.
Nonnative and other native fishes should also be considered, especially in terms of their
interactions with endangered fishes. Endangered fishes that would be addressed
include Colorado squawfish, razorback sucker, humpback chub, and bonytail.

• Long-term, standardized studies extending the length of the research period would
be needed to provide a data base for assessment of biological and physical responses
of the Green River ecosystem to implemented flow recommendations.

• Framework of the long-term effort needed to be sufficiently simple and flexible to
allow for continuity over time and collection of sound, quantifiable data covering
important life-history stages. Consideration was given to the ability to link new data with
existing data and information generated from the Interagency Standardized Monitoring
Program (ISMP) and other studies.

• Because state of knowledge of the biology and life history of Colorado squawfish is
more complete, compared to razorback sucker, humpback chub, and bonytail, flow
recommendations would emphasize Colorado squawfish needs. Long-term studies
should therefore focus on Colorado squawfish. As knowledge of the biology and life

I Flaming Gorge Research Program 4
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history of the other endangered fishes increases, the long-term effort could be
modified/expanded to include these species.

• A critical issue is the need to establish links among reproduction, recruitment of
young fish, recruitment to adult stocks, status of populations, and how hydrologic
conditions affect life-history parameters.

• Two important Colorado squawfish spawning areas have been identified in the Green
River system (i.e., lower Yampa Canyon and Desolation/Gray canyons). Representative
sampling in reaches downstream of each spawning area is needed to provide an
accurate assessment of annual reproduction and recruitment of young.

• Sampling of adult Colorado squawfish immediately before and during spawning
should be minimi,zed to reduce disturbance and sampling mortality. Sampling of all
endangered fishes needs to be coordinated to eliminate unnecessary duplication of
efforts and to minimize impacts on fish, particularly at spawning locations.

• Collection of life-history, abundance (using marked or tagged fish), and other fishery
data on all fishes (including nonnatives) is important.

• Research being conducted within the Flaming Gorge Program will be coordinated
with other research studies in the Recovery Implementation Program such as the
Interagency Standardized Monitoring Program (ISMP), channel monitoring studies, and
hydrology support programs and with other research activities in the Green River funded
outside of the RIP.

The 5 years of research in the Green River System below FGD was intended to start
coincident with the planned release of the Biological Opinion in 1991. Initial research projects
were in place in 1991, however, the Biological Opinion was not issued until 1992 because of
revisions from inclusion of new data. As a result, an initial year of research was conducted
without knowledge of the exact content of the Biological Opinion and without implementation
of the seasonal flow recommendations. It was determined by the Service and Reclamation that
a minimum of 5 years of study on the implemented flow recommendations presented iii the
Biological Opinion were necessary to evaluate biological and physical responses of the system
to the more natural hydrograph. Thus, the field investigation portion of the five year research
program presented in this document was initiated in Fiscal Year (FY) 1992 and will terminate
in FY 1996. '

STUDY AREA.-The study area (Figure 1) includes the lower Yampa River, the lower 15 miles
of the Duchesne River, the Green River from FGD downstream to its confluence with the
Colorado River, and the Colorado River from its confluence with the Green River downstream
to the Lake Powell inflow area. Areas of particular interest, based on past research, include
Colorado squawfish spawning areas in the lower Yampa River and in Desolation/Grays
canyons on the Green River; razorback sucker spawning areas in the lower Yampa River and
the Green River above Jensen; Co'iorado squawfish nursery areas in the Green River near
Ouray-Jensen and below the town of Green River; and the reach within Desolation/Grays
canyons due to the presence of humpback chub.

I

I

I
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NULL HYPOTHESES (ORGANIZED BY S-PECIES/L1FE EVENT/SEASONAL PERIOD).-A
series of null hypotheses were formulated by the Flaming Gorge Research Team to focus
research within the Five Year Flaming Gorge Research Program for testing responses of the
Green River ecosystem to flow conditions. Null hypotheses were stated in the context of
species, life event, and seasonal flows. These hypotheses are summarized in Table 1.

AREAS OF EFFORT.-An overall approach was outlined by the research team to address the
null hypotheses (a conceptualization of the approach is shown is Figure 3). The overall
research program consists of three interrelated areas of effort:

1. Core-Research Studies
2. Hypothesis-Testing Studies
3. Habitat-Management/Evaluation Studies

The monitoring/research effort is embodied primarily in the Core-Research Studies.
Core-Research is based on a life history approach to monitpring the biological response of
target species to recommended flows. They are primarily long-term studies designed to gather
consistent trend data on relative fish abundance and population structure over the 5-year
program period. Although primarily composed of long-term research studies, some shorter-term
studies which provide needed background information are also included. It was the opinion of
the Flaming Gorge Research Team that collection of long-term trend data was critical to reveal
basic biological responses of the Green River ecosystem to recommended flow regimes.

The Core-Research Studies component of the Five Year Flaming Gorge Research
Program is a package of closely related research and monitoring activities that will be
conducted annually throughout the 5 years of investigation. Studies included in this program
component are presented in section 4 of this document. The core-research effort is composed
of four elements for tracking life-history stages of selected fishes throughout the year:_1}
Reproduction, 2) Age-O Recruitment, 3) Age-1 Recruitment, and 4) Adult Recruitment. The
purpose of the Core-Research Studies is to examine spawning and recruitment; directly
assessing effects of the yearly and seasonal operation of FGD on annual reproduction and
recruitment of fishes in the Green River system.

Core Research data will supplement information collected by the ISMP. ISMP provides
for collection of adult and YOY fish, but concurrent, long-term information on annual migrations
and spawning success is also needed to provide information on relationships between
populations of native and nonnative fishes and hydrologic events. Core studies were designed
to supply additional information not available from ISMP. Studies within the core-research effort
include collection of long-term data on spring movements and migrations to spawning locations,
spawning, larval drift, and age-O and age-1 recruitment. Data collected are important in that
they provide a consistent year-to-year index offish abundance and population structure against
which environmental changes, such as altered flows, can be measured. The core-research
effort provides a tool by which overall biological responses of native and nonnative fishes to
recommended flows can be measured.

The Hypothesis-Testing Studies area of effort is the second component of the
integrated research program. Questions concerning how flows, particularly recommended
seasonal flows and especially those for winter and spring periods, affect selected aspects of
fish populations will be addressed by studies designed to test specific hypotheses.

Specific, a priori "experiments" are powerful tools for determining cause and effect
relationships. These types of short-term studies are necessary to establish links between flows
and status of native and nonnative fishes and to support, refute, or refine specific hypotheses

II
Flaming Gorge Research Program 7
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Table 1. Null hypotheses concerning effects of recommended releases from Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD) on the
Green River Ecosystem, and assessment of the quantity and/or quality [none, limited, fair, or good] of associated
existing information through 1992.
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Species/Event

Colorado squawflsh
Reproduction

Recruitment age-O

Recruitment age-1+ - Adult

Spring - Summer

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
that mimic historic spring-runoff flows do
not enhance spawning in the mainstem
Green River [fair]

Ho: Seasonally flooded bottomlands do not
enhance spawning success of adults
[limited)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect formation and maintenance of
nursery habitats [fair - good]

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the upper and lower Green
River [fair. good)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect formation and maintenance of
nursery habitats for young [none
limited)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats for young in the upper and lower
Green River [none· limited)

Summer - Fall

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect formation and maintenance
of nursery habitats [fair - good)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the upper and lower Green
River [fair - good)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect formation and maintenance
of nursery habitats for young [none
limited)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the upper and lower Green
River [none - limited)

Winter

Uo: Flow fluctuations caused by
operation of FGD do not affect
survival and distribution of
young In the Jensen-Ouray and
lower Green River nursery
areas [limited)

Uo: Flow fluctuations caused by
operation of FGD do not affect
survival and distribution of
young in the Jensen-Ouray and
lower Green River nursery
areas [limited)

Ho: Recommended winter flows
do not affect status of adults
[Iirnlted - fair]
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Table 1. Continued.

Species/Event

Razorback sucker
Reproduction

Recruitment age-O

Recruitment age-1+ - adult

Spring - Summer

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
that mimic historic spring-runoff flows do
not enhance spawning in the malnstem
Green River [limited)

Ho: seasonally flooded bottomlands do not
enhance spawning. success of adults
[limited]

Ho: Seasonally flooded bottomlands do not
enhance successful recruitment of young
[limited - fair)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect formation and maintenance of
nursery habitats [lImited - fair)

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD do
no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the Green River [lImited •
fair)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect formation and maintenance of
nursery habitats for young [none)

Ho: Recommernded releases fromFGD do
no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats for young In the Green River
[none)

Summer - Fall

Ho: Seasonally flooded bottomlands do
not enhance successful recruitment of
young [lImited. fair)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect formation and maintenance
of nursery habitats [limited· fair)

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD
do no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the Green River [limited.
fair)

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect formation and maintenance
of nursery habitats for young [none)

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD
do no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats for young in the Green River
[none]

Winter

Ho: Flow fluctuations caused by
operation of FGD do not affect
overwinter survival and
distribution of young in nursery
habitats [none)

Ho: Recommended winter flows
do not affect the status of adults
[lImited]

Ho: Flow fluctuations caused by
operation of FGD do not affect
overwinter survival and
distribution of young in nursery
habitats [none)

:t
:1

'\
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Humpback chub
Reproduction ~~~::::':~"~E~FE.~__
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Table 1. Continued.

Species/Event

Humpback chub
Recruitment age-O

Recruitment age-1 + • adult

Other native fishes
Reproduction

Recruitment age-O

Spring - Summer

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect formation and maintenance of
nursery habitats [limited]

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD do
no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the Green River [limited]

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect formation and maintenance of
nursery habitats for young [none]

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD do
no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats for young in the Green River
[none]

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD
which mimic historic spring-runoff flows do
not enhance spawning in the Green River
[limited - fair]

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect formation and maintenance of
nursery habitats [limited - fair]

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD do
no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the Green River [limited·
fair]

Summer - Fall

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect formation and maintenance
of nursery habitats [limited]

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD
do no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the Green River [limited]

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect formation and maintenance
of nursery habitats for young [none]

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD
do no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats for young In the Green River
[none]

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect formation and maintenance
of nursery habitats [limited· fair]

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD
do no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the Green River {lImlted
fair]

Winter

Ho: Recommemded winter
flows do not affect the status of
adults [none]

Ho: Flow fluctuations caused by
operation of FGD do not affect
overwinter survival and
distribution of young in nursery
habitats [none]
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Table 1. Continued.

Species/Event

Other native fishes
Recruitment age-1+ - adult

Nonnative fishes
Reproduction

Recruitment age-O

Spring - Summer

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect formation and maintenance of
nursery habitats for young [none
limited]

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD do
no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats for young in the Green River
[none - limited]

Ho: High spring flows (> 13,000 cfs) do not
affect the status of populations [falr
good]

Ho: Nonnative fishes do not interact with
native fishes in the Green River [limited
fair]

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do
not affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the Green River [lImlted
fair]

Ho: Recomended flows do not affect
formation or maintenance of nursery
habitats [limited - fair]

Ho: Nonnative fishes do not interact with
native fishes in the Green River [lImlted
fair]

Summer - Fall

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not·affect formation and maintenance
of nursery habitats for young [none 
limited].

Ho: Recommemded releases from FGD
do no affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats for young in the Green River
[none - limited]

Ho: Nonnative fishes do not interact with
native fishes in the Green River [limited
- fair]

Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
do not affect quantity or quality of nursery
habitats in the Green River [lImlted
fair]

Ho: Recomended flows do not affect
formation or maintenance of nursery
habitats [limited - fair]

Ho: Nonnative fishes do not interact with
native fishes in the Green River [limited
- fair]

Winter

Ho: Recomrnemded winter
flows do not affect the status of
adults [none)

Ho: Flow fluctuations caused by
operation of FGD do not affect
overwinter survival and
distribution of young in nursery
habitats [none]
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Species/Event Spring - Summer Summer - Fall Winter

Nonnative fishes
Recruitment age-1+ • adult Ho: Recomended flows do not affect Ho: Recomended flows do not affect Ho: Winter flows do not affect

formation or maintenance of preferred formation or maintenance of preferred any life-history aspect of
habitats [limited • fair] habitats [limited • fair] nonnative fishes in the Gleen

River [none]
Ho: Recommended releases from FGD do Ho: Recommended releases from FGD
not affect quantity or quality of preferred do not affect quantity or quality of Ho: Nonnative fishes do not
habitats In the Green River [limited· preferred habitats in the Green River interact with native fishes in the
fair] [limited • fair] Green River [limited]

Ho: Nonnative fishes do not interact with Ho: Nonnative fishes do not interact with
native fishes in the Green River [limited· native fishes In the Green Rivor [limited
fair] • fair]

- -- --

-;:; Table 1. Continued.
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Figure 2. Conceptualization of Five Year Flaming Gorge Research Program.
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concerning seasonal flow recommendations. Proposals for hypothesis-testing studies will be
submitted on an annual basis. Cooperating agencies will review proposals prior to field and
laboratory activities and assign funds to the most pertinent studies. Results from hypothesis
testing studies will be used to clarify information generated by core-research studies.
Hypotheses-testing studies will assist in answering questions concerning ways in which flows
affect fishes of interest and in refining seasonal flow recommendations.

The Habitat Management/Evaluation portion ofthe Five Year Flaming Gorge Research
Program was initially designed to implement and evaluate experimental habitat improvement
projects in the Green River, which would then be linked to flow recomendations. The Old
Charley Wash project and a study to evaluate its benefits (Charachterization of Spring Habitats)
both fell within this category. SUbsequently, the Capital Improvements Program was
implemented under the RIP and assumed this portion of the Five Year Flaming Gorge
Research Program. The Capital Improvements Program is implementing a series of trial habitat
improvement projects in the Upper Colorado River Basin. Experimental projects within the
Green River Subbasin which are being investigated include Old Charley Wash near Ouray and
Escalante Ranch near Jensen. Data generated from these studies and flow needs for these
projects will be integrated into overall flow recommendations for FGD and the Green River.

3.0~3. RESEARCH FLOWS

The Biological Opinion allowed for implementation of research (test) flows to help refine
the seasonal flow recommendations. Test flows were envisioned primarily for the spring and
winter, periods for which information on flow needs was often limited (see Table 1). Requests
or recommendations for research flows will be submitted to Reclamation. Requested research
flows will be discussed biannually at a meeting of concerned parties which will include the
Service, Reclamation, the State of Utah, WAPA, and other affected agencies.

Flow requests made by the Flaming Gorge Research Team will vary depending on
available water resources and study needs. However, it is presently anticipated that research
flows will include at least one year of stable winter releases at or below 2,000 cfs from FGD,
at least one year of very high spring releases utilizing the jet tubes at FGD, and two to three
years of relatively high flows below the confluence of the Green and Yampa (approx. 18,000
cfs at Jensen). Additionally, it may be requested that peak releases from FG'O be offset slightly
from peak flows in the Yampa River to increase duration of high spring flows in the Green
River. Stable flow releases from' FGO will also be needed to support studies for short periods
of time during the summer months. Specific recommendations for spring and summer flows
will be developed by the Flaming Gorge Research Team during preplanning meetings in
January and February and finalized at the April meeting each year. Winter flow
recommendations will be finalized as soon as possible each year.

3.0.4. LEAD RESPONSIBILITIES AND COORDINATION OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Reclamation and the Service are jointly responsible for overall activities within the Five
Year Flaming Gorge Research Program. However, to facilitate synthesis of results for the
refined Biological Opinion on operation of FGD, a Technical Coordination Team was
established. The purpose of the Technical Coordination Team is to integrate findings of RIP

I
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sponsored studies within the Five Year Flaming Gorge Research Program, other relevant RIP
sponsored studies, and relevant studies outside the RIP for the purpose of making flow
recommendations to the Service. The Technical Coordination Team wiilalso provide internal
review and guidance for studies being conducted under the auspices of the Five Year Flaming
Gorge Research Program. This team will -be composed of one representative from
Reclamation, one represenative from the Service, and one representative from each agency
with management responsibilities in the Green River below FGD. In addition, other individuals
from the private or academic sector with recognized expertise may be appointed to the team
by the lead agencies. The Technical Coordination Team during FY 1994 will be composed of
Mr. Robert Williams (Service), Mr. Larry Crist (Reclamation), Mr. Leo Lentsch (UDWR) and Dr.
Robert Muth (LFL). To ensure coordination among studies, an annual meeting will be held of
the Flaming Gorge Research Team and other interested parties. The purpose of the meeting
will be to discuss proposed studies, review any reports compiled by the Technical Coordination
Team, and assess how weil the Five Year Flaming Gorge Research Program is meeting its
objectives.

3.0.5. DELIVERABLES

The following items will be provided to the Biology Committee of the RIP over the
duration of the Five Year Flaming Gorge Research Program.

1. Yearly progress reports as required by the RIP, for each individual study,
prepared by the lead agency.

2. Final reports for individual completed project, prepared by the lead agency.

3. By December 1'994, an interim report on Flaming Gorge will be compiled by the
Service and Reclamation, assisted by the Technical Coordination Team. This
report will synthesize results of all studies conducted to date and assess overall
progress of the Five Year Flaming Gorge Research Program.

4. A final report, written by the Service and Reclamation, assisted by the Technical
Coordination Team, to be completed after the 5 years of research. The final
report will address the goals and objectives of the Five Year Flaming Gorge
Research Program. This report will also recommend any needed refinement of
Flaming Gorge operations based on the results of the research conducted

4.0. PROGRAM STUDIES

Table 2 shows studies conducted under the Five Year Flaming Gorge Research
Program, 1990-1994, organized by species, life event, and season (drift-net and
nursery-habitat sampling was started in 1990; studies listed include those proposed for FY
1994); refer to Table 1 for associated null hypotheses. Several studies relate to more than one
hypothesis and are designed to provide data having broad application among species,
ichthyofaunal assemblages, and physical and other biological parameters.

Flaming Gorge Research Program 15
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Table 2. Core-research (CR) and hypothesis-testing (HT) studies to investigate effects of recommended releases
from Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD) on the Green River Ecosystem, 1990-1994.
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Species/Event

Colorado squawfish
Reproduction

Recruitment age-O

Spring - Summer

CR-Assessment of larval abundance (drift
net); 1990-
HT-Characteristics of spring habitats;
1991-92
HT-Structured decision making; 1991-92
HT-Early biology studies; 1991-93
HT--Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT--Potential spawning in lower Green
River; 1994-
HT-Reproduction/recruitment in middle
Green River; 1994-
H1--Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

CR--Assessment of nursery habitat; 1990
H1-Characteristics of spring habitats;
1991-92
HT--Structured decision making; 1991-92
HT-Early biology studies; 1991-93
H1-Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters;1992-93
HI-Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Reproduction/recruitment in middle
Green River; 1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Summer - Fall

CR-Assessment of nursery habitat;
1990-
HT··Evaluation of mark\recapture; 1991
92
HT-Structured decision making; 1991-92
HT-Early biology studies; 1991-93
HT·-Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters;1992-93
HT--Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Reproduction/recruitment in middle
Green River; 1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Winter

CR-Flow effects on yay;
overwinter survival; 1990-
HT-Structured decision making;
1991-92
HT-Role of FGD in habitat
changes; 1994-
HT-Growth of young related to
adult recruitment; 1992-93
HT--Effects of flow/ice off on
habitat of young; 1994-
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Table 2. Continued.

Species/Event

Colorado squawflsh
Recruitment age-1+ - Adult

Spring - Summer

CR-Assessment of nur!!ery habitat; 1990
HT--Characteristics of spring habitats;
1991-92
HT-Structured decision making; '1991-92
HT-Mark/recapture to evaluate
movements/distribution of age 1; 1994
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Summer - Fall

CR-Assessment of nursery habitat;
1990-
HT-Structured decision making; 1991-92
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Winter

CR-Flow effects on yay;
overwinter survival; 1990
HT--Structured decision makiny;
1991-92
t-IT--Synthesis of winter
movements and habitat of
adults; 1992-93
HT-Growth of young related to
adult recruitment; 1992-93
HT-Role of FGD in habitat
changes; 1994-
HT--Effects of flow/ice off on
habitat of young; 1994-

i

.....

.....

Razorback sucker
Reproduction CR-Assessment of mainstem spawning

success, larval distribution, and habitat
selection; 1991-
HT-Temperature effects on sucker
embryos and fry; 1991
HT-Characteristics of spring habitats;
1991-92
HT-Early biology studies; 1991-93
HT-Analysis of past collections; 1993
HT-Role of FGD.in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Potential spawning in lower Green
River; 1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-
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Table 2. Continued.

Species/Event

Razorback sucker
Recruitment age-O

Recruitment age-1+ - adult

Spring - Summer

CR-Assessment of mainstem 'spawning .
success, larval distribution, and habitat
selection; 1991-
HT-Temperature effects on sucker
embryos and fry; 1991
HT-Role of predation on survival of young;
1991
.IT-Characteristics of spring habitats;
1991-92
HT--Early biology studies; 1991-93
HT-·Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters;1992-93
HT-Analysis of past collections; 1993
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
IH-Potential spawning in lower Green
River; 1994-
HT--Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

HT-Characteristics of spring habitats;
1991-92
HT-Analysis of past collections; 1993
HTe-Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT·-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Summer - Fall

CR--Assessment of mainstem spawning
suc~ess, larval distribution, and habitat
selection; 1991-
HT-Characteristics of spring habitats;
1991-92
HT--Early biology studies; 1991-93
HT-Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters;1992-93.
HT-Analysis of past collections; 1993
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT--Potential spawning in lower Green
River; 1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

HT--Characteristics of spring habitats;
1991-92
HT--Analysis of past collections; 1993
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Winter

HT-Role of FGD in habitat
changes; 1994-

HT-Synthesis of winter
movements and habitat of
adults; 1992-93
HT--Role of FGD in habitat
changes; 1994-

i
{

Humpback chub
Reproduction HT--Analysis of past collections; 1993

HT-Reproduction/recruitment in middle
Green River; 1994-
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994- .
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Table 2. Continued.

Species/Event

Humpback chub
Recruitment age-O

Recruitment age-1+ - adult

Spring - Summer

HT-Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters;1992-93
HT-Analysis of past collections; 1993
HT-Reproduction/recruitment In middle
Green River; 1994-
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

HT-Analysis of past collections; 1993
HT-Reproductio'n/recruitment in middle
Green River; 1994-
HT--Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Summer - Fall

HT--Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters;1992-93
HT--Analysis of past collections; 1993
HT-Reproduction/recruitment in middle
Green River; 1994-
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

HT-Analysis of past collections; 1993
HT-Reproduction/recruitment in middle
Green River; 1994-
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Winter

HT-Role of FGD in habitat
changes; 1994-

Other native fishes
Reproduction CR-Assessment of larval Colorado

squawfish abundance (drift-net); 1990
CR-:Assessment of Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat; 1990-
CR-Assessment of mainstem razorback
sucker spawning, larval distribution, and
habitat selection; 1991-
HT-Temperature effects on sucker
embryos and fry; 1991-
HT-Analysis of past collections for young
Gila and razorback sucker; 1993
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT--Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-
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Summer - Fall

HT-Analysis of past collections for young
Gila and razorback sucker; 1993
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

I
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l~~H ._ji
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HT-Role of FGD in habitat
changes; 1994-

..-~-e

CR-Assessment of Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat; 1990-
CR-Assessment of mainstem razorback
sucker spawning, larval distribution, and
habitat selection; 1991-
HT-Role of predation on survival of
young; 1991
HT-Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters; 1992-93
HT-Analysis of past collections for young
Gila and razorback sucker; 1993
HT--Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Spring - Summer

HT-Analysis of past collections for young
Gila and razorback sucker; 1993 .
HT--Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

CR--Assessment of Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat; 1990-
CR--Assessment of mainstem razorback
sucker spawning, larval distribution, and
habitat selection; 1991-
HT--Role of predation on survival of young;
1991
HT--Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters; 1992-93
HT-Analysis of past collections for young
Gila and razorback sucker; 1993
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Recruitment age-1 + - adult

Species/Event

Other native fishes
Recruitment age-O

Table 2. Continued.
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Nonnative fishes
Reproduction CR-Assessment of larval Colorado

squawfish abundance (drift-net); 1990
CR-Assessment of Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat; 1990-
CR-Assessment of mainstemrazorback
sucker spawning, larval distribution, and
habitat selection; 1991-
HT-Nonnative fish management; 1992-93
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

CR-Assessment of larval Colorado
squawfish abundance (drift-net); 1990
CR-Assessment of Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat; 1990-
CR-Assessment of mainstem razorback
sucker spawning, larval distribution, and
habitat selection; 1991-
HT-Nonnative fish management; 1992-93
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

:j
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Table 2. Continued.

Species/Event

Nonnative fishes
Recrunment age-O

Recruitment age-1+ - adult

Spring - Summer

CR-Assessment of Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat; 1990-
CR--Assessment of mainstem razorback
sucker spawning, larval distribution. and
habitat selection; 1991- .
HT-Nonnative fish management; 1992-93
HT-Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters; 1992-93
HT--Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

CR--Assessment of Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat; 1990-
CR--Assessment of mainstem razorback
sucker spawning, larval distribution, and
habitat selection; 1991-
HT-Movement and habitat use of catfish
and carp; 1991
HT-Nonnative fish management; 1992-93
HT--Role of FGD in habitat changes; 1994
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Summer - Fall

CR-Assessment of Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat; 1990-
CR--Assessment of mainstem razorback
suc~er spawning, larval distribution, and
habitat selection; 1991-
HT--Nonnative fish management; 1992-93
HT--Fish predation on invertebrates in
backwaters; 1992-93
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

CR--Assessment of Colorado squawfish
nursery habitat; 1990-
CR-Assessment of mainstem razorback
sucker spawning, larval distribution, and
habitat selection; 1991-
HT-Movement and habitat use of catfish
and carp; 1991
HT--Nonnative fish management; 1992-93
HT-Role of FGD in habitat changes;
1994-
HT-Restoration potential of upper Green
River; 1994-

Winter

HT-Role of FGD in habitat
changes; 1994-
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Figure 2. Conceptual relation between Green River annual distribution
hydrograph (USGS records; Jensen, Utah) and timing of some life history
events of Colorado squa~fish, razorback sucker, and humpback chub.
CS=Colorado squawfish, HB=humpback chub, RZ=razorback sucker,
M=migration, s=spawning, N=nursery, W=winter. (After Tyus and Karp 1991)
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Figure 2. Conceptual relation between Green River annual distribution
hydrograph (USGS records; Jensen, Utah) and timing of some life history
events of Colorado squa~fish, razorback sucker, and humpback chub.
CS=Colorado squawfish, HB=humpback chub, RZ=razorback sucker,
M=migration, s=spawning, N=nursery, W=winter. (After Tyus and Karp 1991)
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Figure 1. Average annual hydrograph for the Green and Yampa rivers~ Upper
figure for 1951-62; lower figure for 1967-88. USGS flow records:
Jensen=Green River at Jensen, Utah; Greendale=Green River below Flaming
Gorge Dam; Yampa=Yampa River at mouth. (After Tyus and Karp 1991)
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